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This thesis presents a thorough theoretical study at the molecular level
approach of radiation damage of ionised amino acids and derivatives in the
gas phase. This thesis only imply the theoretical aspects presented in this
manuscript, but in most of the systems the theoretical work has been done in
parallel to new experiments carried out at ARIBE, the low-energy ion facility
of GANIL (Grand accélérateur national d'ions lourds, Caen, France) and at
the GASPHASE beam line of the synchrotron radiation facility ELETTRA
(Trieste, Italy). Through all the manuscript theory will be used to interpret
the outcomes of experiments in which fragmentation of biomolecules is in-
duced by ion-molecule collisions in the gas phase and analysed by means of
mass spectrometry using multicoincidence techniques. In order to have a bet-
ter understanding of the chemical and physical processes involved, theoretical
and experimental results are presented and discussed together.
The present thesis is thus devoted to understand the interaction of ionising
radiation with molecules of biological interest. In particular it focuses on the
processes taking place just after the irradiation. The radiation damage in
biological tissues starts within the rst few femtoseconds, during the passage
of the impinging particle, at the so-called physical stage. Charge and energy
ow leads to ionisation and direct damage. At longer timescales molecular
fragmentation occurs (so-called chemical stage of radiation damage), leading
to the production of a bunch of possible chemical species, as charged or
neutral molecular fragments which also includes the release of high reactive
radical species. Thus, the study at the molecular level of the ionisation
and fragmentation of the molecular systems is a fundamental step for the
understanding and improvement of modern cancer treatments that use beams
of protons and other ions, such as C6+. This radiation therapy is called
hadrontherapy and represents a more accurate alternative to the irradiation
using beams of X rays or accelerated electrons. Moreover, the present studies
can also shed light on the formation of molecular species of biological interest
in astrophysical environments.
The stability and fragmentation dynamics of several positively charged
molecules in the gas phase have been studied: thymidine, glycine, β-alanine,
γ-aminobutyric acid, and N -acetylglycine. To face this theoretical challenge,
the following computational strategy has been established: the evolution of
the ionised and excited molecules in the rst hundreds of femtoseconds after
the collision, is followed by means of ab initio molecular dynamics simula-
tions; analysing the most populated de-excitation channels obtained in these
dynamics one gets the molecular fragments produced, from which the relev-
ant parts of the associated potential energy surface is explored using density
functional theory. With this approach, the mechanisms, dynamics and ener-
gies of the fragmentation channels are obtained together with the intensity
and correlation of the fragments observed in the experiments.
The rst part of the results includes the evaluation of the energy trans-
ferred in an ionising collision. Analysis of the molecular orbitals involved in
the charge transfer and the excitation energy distribution is obtained with
theoretical simulations. In the second part of the results, the fragmentation
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dynamics of doubly charged amino acids is presented. The most important
channels correspond to the so-called Coulomb explosion, where the charge is
shared into two singly charged fragments, which repeal each other. In com-
petition with this channel, unexpected molecular reorganisation processes are
obtained; in particular ultrafast H migration, OH migration and formation
of ring molecular structures. These isomerisation processes are typically fol-
lowed by emission of neutral moieties, leading to stable doubly charged species
that are also observed in the experiments. In the case of N -acetylglycine, iso-
merisation processes (tautomerisation), enabled by the presence of a peptide
bond, produce metastable cationic species before undergoing fragmentation.
Finally, the last part of the thesis is devoted to understand the structure and
stability of molecular clusters formed by β-alanine molecules. This part of the
study focuses on the importance of intra- and inter-molecular interactions;
in particular it shows that due to the hydrogen bonds strong cooperativity
eects are responsible of the extra stability, leading to complex cage-shaped
structures, rather than evolving into linear weakly bonded chains. Due to
the complexity of these systems, this study is carried out with a dierent
methodological approach: classical molecular dynamics are used to generate
large number of conformers and to evaluate their thermal stability; and dens-
ity functional theory together with wave function analysis methods are used
to study dierent molecular properties: relative stabilities, geometries, bond
strengths, dissociation energies, etc.
In summary in this thesis a systematic study on the evolution of ionised
amino acids and derivatives based on theoretical simulations combined with
mass spectrometry experiments is presented. We report the main factors
that govern the stability, fragmentation dynamics and production of stable
cationic species after interaction with highly charged ions.
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Resumen
Esta tesis presenta un riguroso estudio teórico a nivel molecular del daño pro-
ducido por radiación en aminoácidos ionizados y sus derivados, en fase gas.
En esta tesis únicamente se han desarrollado los aspectos teóricos presentados
en el manuscrito, pero en la mayoría de los sistemas estudiados, el trabajo
teórico se ha realizado en paralelo a nuevos experimentos llevados a cabo en
ARIBE, la instalación de iones de baja energía del GANIL (Grand accélérat-
eur national d'ions lourds , Caen, Francia) y en la línea de haz GASPHASE,
de la instalación de radiación de sincrotrón ELETTRA (Trieste, Italia). A
través de todo el manuscrito, la teoría será utilizada para interpretar los res-
ultados experimentales en los que la fragmentación de las biomoléculas es
inducida por colisiones de las moléculas con iones en fase gas y analizados
mediante espectrometría de masas utilizando técnicas de multicoincidencia.
Con el n de tener una mejor comprensión de los procesos químicos y físicos
involucrados, los resultados teóricos y experimentales se presentan y discuten
al mismo tiempo.
La presente tesis está enfocada a comprender la interacción de la ra-
diación ionizante con moléculas de interés biológico. En particular, se centra
en los procesos que tienen lugar justo después de la irradiación. El daño por
radiación en tejidos biológicos comienza en los primeros femtosegundos, dur-
ante el paso de la partícula que colisiona, en la llamada etapa física. El ujo
de carga y energía conduce a la ionización y al daño directo. A intervalos
de tiempo más largos se produce la fragmentación molecular (denominada
etapa química del daño por radiación), que conduce a la producción de un
grupo de especies químicas, como fragmentos moleculares cargados o neutros,
y también incluye la liberación de especies radicalarias altamente reactivas.
Así, el estudio a nivel molecular de la ionización y fragmentación de los sis-
temas estudiados, es un paso fundamental para la comprensión y mejora de
los tratamientos modernos contra el cáncer que utilizan haces de protones y
otros iones, como C6+. Este tipo de radioterapia se denomina hadronterapia
y representa una alternativa más precisa a la irradiación utilizando haces
de rayos X o electrones acelerados. Además, los estudios que se presentan
en este trabajo, también pueden arrojar luz sobre la formación de especies
moleculares de interés biológico en ambientes astrofísicos.
Se ha estudiado la estabilidad y la dinámica de fragmentación de varias
moléculas cargadas positivamente en la fase gas: timidina, glicina, β-alanina,
γ-aminobutírico y N -acetilglicina. Para hacer frente a este desafío teórico,
se ha establecido la siguiente estrategia computacional: la evolución de las
moléculas ionizadas y excitadas en los primeros cientos de femtosegundos
después de la colisión, se sigue mediante simulaciones de dinámica molecular
ab initio; Analizando los canales de desexcitación más poblados obtenidos con
estas dinámicas, se obtienen los fragmentos moleculares producidos, a partir
de los cuales se exploran las partes más relevantes de la supercie de energía
potencial asociada, utilizando la teoría del funcional de la densidad. Con
este enfoque, se obtienen los mecanismos, dinámicas y energías de los canales
de fragmentación junto con la intensidad y correlación de los fragmentos
observados en los experimentos.
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La primera parte de los resultados incluye la evaluación de la energía
transferida en una colisión ionizante. El análisis de los orbitales moleculares
involucrados en la transferencia de carga y la distribución de energía de ex-
citación se han obtenido mediante simulaciones teóricas. En la segunda parte
de los resultados se presenta la dinámica de fragmentación de aminoácidos
doblemente cargados. Los canales más importantes corresponden a la lla-
mada explosión coulombiana, donde la carga se comparte en dos fragmentos
cargados, que se repelen entre sí. En competencia con este canal, se obtienen
procesos inesperados de reorganización molecular; En particular migración de
H ultrarápida, migración de OH y formación de estructuras moleculares con
forma de anillo. Estos procesos de isomerización son típicamente seguidos de
la emisión de fragmentos neutros, dando lugar a especies estables y doble-
mente cargadas, que también son observadas en los experimentos. En el caso
de N -acetilglicina, los procesos de isomerización (tautomerización), posibil-
itados por la presencia de un enlace peptídico, producen especies catiónicas
metastables antes de sufrir fragmentación. La última parte de la tesis se ded-
ica a comprender la estructura y estabilidad de clusters moleculares formados
por moléculas de β-alanina. Esta parte del estudio se centra en la importancia
de las interacciones intra- e inter-moleculares; En particular, se muestra que
existe una estabilidad adicional debido a los enlaces de hidrógeno, donde se
muestran fuertes efectos de cooperatividad, dando lugar a estructuras comple-
jas en forma de jaula, en lugar de evolucionar en cadenas lineales débilmente
enlazadas. Debido a la complejidad de estos sistemas, este estudio se lleva
a cabo con un enfoque metodológico diferente: Se utilizan simulaciones de
dinámica molecular para generar un gran número de confórmeros y evaluar
su estabilidad térmica; Y la teoría del funcional de la densidad junto con
métodos de análisis de la función de onda se utilizan para estudiar difer-
entes propiedades moleculares: estabilidades relativas, geometrías, fuerzas de
interacción, energías de disociación, etc.
En resumen, en esta tesis se presenta un estudio sistemático sobre la
evolución de los aminoácidos ionizados y sus derivados a partir de simula-
ciones teóricas combinadas con experimentos de espectrometría de masas y
se estudian los principales factores que rigen la estabilidad, la dinámica de
fragmentación y la producción de especies catiónicas estables, después de la





The manuscript is divided into four parts. Part I is the Introduction, where
the context and importance of this work, the basic information about the studied
systems, relevant previous works, and a general overview of the computational ap-
proach we have followed is presented. Part II presents a background information
on the theoretical methods that we have applied in this thesis. Part III, entitled
"Results and discussion" we present in 7 chapters the results obtained for the dif-
ferent systems we have studied. Most of the work has been carried out in close
collaboration with experimental groups. Although, this is a theoretical thesis, the
experimental results will be also presented for completeness. Part IV is a sum-
mary of this thesis, including the conclusions we have drawn from our research,
suggestions for a future work, and perspectives in the eld. Finally, at the end of
the thesis we present the bibliography and appendices with supplementary inform-
ation.
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Nor do I doubt that skilled and scholarly mathematicians will agree
with me if, what philosophy requires from the beginning, they will ex-
amine and judge, not casually but deeply, what I have gathered together
in this book to prove these things.












Theoretical context of this thesis.
This thesis is motivated by the molecular level approach of radiation damage, focus-
ing on the fragmentation processes in a variety of biomolecules, covering dierent
physical phenomena. Combining the experiment and theory opens new perspect-
ives of understanding unexpected reactions. Because of theoretical modelling we
are able to study the inaccessible regions of experiments and we can help in the
design of new experiments and experimental set-ups. On the other hand, the ex-
perimental measurements validate the theoretical calculations, thus the theoretical
approaches and modelling can be more eective and adequate. The aim of this
thesis is not only to explain the observed fragmentation processes but also to ob-
tain information that can be only reached by the combination of both theoretical
modelling and experimental measurements. For instance, coupling of two comple-
ment experiments with theoretical simulations allows us to obtain energy-transfer
distributions in ionising ion-molecule collisions. This is a quantity that cannot be
obtained in the experiments and it is crucial to interpret the experiment and to
model the subsequent reactivity of the molecule: i.e. to predict the fragmenta-
tion pathways and nal products. Information about the nal products can be
obtained in the experiments, and can be used in turn to validate the theoretical
predictions. This interplay between theory and experiment is schematically rep-
resented in Fig.1.1 for the particular case of thymidine. As will be presented in
Chap.6, dynamic simulations and experimental fragments yields can be combined
to obtain energy transfer distributions.
In the last years many scientists have struggled with experimental and nancial
limitation; due to the fast development of computational science we can use power-
ful and less expensive computers, and new computational methods, which permit
us to do more sophisticated calculations on bigger and bigger systems.1 Nowadays
theoretical chemistry together with computational modelling supported by the su-
percomputer power have become an integral part of research and development in





Figure 1.1: The combination of experimental-theoretical scheme applied commonly
in this thesis; the example presents the study of the energy distribution in ion-molecule
collision (see Chap. 6).
mechanics methods combined with mass spectrometry experiments allows us to
study deeply ion-molecule collision phenomena and to understand many aspects of
the fragmentation of biomolecules after ionisation in the gas phase.
Before performing any molecular modelling simulation it is essential to answer
what our computational limitation is. It depends mainly on the size of the sys-
tem and the applied methodology. This reasoning makes our study ecient and
eective. A reasonable choice of the methodology is a key step to have a detailed
knowledge about the fragmentation, reactivity and stability of molecular ions in the
gas phase, which is one of the main objectives of this work. Three main strategies,
computationally demanding but adequate for our systems, have been applied in
this thesis: ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, exploration of the
Potential Energy Surfaces (PESs), and wave functions analysis methods like Nat-
ural Bond Orbitals (NBO) and Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM).
MD simulations give the kinetic information, fragmentation channels and dissoci-
ation mechanisms. Additionally, classical MD simulations performed for neutral
clusters provide information of the stability and it is a method itself to generate
a wide-range of conformers. An accurate exploration of the PES gives additional
energetic and structural information together with minimum energy and fragment-
ation pathways. Both methodologies facilitate simulating chemical reactions and
help to understand in detail the behaviour of the molecular target after the radi-
ation in collisions with highly charged ions. In order to have the whole theoretical
picture, tools based on analysis of the wave function have been chosen to describe
the interactions in studied systems.
In this thesis we employ these methods to study the behaviour of biomolecules
after interaction with multiply charged ions in the gas phase. The biomolecules
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chosen are mainly amino acids and its derivatives. We also extended the study
of isolated amino acids to understand the structure and stability of clusters of β-
alanine. Finally, we aim to extend our investigations and perform simulations for
charged clusters and compare the calculations with recent experimental measure-
ments. Ion-molecule/clusters of molecules collisions are highly energetic processes
and in many cases the fragmentation can be accompanied by unexpected chemical
reactions, which could be properly described by considering only the electronic
ground state, therefore by using the density functional theory (DFT). In the case,
where DFT fails, we also plan to use linear-response time-dependent DFT and
Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF) to complement our study
analysing the chemical reactions happening in the electronic excited states such as
charge separation due to the fragmentation processes on the non-adiabatic PESs
(this is summarised in the perspective chapter).
Thus, in this thesis we present accurate results for a better understanding of
mass spectrometry experiments via computer simulation models, as well as the
theoretical insight into the nature of the interactions.
Biomolecules under extreme conditions.
The main motivation to study the fragmentation of highly excited/ionised mo-
lecules is that they are fundamental processes involved in radiation damage and
new cancer treatments, hadrontherapy, based upon the use of charged ions (H+ or
C6+). The full understanding of radiation damage requires knowing which are the
physical and chemical steps occurring at molecular level.
In this thesis, we investigate the reactivity of biomolecules induced with an ex-
ternal source (e.g. ionisation and excitation with highly charged ions or photons)
at the femtosecond timescale, at which normally these processes occur at living or-
ganisms. Ion-biomolecule collisions in the gas phase can be studied under dierent
conditions varying the charge of the projectile (He2+, O3+, O6+, Ar9+, Xe25+ etc.)
and its collision energy, leading to dierent physical phenomena like excitation,
ionisation, electron capture, charge transfer, Auger decay, etc.
Swift charged ions (H+ or C6+) interacting with biological tissues deposit most
of their energy at a specic depth (the so-called Bragg peak). The release of energy
depends on a large extent of the velocity and the charge state of the ions: when
the velocity of the ion is much larger than the velocity of the electrons of the target
the dominant phenomenon is the ionisation of the target and consequently high
energy secondary electrons tracks are produced. When the ion slows down and
its velocity becomes of the order of magnitude of the velocity of the electrons of
the target molecule, more complex phenomena occur as the capture of electrons
by the incident ion and the formation of excited and highly ionised molecules, in
these regime the energy transfer from the projectile to the tissue greatly increases

























Figure 1.2: The relative dose prole, showing the highest dose release at the end of
the path inside of the patient's body, in the region so-called Bragg Peak. The schematic
relation of the relative dose in % as a function of the depth in tissue in cm for dierent
radiation sources: X-rays, and beams of dierent energies (proton and carbon). The
maximum penetration of the tumour cell along the track length with minimum side eects
is reected in the narrow C6+ beam.
In these complex processes multi-electron capture is a quite probable event,
especially when the charge of the projectile is high. Also multiply charge molecules
can be produced as a consequence of the Auger cascade produced when a single
electron is extracted form inner shells.3 Therefore one of consequences is that nal
state of the biomolecule after interaction with the ion beam can be a doubly or triply
charged and excited state. From that state the molecule may evolve through many
possible chemical reactions: Coulomb explosion, light atom migrations and other
unexpected interesting reactions, which take place at the femtosecond timescale.
Since they occur in a very short timescale they can be modelled at an ab initio
level of theory with a reasonable simulation computer time. It is also important to
put this timescale in context, these processes occur with respect to the timescale
of chemical reactions in living organisms. This is schematically shown in Fig.1.3.
It is also important to indicate that radiation damage is not only produced
directly by ion-beam/molecule interactions. High-energy electrons are produced
along the beam paths and collides with surounding molecules (indirect eects).
Also after ion-biomolecule or ion-water collisions direct ionisation, the subsequent
fragmentation chain ends with the formation of small charged ions and radicals that
are main factors in the radiation damage.47 Moreover, it has been shown that
oxidative reactions of proteins are catalysed by free radicals8 and also occurred
in amino acids, where could damage their structure and in consequence develop
diseases like Alzheimer.9
To understand these fundamental processes we have focussed our interest in
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of multi-scale processes occurring in matter from
the atomic scale to the macroscopic one.
the stability, structure and fragmentation of isolated amino acids, in particular
glycine, beta-alanine (β-ala), γ-aminobutiric acid (GABA) (see results shown in
Chaps.7-10). We would like to nd out what chemical processes can occur in these
amino acids, when they are excited and ionised. Amino acids are a specic group
of biomolecules. The combinations of only 20 dierent amino acids bonded by the
peptide bond into linear polymer creates proteins (see schematic polypeptide chain
with peptide bond in Fig.1.4). Amino acids are the expression of information of
life, which is encoded as genetic information in DNA, and a "ngerprint" of the
structure of proteins and peptides. Moreover, interestingly amino acids and its
precursors also appear in the interstellar space.10
To explore in more detail the stability against the fragmentation of the isolated
biomolecules we have also chosen the simplest molecule containing the peptide bond
-N -acetyl-glycine (see Chap.11).
To determine the distribution of the energy deposited on the ionised molecule
as a result of a collision of highly charged ion we have chosen the DNA nucleoside
thymidine. The exact value of energy deposited on the molecule for a single collision
is unknown due the many reasons. Mainly because (i) the collision with highly
charged ions is a very fast process, (ii) occurring at dierent distances between the
projectile and molecule, (iii) with dicult to control distribution of conformers,
(iv) as well as it depends on initial temperature equilibration. Thus we can only
estimate it by calculation of the distribution as a function of the probability.
The eect of charge localisation in ionic charge states has started to be analysed
using the smallest N,N,N -trimethylglycine amino acid - betaine, existing in gas
phase exceptionally in zwitterionic form (see Chap.15). In solution and in solid
state amino acids exist as zwitterions, where interaction with the environment










Figure 1.4: Chemical structure of polypeptide with enlighten of two peptide bonds of
β-alanine tripeptide. The colours of atoms within the molecules follow the rules: hydrogen
(H) is light grey, carbon (C) is dark grey, oxygen (O) is red and nitrogen (N) is blue.
other hand, in the gas phase isolated amino acids do not exist in that form, because
intermolecular interactions have no eect.
Although there are fewer isolated β-amino acids than their α counterparts, they
are also observed in peptides, in free form and also in the interstellar media.10
Their geometrical structure i.e. NH2 terminal position, allows them to form cyclic
structures at a relatively low energetic cost e.g. leading to β-lactams which are
very reactive biological species.11;12 Therefore, for the case of neutral β-alanine
molecule, we want to understand what happens if, the size of the system increases
i.e. when the molecule is embedded into a cluster, to study dierent types of
interactions, the inuence of the environment, etc. To do this, we focus on neutral
clusters of β-alanine molecules ((β-ala)n, where n≤5, see Chap.12). Additional
theoretical investigation for charged clusters ((β-ala)q+n ) was performed allowing
comparison with recent experiments based on collisions of molecular clusters with
multiply charged ions (see Chap.15).
We have studied the inuence of the size (Glycine, alanine, GABA, clusters of β-
alanine molecules), charge state (Glycine1+,2+), GABA(2+,3+) and the side chain
eect (S-α-alanine vs. β-alanine). The importance of electronic excited states,
the presence of a peptide bond and the intermolecular interactions were studied
for betaine, N-acetylglycine and clusters of β-alanine, respectively. In Fig.1.5 we
present the schematic structure of all molecules discussed in this thesis i.e.: glycine,
α- and β-alanine, GABA, N-acetylglycine, betaine and thymidine.
In general, a multiply ionised molecule becomes less stable than its neutral
parent due to the extraction of electrons from the bonding regions and the charge-
charge repulsion forces acting inside the molecule. The lethal eects to the tissues
are also stronger.13;14 The breaking of the molecule into charged fragments, often
referred as Coulomb explosion, leads on many occasions to more stable structures.

































Figure 1.5: Chemical structure of the molecules under studies: glycine, β-alanine,
γ-aminobutyric acid, N-acetylglycine, betaine and thymidine.
the gas phase. Moreover, it is important to understand the fragmentation mechan-
isms and the role of transient species, since multiply charged molecular ions play
an important role in the gas phase chemistry.1518 Thus, it is very important to
get a deep knowledge of structure, stability and fragmentation of amino acids when
two or more electrons have been removed.6;1921
Additionally, the study of the conformational behaviour of neutral and ionised
amino acids is important for understanding the dynamics of the peptide bond
formation. We expect that the exhaustive conformational study as well as the
fragmentation analysis presented here, will help to explain the role of the oxidative
processes in amino acids and to interpret recent mass spectrometry experiments.
The "cherry" on the cake would be the understanding and explaining of the
formation of relevant new species in interstellar space22 and planet atmospheres.23
In the gas phase, after the ionisation we can observe ultrafast reactions that can
led to species existing in the meteorites. After the meteorite crash in 1969 in
Australia a group of scientists performed a careful analysis of its composition.
They found that it was rich in organic compounds including amino acids. Besides
that, they also found diamino monocarboxylic acids.24 In CI chondrites (a type
of carbonaceous meteorite) β-alanine was conrmed as the most abundant amino
acid and its concentration was ≈ 10 times higher than for α-alanine.10 Would
they be considered the origin of life on the Earth25 if they played a key role in
space chemistry and were delivered to the early Earth by asteroids, comets, and
interplanetary dust particles? The other question is how these compounds can
appear in the interstellar space.2629 The search of prebiotic molecules, as glycine
and β-alanine in the interstellar media, meteorites, and comets has been a hot topic





(NH2CH2COOH) is an exceptional amino acid, where the side chain is just one
hydrogen atom. The presence in proteins place this amino acid on the 3rd position
with 7.2% of abudance. Only alanine and leucine present higher probability to
be found in proteins with 8.3% and 9.0% of frequency, respectively.35 Glycine has
been studied by many theoreticians
and experimentalists,3647 because it is the simplest amino acid and an important
model compound. The rst theoretical studies about glycine in gas phase were
started in earlies '80.48;49 They observed the stable enols of radical cation of gly-
cine. From the chemical reactivity point of view it is interesting that the Cα atoms
of amino acids can form stable radicals, stabilised by capto-dative eect.50 For ex-
ample amyloid-β (Abeta42) peptide is central to the pathology of Alzheimer disease
and includes information about radicals found on Cα of glycine29 and glycine33.51
The presence of glycine in the interstellar media is still the under debate.52
β-alanine
β-alanine is the simplest β-amino acid which in gas phase have been investigated as
well by many scientists.5356 (β-ala, NH2CH2CH2COOH) is a naturally occurring
nonessential amino acid. It is a component of co-enzyme A (in pantothenic acid)
and carnosine, which has been proven to possess antioxidant properties, it can
inhibit the action of free radicals5759 and also retard cancer growth in animal
models.60 β-alanine can be used to increase intra-muscular carnosine, which is
important in the contraction of muscle tissues and nowadays it is becoming a
popular ergogenic aid to sports performance.61 Increasing the concentration of
carnosine in muscles leads to advantages in training adaptations and competition
performance arising from its antioxidant properties. Making exercises, hydrogen-
ion buildup stimulate muscle's fatigue, and carnosine has been shown to act as a
hydrogen-ion buer62 in muscle bers. Carnosine content in muscles is higher for
those whose diet is rich in β-alanine.63 In addition, the presence of this amino acid
was found in plants and fruits, as well as in animal brain and insect cuticles.64
More than that, β-alanine can work as a neurotransmitter in the central nervous
system, binding the receptor sides to glycine and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)65
and also plays an important role in the visual system.66
γ-aminobutyric acid
(NH2CH2CH2CH2COOH, GABA) is the simplest γ-amino acid. Its localisation in
living organisms is strictly related to one of the most important type of cells (neur-
ons) i.e. generally speaking is an important molecule in neuroscience.6771 Many
theoreticians and experimentalists showed the important role played by organic
radical cations in various chemical reactions,58;7274 where the rst step is the ion-
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isation of the molecule. Recent studies about radical cations (see e.g. Refs.75;76)
inspired us to have a closer look at the possible production of multiply charged,
highly reactive transient species from GABA, where the evolution of its long chain
can also create the cyclic, positively charged, stable and meta-stable radicals.
N-acetylglycine
(aceturic acid) is the simplest N-protected amino acid, where the protecting group
is an acetyl group. It represents the smallest system in which one peptide linkage
is presented. In the aqueous solution it can create weakly bonded complexes via
interaction with transition metals e.g. it has been found that N-acetylglycine co-
ordinates with metal ions such as Cu2+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Ni2+ and Co2+.77 In these
systems it has not been observed the deprotonation of the amide hydrogen before
the breaking of the metal complex. The presence of the peptide bond makes this
molecule worthwhile to investigate its properties in the gas phase after ionisation.
Thymidine
There have been a lot of interest in thymidine as a biochemical tool. It has been
long employed as a measure of DNA synthesis, as a cell synchronizing agent in
tissue culture and in radioactive form as a cell marker. Its special properties have
been evaluated as a "rescue agent" to protect normal tissues from the toxicity
induced by methotrexate and uorodeoxyuridine. Also, it has been reported to
posses the anti-cancer activity of cyclophosphamide, and 5-uorouracil (see Ref.78
and references within). Our choice to study thymidine seems to be appropriate to
reconcile the relevancy of the biological damage, accuracy of the calculations and
precision and clarity of the experimental mass spectra.
Clusters of β-alanine
The term of clusters appeared in the late 1970's, when they have drawn a lot of
interest. Clusters can be a collection of interacting atoms or molecules. The size
of them can vary between a few atoms and aggregates big enough to be close to
bulk matter. A common classication of clusters is in small, medium or large size.
Its distinction depends on how smoothly the properties of the cluster vary as a
function of the cluster size.
In this thesis we present a study of small-size molecular clusters (up to 5 molecules),
where the properties as for example the number of intermolecular interactions are
changing smoothly but still reect the small number of component particles. We
thus extended the isolated β-alanine molecule study into more complex systems i.e.
clusters of β-alanine molecules. Clusters provide an unique environment where the
creation of new materials can be triggered, by driving chemical reactions in a new
specic way, not possible for isolated molecules. For instances clusters of amino
acids can be a perfect environment for the creation of peptide bonds. Clusters
may also provide a protective environment against fragmentation when irradiated
11
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with ions.45 This may give additional information for general chemists and also
can be a challenge for theoreticians to provide information of unexpected reactions
happened in the cluster environment. Clusters of the same size and exactly the
same atomic composition of the residues but dierent structure could have dierent
chemical reactivity. Size-dependent eects may also be observed in dissociation.
Moreover, the calculated energetic information can be directly compared with the
experimental measurements.79;80
The stability of nanosolvated nucleobasis molecules in water clusters can be very
water side-dependent and therefore, very specic isomerisation/fragmentation pat-
terns can occur.8191 All this convinced us to choose clusters of β-alanine molecules
to performed extensive theoretical study for neutrals and also join the forces with
experimentalists and study ionised clusters of β-alanine molecules.
Experimental measurements and interpretation
Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the experimental set-up.*
The ion-molecule collision experiments presented in this thesis were performed
at the ARIBE facility of the Grand Accelerateur Nationale of Ion Lourdes (GANIL)
in Caen, France. In particular, the COLIMACON experimental setup was used. It
is presented schematically in Fig.1.6. The structure of the source of the molecular
beam (see details in Fig.1.7) and control of the vapor pressure and the correspond-
ing temperature, allow avoiding thermal decomposition of the molecular targets.
The conguration of the electronic aparatus allows to take into account the iso-
topic contributions. The experimental details can be found in Ref.92 Only a brief
description is given here related to the results shown in this thesis. A beam of
projectile ions colliding with a neutral target beam in the gas phase is a very fast














Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of source of the gas phase molecular beam.
process. Therefore, the electrons of the target molecule are rapidly extracted, they
can be softly captured but also the molecular target can be ionised and excited
simultaneously. Energy from the projectile can be also transferred to the target
producing charged and excited species that mainly undergo fragmentation. The
probability of the dierent processes (ionisation, excitation and electron capture)
depends on the charge of the projectile and its velocity (see Fig.1.8 taken from
Ref.93).
Experimental tools were developed to study collisional intermolecular energy
transfers in highly energised molecules.94 From the chemical point of view unim-
olecular decomposition reaction is conceptually the simplest example. However,
the understanding of such decomposition processes has been one of the complex,
demanding and controversial debate, even nowadays.95;96 The analysis of the pro-
duced fragments after the ionisation/excitation is a commonly used technique. Pos-
itively charged molecular species created in such a way have been analysed with a
Wiley-McLaren time-of-ight mass spectrometer. Time-of-ight spectra have been
recorded in an event-by-event mode allowing to measure the correlation between
the charged fragments proceeding from a single ion-molecule collision by separating
the ions as a function of their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio. The schematic red line
in Fig.1.6 represents the low-energy ion beam produced by ion cyclotron resonance
and guided through dierent optical elements. Thus, the ion beam (projectile, P)
is focused in the interaction zone called chamber. The blue line represents the
molecular neutral beam (target, T), which is prepared in the oven by evaporation
of the powder (see Fig.1.7.) The ion beam and the molecular beam overlap in the
interaction chamber, thus the negatively charged (Q) electronic cloud of the target
interacts with the positively charged (q) projectile and dierent physical processes
occur in competition:
 excitation: P q
+
+ T → P q+ + T ∗
 electron capture: P q
+
+ T → P q++nelectrons + (T−nelectrons)+

























































Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of the capture, ionisation and excitation processes
as a function of the projectile (P) energy in keV (H+ + H collision).
 ionisation: P q
+
+ T → P q+ + (T−nelectrons)+ + nelectrons
At lower velocities of the projectile the electron capture dominates over ionisation.
At higher velocities, the electron capture becomes the principal process. We are in
the experimental region, where the former process is more probable. In summary
after ejection of the electron (ionisation, capture, etc.) from the neutral target (isol-
ated molecules, clusters etc.) the ejected electrons or/and the produced charged
fragments can be measured. Here we focus on the former case, where we wish to
collect additional information about energies, charges and masses of the positively
charged species. In practice, we measure, according to the Maxwell's law the mass
over charge ratio (m/z). The tries to analyse and distinguish these proceses even
for single target atoms as H or He are not a trivial task.93 These multiple processes
for molecular targets (TM ) such as amino acids are given by the equation
PQ
+




∗+ + q2nelectrons (1.1)
and are extremely dicult to include in accurate calculations simultaneously, thus
the description of some of them is simply neglected. This problem is in a sense
of exact solution unsolvable, and approximations need to be applied to theoretical
descriptions to correctly predict the physical phenomena occurring in the exper-
iments. In this thesis we are interested in the post collisional processes i.e. the
evolution of the charged and excited molecule just after the collision. To this we
consider several assumptions. Firstly, we focus only on the target molecule, the
ejected electron(s) and the projectile are completely neglected, meaning that the
ionisation of the electron(s) happens very fastly in a Franck-Condon type transition.
Secondly, we assume that the n electrons are extracted from the highest occupied
molecular orbitals. In the case where capture takes place from inner molecular
orbitals, we assume that the electronic excitation energy is very rapidly distributed
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to nuclear degrees of freedom. The amount of energy transfer from the projectile to
the target is included in the term excitation energy and as a whole it is randomly
distributed in nuclear velocity.97 For molecular targets the fragmentation process




∗+ → [(m1 +m2 + . . .mn)−(q1+q2)]+ (1.2)
, where M is the total mass of the molecule that can fragment into smaller pieces
with masses: m1, m2 . . .mn). With the methods detailed in part II of this thesis we
study the dynamics of the fragmentation, the dierent pathways and mechanisms,
the structure of the produced fragments and the dissociation energies. Additional
experiments have been performed at the GASPHASE beamline of the synchro-
tron radiation facility ELETTRA in Trieste, Italy. These experiments are also
based on crossed-beam set-ups using coincidence time-of-ight mass spectrometry,
however here we are able to register the energy of the ejected electrons. The end-
station used in the photoionisation experiment consists of a Wiley-McLaren type
time-of-ight mass spectrometer coupled to a electron energy analyser in order to
perform photoelectron spectroscopy (PS), photoion mass spectrometry (PIMS) and
photoelectron-photoion coincidence measurements (PEPICO). The latter measure-
ment stands for multicoincidence detection where the PI (photo-ion) is measured
as a function of PE (photo-electron). Based on the electron kinetic energies we can
separate dierent fragmentation channels.98
Very accurate description of the processes we study can be achieved combining








In 1925, Erwin Schrödinger and Werner Heisenberg independently developed
the new quantum theory. The former method involves partial dierential equa-
tions, whereas the latter method employs matrices. Both methods were shown
to be mathematically equivalent and were combined by Paul Dirac into a single
formulation. The Schrödinger equation (SE) seems to have a better physical inter-
pretation by means of the classical wave equation.
To obtain the electronic structure and properties of a many-electron system with
n electrons and N nuclei it is unavoidable to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (TDSE)
Ĥ(ri, Ri, t)Ψ(xi, Ri, t) = ih̄
∂
∂t
Ψ(xi, Ri, t), (1.3)
where xi = (ri, ηi) is a space-spin coordinate of the ith electron while Ĥ depend on
the space coordinate of electron ri, nuclei Ri and time t. If the Hamiltonian does
not depend on time, thus the TDSE is simplied to time-independent SE
Ĥ(ri, Ri)Ψ(xi, Ri) = EΨ(xi, Ri) (1.4)
The wave function of the many-body system like a molecule or a cluster is a complex
object keeping a large amount of information, which most of the time makes exact or
analytical calculations impractical (very often impossible). Therefore, theoreticians
need to deal with an appropriate set of approximations specic to the problem,
introducing the most eective and accurate methods and computational strategy
to solve the SE. In this part all of methods applied in the "Results and discussion"
are briey described focusing on two kind of methods: static and dynamic methods.
For molecules (in our case 10 atoms for the smallest system - glycine) we have to
simplify the SE using the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation,99 which allows













Come forth into the light of things, let nature be your teacher.
- William Wordsworth
2.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
The non-relativistic Hamiltonian for a molecule can be written as
Ĥ(r,R) = T̂ (r) + V̂ (r) + V̂ (r,R) + V̂ (R) + T̂ (R), (2.1)
The total Hamiltonian contains the electronic kinetic energy operator















|ri − rj |
, (2.3)
electronic-nuclear Coulomb attraction






















2. Electronic structure methods
and kinetic energy operator for atomic nuclei








In the above equations the indexes i, j run over all electrons and A, B over all
nuclei. me and e are the electronic mass and elementary charge of the electron,
respectively and ε0 is permittivity of free space;MA and ZA are the mass of nucleus




















act on coordinates of electrons and nuclei, respectively.
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation based on the assumption that the elec-
tronic cloud instantaneously adapt to the changes of nuclear congurations. In
BO approximation, the V̂ (r,R) term can not be neglected, and it prevents us
from separation of the total Hamiltonian into nuclear Hamiltonian and electronic
Hamiltonian with total wave function Ψ written as a product of electronic φ and
nuclear χ terms: Ψ(r,R) = φ(r)χ(R). However, we can introduce the molecular
wave function written as a product of nuclear and electronic wave function, if the
latter depends only parametrically on the nuclear congurations R (indicating with
semicolon)
Ψ(r,R) = φ(r;R)χ(R) (2.8)
Now, we can x the nuclear conguration R at some value, and solve for the elec-
tronic wave function φ(r;R), which depends only parametrically on R. Therefore
for a xed nuclear conguration the electronic Hamiltonian can be dened as
Ĥel(r;R) = T̂ (r) + V̂ (r) + V̂ (r;R), (2.9)
We can introduce the so-called eective Hamiltonian, which depends parametrically
on nuclear coordinates
Ĥeff (r;R) = T̂ (r) + V̂ (r) + V̂ (r;R) + V̂ (R). (2.10)
The main advantage of the BO approximation goes with the assumption that the
dependence on R is parametric if the electrons move faster than nuclei then, the
statement that the rst and the second derivative of the electronic wave function
φ(r;R) with respect to nuclear coordinates are equal to zero must be true:
∇Aφ(r;R)
!
= 0 and ∇2Aφ(r;R)
!
= 0 (2.11)
With this assumptions, the general SE in BO approximation for a total wave func-
tion from Eq.2.8 is given by
Ĥ(r,R)Ψ(r,R) = Ĥφ(r;R)χ(R) = Etotχ(R)φ(r;R) (2.12)
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2.1. Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
and can be reformulated into two separated Schrödinger equations, electronic:
Ĥeff (r,R)φ(r;R) =
(









T̂ (R) + E(R)
)
χ(R) (2.14)
Solving the electronic SE for a range of R, we obtain the E(R), that act as a
potential in Eq.2.14. E(R) is normally referred as potential energy surface (PES)
along which the nuclei move. It is customary to replace the nuclear Schrödinger
equation with a Newton equation, that is, to move the nuclei classically. In par-
ticular for the molecular dynamics (see Chap. 3). The electronic wave function
in Eq.2.13 depends on the electron coordinates which depend parametrically only
on the nuclear coordinates. This is the so-called "clamped-nuclei" SE. Also it is
referred as adiabatic representation, because it neglects the coupling between the
electronic states caused by nuclear motion.
Thus the total energy is given by the sum of the electronic energy and the constant
nuclear repulsion term:
Etot = E + Enuc (2.15)
There exist many dierent implementations to solve Eq.2.13 using some approxim-
ations which are dierent in complexity and in accuracy. We consider the general
case in which several electronic excited states are taken into account. If the spec-
trum of Ĥ(r,R) is discrete and the eigenfunctions are orthonormal then
ˆ ∞
−∞
φ∗i (r;R)φj(r;R)dr ≡ 〈φi|φj〉 = δij . (2.16)
In a standard approach the total wave function Ψ may be written in terms of





where χj is a complete, normalised set of functions which depend parametrically
on R. Inserting Eq.2.17 in TDSE




and projecting on the jth state φ∗j (r,R), together with integration over only the
electronic coordinates gives a set of coupled dierential equations








2. Electronic structure methods
where ξ̂ji is a coupling operator






The diagonal term ξii represents the correction to the adiabatic eigenvalue Ei of the




Oppenheimer potential curve V̂ (R) and is very often neglected in the molecular
dynamics (MD) and in the surface hoping (SH) methods.100;101 If also non adiabatic
couplings ξji are negligible, then the set of dierential Eqs.2.19 becomes uncoupled




In other words, neglecting the second term of Eq.2.19 we obtain the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, in which the nuclear motion is govern by the ˆV (R) potential.
It means that changing of nuclear coordinates proceed without changes of the
quantum state of the electron cloud. Therefore, the wave function from Eq.2.21 in
adiabatic representation is given as a single term
Ψ(r,R; t) = φi(r,R)χi(R, t) (2.22)
One step beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we retain the o-diagonal
coupling operators ξij and give foundations to non-adiabatic approximation. This
can be govern in MD simulations allowing switches between adiabatic BO PESs
and it will be apply in the future (see Chap.15).
Hartree-Fock approximation
The basic method to describe the electronic ground state of the system is the
Hartree-Fock102;103 (HF) method. It is based on the idea that the exact N-body
ground state wave function of a system can be expressed approximately by a single
Slater determinant Φ0(in other words, the wave function consists of all antisym-





ϕ1(r1) ϕ2(r1) · · · ϕN (r1)






ϕ1(rN ) ϕ2(rN ) · · · ϕN (rN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.23)
which is built up from one-electron wave functions. The pre factor 1√
N !
ensures
normalisation when the one-electron orbitals are orthonormal. The Pauli exclusion
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2.1. Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
principle is satised for a total antisymmetric wave function as the one given by
a Slater determinant. If we use Φ0 to solve the SE imposing that the energy is
minimised with respect to variation of orbitals we reach the HF equation given by







f̂i(r) = ĥi(r) + 2Ĵi(r)− K̂i(r) (2.26)
This equation says that ĥi consists of the kinetic energy of ith electron and its
electron-nucleus attraction, Coulomb Ĵi(r) and exchange K̂i(r) operators charac-






















The usual way to solve these equations is to expand one-electron function ϕi as
linear combination of atomic orbitals-LCAO. Therefore, the one-electron functions





where fϑ are the basis functions describing atomic orbitals. The Schrödinger equa-
tion for obtaining of the one-electron wave function ϕi is represented as
f̂(ri)ϕi(r) = εiϕi(ri), (2.30)
Since the eigenvalue is the eigenenergy for the motion of the ith electron, the
total wave function can be obtained by solving the eigenequation for each electron
iteratively. Such a one-electron wave function and the corresponding eigenenergy
are later called the orbital and orbital energy, respectively. The total eigenenergy is
the sum of the orbital energies corresponding to dierent electronic motions. The
orbital energy calculated according to Eq.2.24 is given by
εi =
ˆ





2. Electronic structure methods













(εi + hi) (2.32)
The results of the HF equation is a rst approximation to the total energy of the
system and a wave function for the ground state expressed as a combination of the
molecular orbitals that are also obtained in the calculation.
We have to remember that a single Slater determinant representation excludes
Coulomb correlation for electrons with dierent spins. The electron correlation
can be included using either perturbative or variational methods, adding electron
correlation through an addition of a small correlation potential to the Hamilto-
nian of the Hartree-Fock approach or by expressing the total wave function as a
linear combination of slater determinants, respectively. The usual implementation
of former method is the perturbation theory proposed by Christian Möller and
Milton S. Plesset which can be expanded up to nth order (MP2, MP3... MPn).104
The latter method is known as the conguration interaction method (CI),105 and
several practical implementation exists such as the quadratic conguration inter-
actions method (QCI)106 or methods based on Coupled Cluster theories (CC).107
However, these methods are computationally expensive.108 The alternative method
is the density functional theory (DFT), which includes electron correlation at a low
computational cost.
2.2 Density functional theory (DFT)
In the early 1970s, a new electronic structure approach was introduced and named
as density functional theory (DFT). The total energy of a system was expressed as
a functional of the total electron density. Two theorems postulated by Hohenberg
with Kohn and Kohn with Sham proved, the unique relation between electron
density and energy, and advance a practical variational DFT approach, respectively.
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
The rst theorem
In 1964 Hohenberg and Kohn published a paper in Physical Review called Inhomo-
geneous Electron Gas,109 which is considered the origin of the Density Functional
Theory (DFT). They state that:
"Any observable of a stationary non-degenerated ground state can be calculated,
exactly in theory, from the electron density of the ground state. In other words,
any observable can be written as a functional of the electron density of the ground
state "
They prof the theorem based on the demonstration that for a given density ρ(r),
the external potential υ(r) (usually Coulomb potential of the nuclei) is determined
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except in an additive constant. This was based on reductio ad absurdum, supposing
that the form of the theorem is erroneous and leading to conict.
The exact electronic density ρ(r) is given by:
ρ(r) = N
ˆ
|Ψ(r, r2, r3, . . . rN )| 2dr2 . . . drN (2.33)
It is associated with the corresponding non-degenerate ground state of N particles
(with just one wave function with energy of this state), we can assume that the same
electron density can be obtained from two external potentials υ1(r) and υ2(r). The
potentials dier from each other in more than a constant (when we add a constant
to the potential, the wave function and therefore the charge density is unchanged so
we have to require that two external potentials are dierent not only by a constant),
what automatically requires generating two dierent many-electron Hamiltonians
Ĥ1 = T̂ + Û + υ1(r) and Ĥ2 = T̂ + Û + υ2(r), with ground state wave functions
Ψ1 and Ψ2 . T̂ in the latter equation is the kinetic energy and Û is the electron-








The variational principle states that the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
(Ĥ) of the trial wave function |Ψ〉 is always equal or greater than the energy of the
ground state E0: 〈
Ψ
∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣Ψ〉 = E ≥ E0 = 〈Ψ0 ∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣Ψ0〉 (2.34)
The minimum value of
〈
Ψ
∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣Ψ〉 is thus an estimation of the variational value of
the exact ground state energy. In this way we can calculate the expected value of


















When we summarise Eqs.2.35 and 2.36 we get the inequality:
E1 + E2 < E2 + E1 (2.37)
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The Eq.2.37 proves that the initial assumption was incorrect: Ψ1 and Ψ2 are
eigenstates of dierent Hamiltonians so they are dierent and because of that the
inequality is strict. This demonstrates that it does not exist two dierent potentials
that can be associated to the same ground state electron density. In other words,
the ground state electron density can uniquely specify υ(r). Determining the total
number of electrons and according the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (establishing υ(r)
by ρ(r)), we can say that both the Hamiltonian and the wave function of the ground
state are determined by the electron density. In the same way we can also get the
expectation value of every ground state variable like, particularly E = E[ρ] or
kinetic energy, Coulomb repulsion, etc. We can write the general relation between
density and wave function as:
ρ(r) =⇒ υ(r) =⇒ Ĥ =⇒ Ψ (2.38)
It is worth to say that the rst Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is valid only for non-
degenerated ground states, where ρ(r) is N -representable and υ-representable. N -
representable means that the ground state electron density has to be a positive
function, dened in all space, and its integral has to be equal to the total number
of electrons of the system:
ρ(r) ≥ 0 ∧
ˆ
ρ(r)dr = N (2.39)
υ-representable refers to the existence of the external potential from which we can
derive the electron density. In the case of the trial densities for which we can
not nd a suitable external potential, inequalities Eq.2.35 and Eq.2.36 can not be
achieved. In other cases, the energy is a functional of density:
E[ρ] = T [ρ] + UNe[ρ] + Uee[ρ] (+VNN ) (2.40)
, where T [ρ] and Uee are universal functionals, independent on the external poten-
tial.
Introducing the Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK [ρ], which usually contains T [ρ]
and Uee we can rewrite the Eq.2.40 in terms of the energy, which is a functional




ρ(r)υ(r)dr + FHK [ρ] (2.41)
The second theorem
The second theorem supplies the variational principle for E[ρ] and is formulated
as follows:
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"The electron density of a non-degenerate ground state can be calculated, exactly
in theory, determining the density that minimises the energy of the ground state".
For a N -representable and υ-representable trial density ρ̃(r) we can write:
E0 ≤ Eυ[ρ̃(r)] (2.42)
Applying the rst Hohenberg-Kohn theorem into the exact and trial densities we
will demonstrate the validity of the Eq.2.42. The exact and trial densities dene
dierent Hamiltonians and thus, dierent wave functions.
For the exact density:
ρ(r)→ υn(r)→ Ĥ → Ψ (2.43)
and for the trial density:
ρ̃(r)→ υ̃n(r)→ ˜̂H → Ψ̃ (2.44)
Calculating the energy for the trial density, using the Hamiltonian dened by the




∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣ Ψ̃〉 ≥ 〈Ψ ∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣Ψ〉 = E0 (2.45)
Eq.2.45 is a consequence of the variational principle (Eq.2.34) and is non-equivalent.
Moreover, it certies that for any trial density the resulting energy will be always
equal or higher than the exact ground state energy. Looking for a density that




The density functional theory (DFT)110 represents an alternative to the conven-
tional high level ab initio methods to introduce the eects of electron correlation.
The concept of the DFT method is to express the energy of the ground state of a
many-electron system E0, through the electron density ρ, which replace the wave
function: E0 = E[ρ]. The main problem appears when we want to nd the precise
formula that relates energy to the electron density. This formula is not known, so
we have to use approximate expressions, which usually provide very good results
but, if the functional give wrong results, there is no systematic way to improve
it. Despite the diculties of DFT to deal with open shell multi-congurational
electronic states111 this method is very popular to treat medium and large systems
because require less cpu time than high level ab initio methods. DFT access the
goal of computational chemistry to calculate the energetic properties of chemical
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reactions with the accuracy of 1 kcal mol −1. DFT methodologies gained the great
respect by the chemical community leading to Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1998 to
Walter Kohn.
The Kohn and Sham method
Kohn and Sham proposed a method to calculate the energy from the density by in-
troducing orbitals; strictly it is an expansion of the kinetic energy T [Ψ] for a single
determinant function. They proposed a ctitious system for N non-interacting
electrons moving under an external potential υs(r) and providing a wave function
Ψs, which has the same density as the real system. One can reproduce the density
of the ground state of the real systems by means of studying ctitious systems in
which we modied the interaction of the particles. All the quantities related to the
ctitious systems will be with index "s". For such a system, excluding electron-
electron interactions the orbital approximation provides to the exact HF method,

















|ϕ1(r1)ϕ2(r2)ϕ3(r3) · · ·ϕN (rN )| (2.48)





ϕi = εiϕi (2.49)
where, 〈ϕi | ϕj〉 = δij












We will get the density of the "real system" by solving the equation:













εi = Ts[ρ] +
ˆ
ρ(r)υs(r)dr (2.53)





εi = T [ρ] +
ˆ
ρ(r)υ(r)dr + υee (2.54)








we can write the total exchange-correlation energy EXC [ρ] as:
EXC [ρ] = (T [ρ]− Ts[ρ]) + (υee[ρ]− J [ρ]) = TC [ρ] +WXC [ρ] (2.56)
where, TC [ρ] = T [ρ]− Ts[ρ] and WXC [ρ] = υee[ρ]− J [ρ]
TC [ρ] is the kinetic correlation energy and WXC [ρ] is the exchange-correlation en-
ergy. EXC [ρ] contains all the contributions to the energy that we need to obtain




Including Eq.2.55 and EXC [ρ] into Eq.2.54 we will get:








dr1dr2 + EXC [ρ] (2.58)




















and the Coulomb potential as:









+ (φ(r) + υXC(r)) (2.62)
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+ υeff (r) (2.63)
When we compare Eqs.2.63 with 2.52 we can see that they are the same, when
we change υs(r) for υeff (r). This means that the only dierence between the real
system and the ctitious one lies in the dierent eective potential υeff (r), which
can be dened as:




dr2 + υXC(r) (2.64)
Therefore we need to solve the coupled equations:





∇2i + υeff (r) (2.66)
where, 〈ϕi | ϕj〉 = δij . We obtain a set of equations similar like in the HF case.
The orbitals in Eqs.2.65 are called Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals and in terms of them





Using Eq.2.67 we can similarly to HF apply a procedure for a set of trial molecular
orbitals {ϕi(r)} to obtain the electron density. To solve Eq.2.65 we have to consider
a initial set of trial molecular orbitals, to obtain the electron density. From this
density we can get υeff (r) and nally obtain the eigenvalues of Eqs.2.65. This
process must be iterative until the convergence criteria will be fullled.
Exchange-correlation potential
A system in which the Coulomb repulsion term is included in the potential can
not have the same density that the one where it is in not included (the non-
interacting one). Adding something that does not interact to make the density
the same is done by adding ctitious forces of the nuclei of the molecule. The
exchange-correlation potential (υXC) as introduced in Eq.2.64 is not known and
the key issue in DFT is to obtain a good approximation for it. In the next section
we briey summarised the dierent approaches proposed in the literature. This
is still an open question of DFT, and new expression for the XC functional are
still under development (see e.g.112) and that is because there is not an exact
solution so one has to carefully check the selection of the particular functional for
the system under study. Therefore some checks of the functionals are recommended
i.e. benchmarking the functional for properties of interests. Huge theoretical eorts
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were performed to develop a series of families of approximated XC functionals.
A good choice of the exchange-correlation potential is a fundamental aspect of
DFT. These start with a closed shell system and local density functionals (LDA)
based on the known properties of the homogeneous electron gas, moving into the
local spin density approximation (LSDA) for open shell systems. Reaching the
eects of inhomogeneous densities, both for exchange and correlation, one would use
the density gradient for non-local or so-called generalised gradient approximations
(GGA). Meta-GGA functionals take into account kinetic energy density (of the
Laplacian of density) and hybrid functionals includes the HF exchange.
The most widely used are: local density approximation (LDA), non-local or
so-called generalised gradient approximation (GGA), meta-GGA, and hybrid func-
tionals, where B3LYP is commonly known and was mostly used in this thesis.
Local density approximation (LDA)
EXC [ρ] depends particularly on the density. The contribution to the correlation
energy is treated independently of the exchange one:
ELDAXC [ρ] = E
LDA
X [ρ] + E
LDA
C [ρ] (2.68)
The analytical expression for the correlation energy based on MP2 perturbation
theory has been derived recently113












3 is Wigner-Seitz radius equal exactly to one Bohr radius, and
a and b are constants evaluated with perturbation theory (see Ref.113 for details).
Then exchange energy per particle with α = 2/3 is given as:




























This functional works ne for systems with density which is keep up approximately
constant.
Local spin density approximation (LSDA)
α and β electrons have dierent densities in open shell systems. Because of that
for this functional we minimised separately equations for α and β densities. Thus,
we can write:
ELSDAXC [ρ
α] = ELSDAXC [ρ
α] + ELSDAXC [ρ
α, ρβ ] (2.72)
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α, ρβ ] =
ˆ
ρα(r)EC [ρ
α, ρβ ]dr (2.74)
As we can see, the energy of α and β are now treated independently, so we have to

















Non-local corrections or Generalised Gradient Approximations
(GGA)
LDA approximation is based only on the electron density. For GGA we introduce
density gradients into the description of exchange and correlation eects. This
contributes to an energy functional that depends not only on the density but also
on its gradient. The form for a GGA functional becomes:
EGGAXC [ρ] =
ˆ
f (ρ,∇ρ) dr (2.77)
One of the main advantages of GGA, in comparison with LDA, is the signicantly
better description of the binding energy obtained for molecules. Because of that,
DFT-GGA methods gain acceptance in the quantum chemistry community during
the early 90's and they are nowadays widely employed.
Meta-GGA
Meta-GGA in comparison with the previous energy functionals, goes even further,







| ∇ϕi(r) |2 (2.78)








The presence of the Laplacian requires performing calculations of the second de-
rivatives of the basis functions; larger quadrature grid must therefore be used in
calculations.
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Hybrid exchange functionals
The existence of the exact connection between the non-interacting density func-












[< ρ(r)ρ(r′) >ρ,λ −ρ(r)δ(r − r′)] (2.80)
where the < ρ(r)ρ(r′) >ρ,λ is the expectation value of the density-density correl-
ation function and is computed at density ρ(r) for the system described by an
eective potential:






|ri − rj |
(2.81)
Having that and knowing the variation of the density-density correlation function
with the coupling constant λ, we can compute the exact energy. When λ = 0 the
non-interacting system corresponds identically to the HF system although the LDA
and GGA functionals are constructed to be excellent approximations for the fully
interacting system with λ = 1 (homogeneous electron gas). Then, it is logical to
approximate the integral over the coupling constant as a weighted sum of the end
points:
EXC ≈ aEFOCK + bEGGAXC (2.82)
, where the a and b coecients have to be determined by tting procedures adjust-
ing to reference values (typically experimental measurements).
The most often used energy functional was proposed by Becke, adopted to Eq.2.82












where, a0 = 0.20, aX = 0.72, aC = 0.81. EEXACTX is the exact exchange energy,
∆EB88X is Becke's 1988 gradient correction (to the LSDA) for exchange,
115 and
∆EPW91C is the 1991 gradient correction for correlation of Perdew and Wang.
110
Nowadays, hybrid functionals are commonly used in many quantum chemistry
calculations. Mostly notable the B3LYP functional is one of the most widely used
funcionals in the study of molecules, because parameters were tted to cover a wide
range of molecules with dierent bonds. Binding energies, geometries, frequencies
and other molecular properties obtained with hybrid functionals are generally much
reliable than those given by most of the GGA functionals. However, the B3LYP
functional sometimes fails as in the case two-center three-electron bonding interac-
tions116 and it does not properly describe the van der Waals interactions.117 For
neutral clusters of β-alanine molecules (see Chap.F) we used the M06-2X Truhlar
high-nonlocality functional with double the amount of non-local exchange (54% of
the HF exchange). It has been shown that it properly describe weak interactions
in molecular clusters.118
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Fractional charges in the fragmentation of molecules.
The fragmentation of molecules described by DFT theory with any approximated
DFT functional miss the integer nature of electrons. This leads to non-physical
fractional occupations of orbitals in a fragment, thus systematic errors in electron
density, energy and their derivatives.119 In our approach, for instance in the tra-
jectories in MD simulations, some bonds are stretched until the molecule is broken,
but the DFT calculations is performed over the complete system. In these cases the
charges calculated on the fragments will present dicult to interpret non-integer
values. Moreover, most of the time we run these calculations for doubly charged
systems, where it is important to see in which fragment the charge is located to
properly explain the experiments, in which only the fragments with integer charges
are measured.
2.3 Basis sets
In the last years a big collection of basis sets was generated in the context of wave
function based approaches. The atomic orbitals fϑ of the LCAO expansions (see
Eq.2.29) are expressed through a set of predened basis functions {ηµ} used to
build the approximate wave function. If our aim is to construct a high quality
wave function, very large basis sets are necessary. Particularly, basis functions
with large values of the angular momentum L (polarisation function) are needed
when we want to take into account electron correlation.
Slater Type Orbitals (STO)
Slater type orbitals basis functions are simply exponential exp−ζr, which mimic
the exact eigenfunctions of the hydrogen atom. Unlike the GTO functions, Slater
type orbitals represent the correct cusp behaviour near the nuclei (r→0) and the
the tail regions of wave function (r→ ∞) is properly described (GTO fall o too
rapidly). A typically expressed STO is:
ηSTO = Nrn−l exp−ζr Ylm (Θ, φ) (2.84)
n is a principal quantum number, ζ corresponds to the orbital exponent and Y lm are
the usual spherical harmonics describing the angular part of the function. Despite
that STO usually needs three times less functions than GTO to achieve a certain
accuracy of describing wave function, there are no analytical methods to compute
the two-electron integrals with a STO basis sets.
Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTO)
The set of {ηµ} is conventionally chosen as a one consisting of so-called Cartesian
Gaussian type orbitals (GTO). Its general form is:





N is a normalisation factor (〈ηµ | ηµ〉 = 1, but {ηµ} is not orthogonal set; 〈ηµ | ηv〉 6=
0 for µ 6= v). α is the orbital exponent and reproduces the compact (large α) or
diuse (small α) behaviour of the function. L = l + m + n is used to classify the
GTO as type of functions: s (L = 0), p (L = 1), d (L = 2), etc. the advantage
of GTO is that the exponential dependence exp(−αr
2) allows to solve analytically
the four-center-two-electrons integrals. Because of that GTO basis functions are
commonly used and more preferable than the Slater type orbitals basis functions.
Contracted Gaussian Function (CGF)
Contracted Gaussian functions are functions (usually between three and six; and
not bigger than ten) combined by several primitive Gaussian functions, as the one
in Eq.2.85 into a xed linear combination. In that manner constructed function is







We have used in this thesis the density functional theory together with CGF basis
sets. This seems the natural choice in Kohn-Sham methods to expand the molecular
orbitals.
Minimal basis set
The simplest but also the less accurate expansion of the molecular orbitals uses
only one basis functions or one contracted functions for each atomic orbital up to
including only the valence orbitals. This type of basis set is called minimal basis
set.
The most common representation of this kind of basis set is the STO-3G basis set.
It combines three primitive GTO functions into one CGF. For hydrogen only 1s
function is included. For carbon there are ve functions: two describing the 1s and
2s atomic orbitals and one set of 2p functions (px, py and pz), etc. This basis are
scarcely used nowadays.
Split valence basis set
Taking into account only the valence space, as the space of changes in the electronic
wave function, we can limit the doubled set of functions to the valence orbitals.
Therefore, the inner core electrons are treated as in a minimal basis sets. The
typical examples are the 3-21G or 6-31G Gaussian basis sets developed by Pople
and co-workers. Adding functions with larger angular momentum, p,d.. functions
to the hydrogen atoms and d,f.. functions to the chemical elements from the second
and third row of the periodic table will augmented the basis set by the polarisation
functions. Polarisation functions have more angular nodal planes than the occupied
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atomic orbitals. Therefore, the orbitals can distort from their original atomic
symmetry and better adapt to the molecular environment. Polarised double zeta
or split valence basis sets are necessary to obtain a better description of the long
weakly bounded systems (e.g. hydrogen bonds and van der Waals).
6-311++G(d,p)
When we increase the basis set we can obtain triple or quadruple zeta basis sets
which are augmented by several sets of polarisation functions including functions
(possible higher angular momentum). The cc-pVTZ (for correlation-consistent po-
larised valence triple zeta) basis sets are typical, modern representatives of this
approach in terms of Gaussian functions. Adding extra diuse functions (sp func-
tions with small exponent α; it means that electrons are kept far away from nuclei)
we can enlarge our basis set into 6-311++G(d,p). This basis set use six prim-
itive Gaussians for core atomic orbitals, and the valence orbitals split in three
functions each of the them represented by three, one and one Gaussian functions.
Diuse functions ++ are added to the heavy atoms and hydrogen atoms. Po-
larisation functions: one p set on each hydrogen and d set of each heavy atom
are also included. In this manuscript we mostly use the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set
in combination with M06-2X or B3LYP functionals. The latter combination was
extensively tested.120
Basis set superposition error (BSSE)
The concept of fragmentation or dissociation energy (DE) is expressed by inter-
action (Eint) and deformation (Edef ) energy model in the following manner (see
Fig.C.8 and equations within the Chap.F) Although less important than Edef and
EZPE , the basis set superposition error (BSSE) has to be included in the proper
description of interaction within the clusters of molecules. The size of the basis set
is limited by the size of the system. It is known that, for a small basis set, the
interaction energy is often too large because a residue uses a part of the basis set
of the other residue to improve its own basis set. The error is called the basis set
superposition error (BSSE). The problem of BSSE121;122 is a very well known in
literature,123125 and appear every time a chemical system split in two (or more
components). It is specially important in the case of clusters were the number of
residues is high and the interaction energy small, thus the BSSE may seriously
falsify the accurate calculations on both hydrogen bond and weakly bound van der
Waals clusters.
In 1970, Boys and Bernardi126 proposed the correction to the BSSE so-called coun-
terpoise (CP) method. The idea of that correction is to calculate the wave functions
of the subsystems (residues) and total system (cluster) using the same basis set in-
troducing so-called ghost atoms or raw ghost basis functions. It has been shown
that sometimes the CP can overestimate the BSSE127 due to the eect of the Pauli
exclusion principle. For instance for a dimer it is not possible that the fully oc-
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cupied orbitals of each monomer are available for occupancy by the electrons of
the other monomer. Therefore some scientists claimed that the occupied orbit-
als should not be available in the monomer calculations and this method is called
CP virtual MO's.128 Many debates and discussions validated both corrections and
the conclusion is that both of them seems to provide solid corrections; we use the













...if we were to name the most powerful assumption of all, which
leads one on and on in an attempt to understand life, it is that all things
are made of atoms, and that everything that living things do can be
understood in terms of the jigglings and wigglings of atoms.
- Richard Feynman
Simultaneous motion of the atoms and electrons as a molecular unity is commonly
known as molecular dynamics (MD). MD simulations became an extremely useful
tool to precisely understand a wide range of processes in atoms, molecules, cluster
of molecules, solids etc. Depending on the size of the system and the properties that
we want to study, dierent approaches have been developed and implemented. An
exact description of the coupled electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom requires
solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, which is possible only for the
simplest systems.129
At the very heart of any molecular dynamics scheme is the question of
how to describe that is in practice how to approximate the interatomic
interactions.130
In spite of that, certain approximations can be done to deal with the complex
molecular systems. As we have seen before, by using of the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation the motion of fast and slow degrees of freedom in the MD simu-
lations can be separated. This approach, the so-called adiabatic representation
of the molecular system, simply means that the electronic cloud modies itself to
the changes in the nuclear geometry. Accordingly, the potential of the nuclei is
calculated by solving the electronic time-independent Schrödinger equation at the
discrete nuclear congurations which can be connected into a single potential en-
ergy surface (PES), representing single electronic quantum states as a function of
the geometries. For most purposes, the lowest electronic energy called ground state
is of primary interest. However, there are cases where the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation fails. For instance, a charge-transfer or a photo-dissociation processes
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involve the crossing of multiple electronic states, which must be included in the
dynamics.131 The non-adiabatic eects can be included into MD simulations by
representing the wave function as a set of electronic states coupled throught mech-
anisms such as non-adiabatic coupling vector, spin-orbit or Renner-Teller.132;133
The two main approaches found in the literature are called the Ehrenfest method
and the surface hopping approach. In the former method the nuclei move on one
eective PES, which is an average of all adiabatic states involved, weighted by
their populations; it is often called mean-eld approximation. The latter method
describes the nuclei movement on the pure adiabatic states and switches between
them if the population changes.
The MD simulation can be also divided according to the method how the PESs
are calculated. The direct and tted procedures are well known in the literat-
ure.134;135 The direct dynamics approach derives the information as needed on the
y. On the other hand, the tted methods involve the construction of the entire
PES. Both schemes has obviously advantages and disadvantages, but in the frag-
mentation processes the on the y strategy is a straightforward choice, because it
avoids the imperfect symmetry, degeneracy and tting errors and only this one will
be discussed and applied in this thesis. However, the applicability of this method
is very dependent on the electronic structure method used in the dynamics. The
calculations of the positions, forces on the nuclei and the gradients at each discrete
point, called time step, might exceed thousands for each trajectory, ending up in
tens of millions to get a statistical picture of the fragmentation. Moreover, in any
of the time step the electronic structure calculation may cause problems with the
convergence or lack of energy conservation, thus they need to be systematically
inspected during the MD run.
Moreover, further approximations are used to the Born-Oppenheimer, i.e. the
MD treats the nuclei as a classical particles and the trajectory is calculated by integ-
rating the equations of motion (Newton's or Lagrange's). Whenever, the electronic
part is described by interaction of parametrised mechanical eective potentials or
quantum mechanically, the molecular dynamics is called classical or semi classical
(ab initio), respectively.
This chapter presents as follows: the pure Classical MD based on AMBER
code,136139 Born-Oppenheimer MD with TURBOMOLE package,140 further ap-
proximation to BOMD, matching into ab initio MD (atom-centered density matrix
propagation (ADMP)141;142 and Carr-Parinello MD (CPMD)143), nonadiabatic
surface hopping linear response time dependent DFT (SH-LR-TDFT)132 MD with
TURBOMOLE and nally nonadiabatic multireference CASSCF MD with surface
hopping in the adiabatic representation including arbitrary couplings (SHARC)
MD.133
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3.1 Time integration algorithms
One of the crucial algorithms used in the molecular dynamics simulation is the
time integrator algorithm, it integrates the equations of motion of the particles
and follows their trajectory. The second most important characteristic of the time
integrator is providing the energy conservation on over long periods. Symplectic
integrators such as Velocity Verlet algorithm144;145 implemented in ADMP, excel-
lently satisfy these conditions. However, dierent integrators are also commonly
used. For instance the TURBOMOLE package is using the Leapfrog Verlet146
integrator algorithm. Time integration algorithms based on nite dierence meth-
ods are usually a Taylor expansion truncated at some term. Therefore, the time is
discretised on a nite grid, thus the time step ∆t is the distance between the two
sequential points on the grid. Let suppose that positions (R) and their time deriv-
atives at time t(R) are known, thus the integration procedure gives these quantities
at next time step (t+∆t). The time evolution of the system at longer timescales is
maintained by applying the iterative scheme. The most popular integration method
for MD calculations is the Verlet algorithm presented in the following subsection.
Verlet algorithm
Two variants of the Verlet algorithm are discussed below. The rst one is the Ve-
locity Verlet algorithm, previously mentioned and applied in the ADMP dynamics
and the second is the Leapfrog Verlet integrator. The general idea of these integ-
rators is two third-order Taylor expansion for the positions R(t), one forward in
time:









and one backward in time:







, where Ṙ is velocity, R̈ is acceleration,
...
R is the third derivative of R with respect
to time. Calculating the sum of two expressions gives the basic form of the Verlet
algorithm (also called Störmer's method):
R(t+ ∆t) = R(t)−R(t−∆t) + R̈(t)∆t2 +O(∆t4) (3.3)
Since we are integrating the Newton's equations, R̈(t) is just the force divided by
the mass, and the force is in turn a function of the positions R(t)
R̈(t) = − 1
M
∇V (R(t)) (3.4)
A problem with the general form of the Verlet algorithm is that the velocities are
not generated directly, even if not needed for the time evolution, they are essential
to calculate the kinetic energy, and total energy conservation (kinetic+potential).
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Despite the fact that error in Eq.3.3 is of the order of ∆t4, the error associated
with the latter equation is of the order of ∆t2. To avoid the latter equation, the
Leapfrog and velocity Verlet algorithms were developed. In the latter integration
algorithm, the positions, velocities and accelerations at time t + ∆t are achieved
from the same quantities at time t in the following way:











R̈(t+ ∆t) = − 1
m
∇V (R(t+ ∆t)) (3.8)







Molecular dynamics simulations are solved numerically; the classical equations of
motions are integrated step-by-step; they can be dened for a molecular systems as:
MAR̈A =fA fA = −
∂
∂RA
V (RN ) (3.10)
where we consider a system of N particles moving under the inuence of a potential
function V ; fA is the forceacting on the Ath atom, derived from a potential energy
V (RN ), and RN = (R1, R2, . . . RN ) represents the complete set of 3N atomic co-
ordinates.
According to the Hamiltonian:





+ V (RN ) (3.11)














where R is the position of the nuclei with momenta p = MV (RN ).
The molecular integration algorithm for the nuclei movement can be solved consid-
ering Newton's mechanics. Using pA = MAṘA we can write the Newton's second
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Movement of the nuclei can be also described using the Lagrangian formalism:







A − V (RN ) (3.14)









Both formalisms are equivalent, where the second one is more commonly used in
ab initio molecular dynamics. The Lagrangian technique is used in the CPMD and
ADMP MD methods employed in this thesis.
3.2 Classical molecular dynamics
Molecular Mechanics (MM) methods are based on the laws of classical mechan-
ics for prediction of the structure and properties of molecular systems. MM is
characterised by a force eld,which describes only interactions between nuclei, and
electronic part is neglected. Because of that, the electronic eects are included in
the energy function. Despite of these limitations there is a wide eld of use with
this level of theory due to its computational eciency, which allows modelling of
extremely big systems. MM can not be applied to the problems strictly depended
on the electronic structure, like fragmentation reactions. Other disadvantages at
this level of theory are the force eld limitations to describe the typical classes of
molecule, mainly neutral one. Classical molecular dynamics use predened poten-
tials, either based on empirical data or on independent electronic structure calcu-
lations. It is a powerful tool to investigate interaction of big many-body systems,
like clusters of β-alanine (see Chap.12). Classical molecular dynamics simulations
were performed using the AMBER136139 package. This is the general name of
a bunch of programs created mainly to perform molecular dynamics calculations
on biomolecules. AMBER posses a substructure database, force eld parameters
les and many useful programs as antechamber, leap, ptraj, etc. (the three lis-
ted were used in this thesis). These sub programs work together with reasonably
good eciency and became a powerful framework for running calculations of the




General Amber Force Field (GAFF)
Force elds are the foundations of molecular mechanics; it is therefore important
to choose the one that correctly describe our system without any missing force eld
parameters. The Antechamber program, introduced into AMBER was written by
Junmei Wang, and it was provided with the general AMBER force eld (GAFF).147
GAFF was created mainly to investigate rational drug design but works ne with
almost all the organic molecules build of C, N, O, H, S, P, F, Cl, Br, so it should
be the right choice for clusters of β-alanine as well. The energy function used in
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Where req and qeq are equilibration structural parameters, Kr, KΘ, V n are force
constants, n is the multiplicity and γ is the phase angle for torsional angle para-
meters. The A , B , and q parameters characterise the non-bonded potentials. The
charge method used in GAFF is HF/6-31G(d,p) RESP charge.148 Detailed inform-
ation about algorithms used to classify atoms, bond types and charges assignation
to estimate the force eld parameters can be found in the paper of Wang et al.147
3.3 Ab initio molecular dynamics
The term "ab initio" is used mostly in the context of density functional theory, des-
pite the fact that strictly speaking they refer to calculations based only on rst prin-
ciples of Quantum Mechanics. In most of Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD),
the nuclear motion is treated as classical (except of path-integral approximation).
Although, direct dynamics can be coupled with a large variety of electronic struc-
ture methods and many propagation algorithms, in this thesis we mainly focus
on DFT methods and the extended Lagrangian-type propagation scheme, rstly
introduced by Roberto Car and Michele Parrinello in their work entitled "Unied
Approach for Molecular Dynamics and Density-Functional Theory".143 Classical
mechanical treatment of nuclei and quantum mechanical of electrons are combined
giving the family of techniques called AIMD. The basic idea of ab initio molecu-
lar dynamics methods is based on computing the forces acting on the nuclei from
electronic structure calculations, that are performed on-the-y during the gener-
ation of the molecular dynamics trajectory. In this way, the electronic variables
are not integrated ahead, but are considered as active degrees of freedom. This
means that, molecular dynamics can control complex systems and give an approx-
imate solution of the many-electron problem. On the other hand, it implies that
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the accuracy of our calculations depends strictly on how far the selected model
potential is shifted to the level of selecting a particular approximation for solv-
ing the Schrödinger equation. Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD),
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD)143 and Atom-centered Density Matrix
Propagation (ADMP)149;150 belong to this family of MD methods.
BOMD
AIMD can be carried out on the ground and excited state Born-Oppenheimer po-
tential energy surface. The Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics calculations in
this thesis were performed with TURBOMOLE package.140 The electronic poten-
tial energy and its gradients are calculated quantum mechanically at the required
coordinates each time step. The MD program uses the Leapfrog Verlet algorithm
to turn the gradients into new atomic positions and velocities. The nuclei are
propagated using classical Newtonian's equations of motion on the ab initio po-
tential surface. Simulation might be performed using microcanonical (NVE) or
canonical (NVT) ensembles with heating or cooling the system (thermostat for
canonical dynamics) or conserving the total energy. BO approach includes the
electronic structure in molecular dynamics simulations by solving the static elec-
tronic structure problem in each molecular dynamics step given by the set of xed
nuclear geometries at a given time. Therefore, the electronic structure calcula-
tion is simplied from solving a quantum time-independent problem by solving
the time-independent Schrödinger equation. Finally, the electronic structure time
dependency is obtained via nuclear motion. The resulting Born-Oppenheimer mo-





Ĥeff (r,R)Φ0(r,R) = E0Φ0(r,R) (3.18)
To obtain the Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics equations of motion for
the electronic part i.e. Eq.3.18 lets consider special case of eective one-particle
Hamiltonian such as in HF theory. Applying the variational minimum energy
expectation value to the ground wave function Φ0 dened using the Slater determ-
inant (see Eq.2.23) and constraint that orbitals (φ) are orthonormal we can perform








It can be inserted into Lagrange's formalism
L = −
〈





Λij(〈φi|φj〉 − δij) (3.20)
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where Λij are the associated Lagrange multipliers that are necessary in order to











Eq.3.22 after unitary transformation of HHFeff leads to diagonal canonical form of
Eq.2.30. Therefore, the equations of motion are dene as nuclear and electronic in
a HF case:




The main dierence between BOMD and CPMD or ADMP is that the minimum
of 〈Ĥeff 〉 has to be obtained at every time step of the MD simulation. Born-
Oppenheimer molecular dynamics can be made as fast as other more approximated
methods as Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics or Atom-centered Density Matrix
Propagation methods if one sacrice accuracy in terms of energy conservation.
CPMD
The CP scheme diers from the BO MD approach in that the wave functions are
propagated together with the classical nuclear degrees of freedom using an exten-
ded Lagrangian. This based on an adaptation of the relative nuclear and electronic
time-scales, which simplify the adiabatic propagation of the electronic wave func-
tion in response to the nuclear motion with appropriate large time-steps. This
adjustment of time-scales through the application of a ctitious electronic wave
function kinetic energy and inertia, allows the CPMD code to predict similar nuc-
lear dynamics to the exact BO surface at smaller computational costs. Therefore,
CPMD treats in a distinct way the electronic dynamics than BOMD. The CP
method is essentially an extended Lagrangian dynamics scheme in which the elec-
tronic degrees of freedom do not converge iteratively at each MD step. Instead, they
act as ctitious dynamical variables and are propagated along the nuclear degrees
of freedom by a simple adjustment of timescales. The resultant potential energy
surface stays close to the converged, real adiabatic electronic surface. Originally
the CPMD code uses the Kohn Sham molecular orbitals expanded in a plane-wave
basis set, and they are chosen as dynamical variables to represent the electronic
degrees of freedom. The Lagrangian for the CPMD in the electronic ground state























3.3. Ab initio molecular dynamics
The dots indicates time derivative, M are the physical ionic masses, R the nuclear
coordinates, µ are arbitrary parameters of appropriate units (ctitious masses or
inertia parameters assigned to the orbital degrees of freedom),
〈
Ψ | Ĥel | Ψ
〉
is the
potential energy of the electronic subsystem and constraints might be a function of
both the set of orbitals {φi} and the nuclear positions {RA}. Formin
Ψ0
〈
Ψ | Ĥel | Ψ
〉
we are close to minimum energy, i.e. close to the exact Born-Oppenheimer surface.


















, where the Lagrangian derivatives are taken into account with respect to orbitals
φi(r), where φ∗i = 〈φi|.
ADMP
Schlegel et al.141;142 proposed an alternative AIMD method: the ADMP form-
alism. In this method, as dynamic variables they apply the Gaussian basis sets
and the one-particle density matrix (P) within the extended Lagrangian, instead
of plane-waves and Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals (χ) as in the CPMD scheme.
Thus propagation of electronic variables along with the nuclei is possible through
introduction of ctitious masses into each density matrix element, what leads to
the simple adjustment of relative timescales. The most important advantages of
using this dynamic scheme are:151;152
 linear scale of computational time with system size O (N );
 compact and localised wave function for a molecular system are quite well
described via electronic structure calculations;
 a small number of basis functions eectively describes the state of molecular
system with a desire degree of accuracy in comparison to small number of
plane waves in CPMD code;











µTr(Ṗ Ṗ )− E(R,P )− Tr [Λ (PP − P )] (3.28)
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P is a single-particle density matrix,M , R and V are nuclear masses, positions and
velocities, respectively. The Lagrangian multiplier, Λ is introduced as a constraint
on the total number of electrons, Ne and the idempotency of the density matrix.
The equations of motion are dened with respect to the principle of stationary
action for the Lagrangian (3.28); the propagation of the nuclei and the density in
































4.1 Natural bond orbital (NBO)
Going back in history one can notice that tries to understand the nature of the
chemical bond start with the development of the empirical methods and subsequent
Lewis model (dot diagram of pairs of electron shared bonds and lone pairs). Lewis
idea of shared electron pairs provides a qualitative picture of covalent bond and its
notation is the universal foundation for chemistry world. In 1927 Heitler and Lon-
don developed the rst quantum mechanical description of the Lewis model. Later
on Pauling, Burrau, Mulliken and Lennard-Jones contributed to a development of
more complex molecular orbital description of chemical bond. The concept can be
visualised according to the Aufbau principle, where the electrons delocalised over
the whole molecule occupy molecular orbitals and are assigned according to the
Pauli Exclusion Principle. Therefore, the set of self-consistent molecular orbitals
(MO) is calculated using linear combination of atomic orbitals (AO). The number
of MO is the same as the number of AO combined to form the molecule. A MO
describes the behaviour of one electron in the electric eld generated by the nuclei
and an average eld created by all other electrons occupying the other orbitals.
The goal of the scientists was to invent the method that will connect the numerical
content of the high quality wave function with the simple concept of the bonding
theory. To understand the nature of the chemical bond between two particles A
and B, one must consider two terms: kinetic energy and electrostatic forces between
the nuclei and electrons, described by the quantum mechanical equations. That is
achieved with the natural bond orbital (NBO) theory, which algorithms aid to ac-
curately describe the wave function by making use of numerically optimised hybrids
and pattern of the bonds, in such a localised Lewis concept. This description sat-
ises the accuracy of the wave function method with the simplicity of the concept
to all chemists. A detailed introduction of the method and their applicability can
be found e.g. here.153;154
Using the NBO program155 one can get very accurate information about the
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strength of the chemical bond in a many-electron molecular system in terms of
localised electron-pair bonding units. The new version of NBO program
(http://nbo6.chem.wisc.edu/) with optimally suited algorithms numerically solve
Schrödinger's equation in the chemically intuitive way using Lewis-like bonding
patterns together with 'donor-acceptor' type interactions. The program carries
out the determination of natural atomic orbitals (NAOs), natural hybrid orbitals
(NHOs), natural bond orbitals (NBOs), and natural localised molecular orbitals
(NLMOs), and uses them to perform natural population analysis (NPA), NBO
energetic analysis, and also natural resonance theory (NRT) and natural chemical
shielding (NCS) analysis.
The NBO analysis makes no assumption about the wave function and use its
reduced form, and hence is applicable to any general mathematical form as given
by the one-electron density operator Γ:
Γ = N
ˆ
| Ψ(1, 2, ..., N |2 dt2dt3...dtN (4.1)
Γ can be obtained for variational, perturbative, or DFT descriptions of any type,
including the exact wave function. Based on the input, the NBO bond picture is
obtained from the the chosen wave function. The NBO theory relies on a method
for a optimum transformation of a given wave function into a localised form, cor-
responding to the one-center (lone pair (LP)) and two-center (bond) elements of
the Lewis like structure. To understand this transformation one it is necessary to
introduce what are natural orbitals (NOs), natural atomic orbitals (NAOs) and -
nally natural bond orbitals (NBOs). Natural orbitals (NOs, Θk) are eigenfunctions
of gamma, in a sense NO are the unique orbitals chosen by the wave function itself
as optima for its own description. The eigenorbitals of Γ representing the natural
orbitals of the wave function satisfy the equation:
ΓΘk = nkΘk (4.2)
where nk is the electronic occupancy (population) of the eigenfunction Θk for
the molecular electron density operator Γ of Ψ. The density operator is nothing
more that the 1-electron "projection" of the full N -electron probability distribution
(given by the square of the wave function |Ψ|2). In this way we are able to dene
1-electron subsystems of the total wave function Ψ. Therefore, we need only Ψ
dening the NOs, which are its eigenorbitals, describing all single-electron proper-
ties of the wave function, including electronic density. These NOs form a complete
orthonormal set The wave function Ψ is commonly described with a basis orbitals
χk (e.g. in this thesis 6-311++G(d,p)). However, for a given Ψ the solutions of
one-electron electronic density operator for NOs are in principle independent of
the chosen basis orbitals. Employing basis orbitals to solve the local eigenvalue
equation such as Eq. (1) is convenient from the numerical point of view. The
independence of NOs (eigenorbitals Θk) from the chosen basis orbitals made them
intrinsic and unique to Ψ, whereas basis orbitals χk are tted functions, chosen to
satisfy the numerical availability.
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Natural Atomic Orbitals (NAOs) {Θ(A)k } are localised 1-center orbitals. They
dier from isolated atom natural orbitals by "feeling" the molecular environment
(multi-atom and multi-electron). The spatial diuse characteristics of NAOs are
optimised for the net atomic positive charge experienced by an electron in a mo-





k >= δj,kδA,B (4.3)
Analogically to Eq.4.2, the orbitals {Θ(A)k } of atom A are dened as eigenorbitals




k , where n
(A)
k is the electronic occupancy (population)











k >. Alternatively, the Θ
(A)
k can be
dened as 1-center "maximum population" orbitals by operations for the 1-center
density operator Γ(A).
Natural Bond Orbitals (NBOs) are an orthonormal set of localised maximally
occupied (mostly 1 or 2-center) orbitals that describe the Lewis-like molecular
bonding pattern of electron pairs in the most accurate possible way of the total
N -electron density. Similarly to NAOs, the rst-order reduced electronic dens-
ity operator Γ of the molecular wave function Ψ is the only input to the NBO
algorithms, so the numerically determined Lewis structure representation is "nat-
ural" to Ψ itself. The NBOs are build of the so called Natural Hybrid Orbitals
(NHOs) {hA}. The NHOs also form a complete orthonormal set. Each NHO is





for which the the overall mixing ratios can be expressed conventionally as spλdµ
notation, where λ and µ are ratios of squared coecients for valence p-orbitals
relative to s and valence d-orbitals relative to p, respectively. Therefore, the an-
gular composition of sp4 hybridisation has 80% and 20% of p- and of s-character,
respectively.
The type of NBOs can be bonding, lone pair, and anti-bonding. Certain delo-
calisation patterns arise as a weak deviation from such ideally Lewis-like localised
picture and are expressed as the anti-bonding localised orbitals called non-Lewis
NBOs.
The core NBOs (CR) have practically pure NAOs character. The lone pair
(non-bonding) 1-center NBOs LPA are each composed of a single normalised NHO
LPA = hA (4.5)
The general formulation of sigma bond (σAB) between atoms A and B arises from
2-center NBOs which are normalised linear combinations of two bonding NHOs
hA, hB . NBO uses the classical MO-type (Mulliken, Lennard-Jones) bond-orbital
formulation of the electron-pair bond.
σAB = cAhA + cBhB (4.6)
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where cA, cB are normalised (c2A+c
2
B = 1) polarisation coecients. Its values reect
the contribution of each hybrid orbital to the bond i.e. the NBO bond polarisation
may range between covalent (cA = cB) and ionic (cA  cB). The natural ionicity
(iAB) measure the bond character with values ranging from -1 (pure ionic hybrid







However, there is no unambiguous dierence between 2-center σAB of highly polar
form cA  cB and a 1-center cA (cA = 1, cB = 0). According to a xed NBO
numerical threshold highly polar form cA  cB with less than 5% contribution of
the dierent center (|iAB | > 0.95) is dene as a lone pair.
Summarising the local block eigenfunctions are obtained starting from density
matrix representation of Γ in atomic orbital (AO) basis functions to localised nat-
ural atomic orbitals (NAOs) and NBOs and are natural in the sense of Löwdin,
having optimal convergence properties for describing the electron density. The set
of nearly double occupancy of NBOs, is said to represent the natural Lewis struc-
ture (NLS) of the molecule, which commonly describes the majority of the total
electron density, as assumed in elementary bonding models. Within the pattern
of bonds the chemical nature of each NBO can be identify: CR (core orbital), LP
(lone pair of the valence shell with non-bonding character), LV (lone vacancy, unoc-
cupied valence orbital), RY (unoccupied Rydberg orbital), BD (two center bonding
orbital; σ, π, etc.) and BD* (two center anti-bonding orbital; sigma∗, π∗, etc.).
The NBO program naturally split the molecular wave function Ψ, electronic
density ρ and NBO basis set {Ωi} into well dened Lewis (L) and non-Lewis (NL)
components:
Ψ = ΨL + ΨNL (4.8)






The NBO program also supply 3-center/2-electron bonds, 3c/4e bonds, metallic
bonding and hydrogen bonding with energetic analysis of NBO interactions. Dens-
ities gotten from single-determinant MO or DFT wave functions produce Lewis















j , j = N + 1, N + 2, ... (4.12)
In no-resonance limit, the Lewis NBOs are occupied and NL NBOs are vacant. Due
to this the concept of donors (Lewis NBOs) and acceptors (NL NBOs) of electronic
occupancy arise. However, based on the application of an eective 1-electron energy
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operator F (Fock or Kohn-Sham matrix) for the system the non-vanishing donor-







j dτ 6= 0 (4.13)










, because the accuracy of the Lewis-like structures for simple molecules exceeds
99%. Details of the formula above are described in Chap.12 and in appendix F.
Among dierent types of analysis we use the NBO energetic analysis of the
interactions corresponding to intermolecular hydrogen bonds (HB). A lot of exper-
imental and theoretical eorts have been done in the study of this weak type of
interactions.
4.2 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM)
QTAIM: quantum theory of atoms in molecules was developed by Richard Bader
and is commonly called Bader analysis.156 The birth of the completely novel
method to partition a quantum mechanical system such as a molecule is dated
as 1972.157 It was actually the future vision on how to extract the chemical in-
formation from the ab initio wave function.
A representation of the charge density in the real 3D space, shows that the
electron density increases exponentially toward the nuclei. However if one apply a
topological analysis to the electron density, many useful chemical information can
be extracted. Partition of the molecule into topological atoms and use of gradient
vectors, are the key concepts to get this information. The idea is to use a gradi-
ent vector eld to partition full space into subspaces. The gradient vector eld
is a complete collection of each point so-called gradient path (GP)(trajectory of
the steepest ascent through a three dimensional function), which bring itself into
molecule or cluster of molecules. It can be applied to partition such 3D function as
electron density (ρ), Laplacian of electron density (∇2ρ), nuclear potential Vnuc,
etc., leading to the concept of topological atoms. GP penetrates through constant
electron density surfaces in a way to reach the local maximum. GP takes the dir-
ection orthogonal to the very small plane representing locally a surface of constant
electron density value and points toward steepest upward position. The critical
point (CP) is dened as a point where more than one GP meet or in other words
where the density gradient vanishes (∇ρ = 0). In the 3D (rank 3) there are four
types of CP: a maximum, minimum and two saddle points (point which could be a
minimum or maximum depending on the direction one is scanning in). This is true
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only if the curvature i.e. the function is not at at the CP. Therefore the curvature
is measured by the eigenvalues of the Hessian of the particular 3D function, elec-
tron density in our case. The Hessian is a matrix of partial second derivatives of





, where i, j=1, 2 or 3 and q1, q2, q3 determine x, y and z, respectively. Therefore
































 λ1 0 00 λ2 0
0 0 λ3

, where the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3 are curvatures of ρ. The CPs are labelled with
rank and signature (r, s). The rank (r) of CP denotes the non-zero eigenvalues
of the Hessian and the signature (s) is the sum of the signs of the eigenvalues.
According to this one can distinguish four types of rank 3 CPs: (3,-3) nuclear
attractor (NA), (3,-1) bond critical point (BCP), (3,+1) ring critical point (RCP)
and (3,+3) cage critical point (CCP). This classication is universal for all 3D
functions so it is valid the same for the electron density as for the Laplacian of
the electron density. It has to be mentioned that critical points in the Laplacian
are hardly used and in any case they are not bond, ring, cage CPs, i.e. do not
have the same meaning. The Laplacian of the electron density (∇2ρ) is second
after ρ quantum mechanical function that was analysed topologically. Its values in
the BCP can provide useful information of the type of the bond. Positive values
of the ∇2ρ indicate the depletion of electron density, however the negative values
(∇2ρ < 0) are associated with the local concentration of electron density. If the
latter case is found in the internuclear region then the inter atomic interaction is
classied as shared and the bond in the BCP is indicated as polar or covalent. In
the opposite case, when ∇2ρ > 0 and the number of positive eigenvalues dominates,
the electron density rapidly increase away from BCP. This is a common behaviour
of the electron density in the closed-shell interactions, which dominates for the ionic
bond types, hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions. This methodology in
particular focused on 3D functions like the electron density and the Laplacian of
electron density were used to characterised the weakly bonded clusters of β-alanine
molecules in Chap.12.
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4.3 Outer Valence Green's function (OVGF)
A very useful approach to deal with the huge amount of data provided by ex-
perimental photoelectron (PE) spectra is the so-called single-particle picture (or
shell model). Considering the closed-shell system as the simplest, each line in
the PE spectrum can be associated with an electronic orbital energy to a rst
approximation. Some additional eects such as e.g. Jahn-Teller splitting gives
some complications, but this approximation still provides good results of the PE
spectrum and the associated individual molecular orbitals. In this sense the PE
spectroscopy is strictly speaking the spectroscopy of orbitals and, via this relation
it helps to understand the energetic processes occurring in ion-molecules collision
(see Chap.6). Ion-molecule collisions lead to electron(s) capture/ionisation. The
very rst theorem related with this event is provided in 1933 as the Koopman's
theorem.158
Koopmans theorem
The simplest method to calculate ionisation energies rely on theory provided by
Koopman's theorem. This approximation seems to be proven over the decades to
reasonably successful assign experimental ionisation spectra to the calculated ones.
If one considers the ionic wave function Φi constructed from the molecular orbitals
of the ground state Slater determinant analogically to Eq.2.23 without one electron
taken from the spin orbital ϕi(ri) and leaving all others without any changes one
gets the energy expression
Ei(Φi)− E0(Φ0) = Ii = −εi (4.16)
in which the so-called relaxation energy is neglected. The ionisation potential (
the ith ionisation energy) is thus approximately given by the negative value of the
ith energy eigenorbital. Such a statement is called the Koopmans approximation,
which neglects the term responsible for charge rearrangement of the ionic wave
function and also the electronic correlation energy. The total energy, the electron
density and many properties are reasonably well described with the Koopmans
model. Ejecting ith electron by ith photon out of n orbital results in a photo-
electron spectrum consisting of n lines (as many lines as there are orbitals). It is
because the photon interacts only with one electron at a time, where mathemat-
ically the transition operator is a one-particle operator. Thus Koopmans theorem
implies that each orbital corresponds to one line in the PE spectrum. This the-
orem was proven to works ne for many molecules in the outer valence region of
the ionisation, where two therms cancel each other. However, there is a lot of
examples where the Koopmans theorem fails in determining the correct ordering
of ionic states. If the energies of ionic states are quite close each other one needs
a more accurate methodology to calculate the ionisation energies taking into ac-
count the eects of electron correlation and relaxation of the ionic wave function.
One can get the relaxation energy from separating of SCF calculations and the
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correlation energy by performing additional conguration interaction calculations
for the ground and ionic states. Both methods give consistent improvement in the
calculation of ionisation energies. However, there exist a direct way developed by
Cederbaum,159;160 called the Green's function method that improves the result.
Outer Valence Green Functions Method (OVGF)
The details of OVGF method can be found in the original papers159;160 as well as
in a more detailed book161. It might be underlined that there exists two dierent
and distinct approximations to the one-particle Green's function method.
Lets dene the one-particle Green's function in time, state space as the expect-
ation value with respect to the exact ground state wave function of a time-ordered
product of annihilation and creation operators for electrons in one-particle states
Gk,l(t, t




, where the T̂ is Wick's time ordering operator, which orders the operators due to
















= δkl, with all other anticommutators
vanishing. A permutation of the operators from the original ordering by the action
of T̂ , follows the change of sign. Applying the Fourier transform one can go over







The spectral representation of the Green's function can be obtained by inserting the







〈ΨN0 |ak|ΨN+1n 〉〈ΨN+1n |a
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l |ΨN0 〉






l |ΨN−1m 〉〈ΨN−1m |a
†
k|ΨN0 〉
ω + Im − iη
}
(4.20)




0 − EN+1n and Im = EN−1m − EN0 . (4.21)
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So, calculating the poles of the Green's function we are obtaining both properties
directly. The Dyson equation, which is formally equal to the spectral description,
can be used





( ω) is the so-called self-energy potential, which is the exact potential felt
by an electron due to the interaction with all the others. According to the Dyson
equation, the Green's function is connected via G◦(ω)kl =
δkl
ω − ε
to the HF Green's
function and it posses inverses given by
G−1 = (G◦)−1 −
∑
(ω). (4.23)
We are interested in the perturbation expansion of
∑
(ω), which is justied far away
from the poles. This region is called the outer valence space, in which the satellite
line structure importance is negligible. The method is named the outer valence
Green's function method (OVGF). It is exact to the third order in the interelec-














The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows us to describe the essence of chemical
reactivity and the behaviour of molecules in terms of a static approach - potential
energy surfaces (PES) and dynamic approach - the motion on these surfaces with
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Any theoretical model is just a representation within the framework of the sur-
rounding world, and as such can never be complete. The PES model is a set of
approximations used to describe the small part of the real system in a particu-
lar way. The purpose is to make calculations aordable within a reasonable time
and directed towards the experiments as close as possible. According to famous
chemist, one of the developers of the fast Fourier transform, John W. Tukey,
Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is
often vague, than an exact answer to the wrong question, which can
always be made precise.
For the biologically important reactions of chemical interest, we need to introduce
simplications beyond the BO approximation, i.e. into the electronic structure
theories so that we can build the PES. The study of the PES helps us to understand
and interpret the observed experimental spectra by calculation of the fragmentation
pathways. For that purpose we used DFT and sometimes more accurate methods
such as MP2 or CCSD(T) as a reference theories.
5.1 Static approach - potential energy surfaces (PESs)
Quantum chemistry calculations for the PESs study were carried out using the
density functional theory (DFT) for the lowest spin state for each charge: singlet
(spin equal zero) or doublet (spin equal 1/2). In particular, geometry optimisations
were performed using the B3LYP functional for isolated molecules and M06-2X
functional for clusters of β-alanine. Both functionals have been tested, and used in
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combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. This basis contains all needed func-
tions to properly describe positively charged amino acids and derivatives, especially
it has been shown that it gives much better relative energies in comparison with
the 6-31G(d,p) basis.162;163 Moreover polarisation functions should be included for
the correct description of the bonding.164 The diuse functions presented in a big-
ger basis set are used to describe properly the electronic density of ionic forms of
amino acids and were applied to all conformational study in this thesis for con-
sistency. In addition, the presence of diuse functions together with polarisation
functions has been shown to provide a better description of the PES of glycine.164
This level of theory also has been shown to give accurate results for similar sys-
tems.72 Harmonic vibrational frequencies have been also evaluated at the same
level to characterise minima and transition states in the PES and to compute the
Zero Point Energy (ZPE) correction. The absence of "imaginary" frequencies in
the calculated IR spectra was interpreted as the standard condition to dene the
point on the potential energy surface as a minimum. On the other hand, the exist-
ence of just one "imaginary" frequency was used as a criteria of the transition state
(TS) geometry achievement. For all calculated transition states, the intrinsic reac-
tion coordinate (IRC) calculations have been also carried out to verify the minima
they connect.165 To nd the TSs we used mainly the Synchronous Transit-Guided
Quasi-Newton (STQN) method with two variations, QST2 and QST3. The QST2
method uses the optimised structures for the reactants and products to generate
the TS. The QST3 variation requires the optimised structures for the reactants and
products and also the input of a guess for the TS.166;167 Using this methodology
allowed us to nd many challenging reaction transitions. Similarly to any other
method for searching of TSs the one obtained with QST2 and QST3 methods were
also conrmed by IRC calculations.
5.2 Dynamic approach - molecular dynamic (MD)
simulations
Ab initio molecular dynamics tests were performed using S-α-alanine as a bench-
mark system. To this, we used several methods focusing on running MD calcula-
tions in the ground electronic state using as close as possible initial conditions. In
this section we compared the methods that we decided that are somehow worth
further analysis.
Benchmarking of AIMD
We present an AIMD methods benchmarking study of the fragmentation of doubly-
positively-charged S-α-alanine in the gas phase. We compared the fragmentation
patterns obtained with dierent AIMD methods presented before: ADMP, CPMD
and BOMD in the singlet electronic ground state keeping as closed as possible initial
conditions i.e. initial nuclear velocity distribution, ctitious mass of electrons, etc.
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5.2. Dynamic approach - molecular dynamic (MD) simulations
We run 5 trajectories for each of four initial excitation energies: 0.71, 4.27, 10.66,
14.22 eV for each of the MD method. The initial excitation energy is represented





, where f = 3N − 6 and kB are degrees of freedom and Boltzmann constant,
respectively with number of atoms, N = 13.
In principle the most accurate results should be obtained for a least approx-
imated method i.e. BOMD, thus most computationally expensive. We checked
also how the fragmentation patterns varies due to changing the electronic struc-
ture methods as well as dierent DFT-functionals. The results are presented in
the Tab.5.1. Good agreement was nd between ADMP and BOMD. According to
the timing of the method, its simplicity and compatibility with Gaussian package,
which we use for PESs studies, we decided to study isolated molecules: glycine,













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2. Dynamic approach - molecular dynamic (MD) simulations
Convergence of ADMP method
The ADMP simulations were performed with DFT framework, in particular using
the B3LYP functional with 6-31G++(d,p) basis set. Be aware of some problems
with total energy conservation for MD methods168 we carefully monitor it. It
has been checked all combination between two sets of parameters such as time
step (∆t =0.05, 0.09, 0.1, 0.11, 0.15, 0.2) and ctitious mass of electron (µ=0.05,
0.09, 0.1, 0.11, 0.15, 0.2) for the dication of glycine obtained after taking two
outher electrons from the most stable neutral conformer of glycine.169 In all these
trajectories the simulation time was xed for tsim=200 fs and internal excitation
energy settled for 0.136 eV. These tests allowed us to choose the optimal set of
parameters (∆=0.1 and µ=0.1) for the study of this kind of systems using the
ADMP method. The total, kinetic electronic and kinetic nuclear energies (in eV)
























































































































































































Figure 5.1: Total energy as a function of time for dierent time steps and ctitious
mass. The black curves, parallel to x-axes represent the highest and the lowest energy
value for µ = 0.1 amu with dierent value of time step.
In all cases it is observed that the for ∆t = 0.1 and µ = 0.1 amu the conser-
vation of the energies is acceptable, thus we do not need to reduce the time step.
Finally the computational time can be saved. It is worth to mention already in this
section that the changes in nuclear and electron kinetic energy increases rapidly
in the rst 40 fs of the simulation, suggesting the presence of a large structural
changes. Indeed, these changes are due to the Coulomb explosion (CE) leading to
two charged fragments.
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5.2. Dynamic approach - molecular dynamic (MD) simulations
This part provides an overview of the results presented in this thesis. Details
of each studied system, addresses the challenges of ion-molecule collision interpret-
ation. Combination of the theoretical results with the experimental measurements
is explained in the following chapters. The experimental analysis of the fragment-
ation of biomolecules, is carried out with mass spectrometry techniques , i.e. the
intensity of positively charged molecular fragments is recorded as a function of
mass over charge ratio (m/z). It focuses on the practical way to deal with interac-
tion of molecules with highly charged ions repeated millions of time. The simplest
spectrum presents the total number of counts of charged fragments as a function of
m/z. Additionally, one can separate the events coming from one, two, three, etc.
electron captures into 1STOP, 2STOP, 3STOP, etc. mass spectra, respectively.
Moreover, the multicoincidence technique, which correlates the charged fragments
of the same event is also applied. The theoretical results are obtained running
molecular dynamic for a few hundreds of fs. The large numbers of trajectories are
analysed to start building PES. Furthermore, many possible fragmentation path-
ways are calculated with barriers, including even very energetically high located
fragments. Therefore, the complex concepts can be explain eectively. Indeed, cal-
culating the potential energy surfaces (PESs), molecular dynamics (MD), molecular
orbitals (MO), hydrogen bonds (HB) etc., to provide useful scientic information.
The Chaps.6-10 focus on excited positively charged molecules after collisions in-
volving highly charged ions. Adiabatic molecular dynamics in the ground state
is mainly used to interpret the experimental measurements. In all these cases,
the results of theoretical calculations and experimental collisions are combined to
understand the stability, structure and fragmentation dynamics of these systems.
Some of general features of the dynamics i.e. Coulomb explosion processes were
observed together with others specic observation. The latter were further invest-
igated using PES or wave function analysis methods. The most interesting results
of these investigations are understood, using an approach based on ab initio atom
center density matrix (ADMP) molecular dynamics simulations. Statistics were
performed in a larger number of trajectories.
The results are presented in separated chapters that are based on scientic art-
icles, they merge into a coherent "story" with completeness. Each of the chapters
is a "continuation of the story" with the evolution of the system size and imple-
mentation of sophisticated methods and application of the previously understood
physics to explain unexpected ndings. These appear with the expansion of the
complexity of system under study i.e. enlargement of the linear amino acids, nuc-
leobasis, peptide bond prototype, derivatives of amino acid and clusters of amino
acids. The rst chapter in this part is mostly an experimental study where the
exact distribution of the deposition energy in the ion-molecule collisions is determ-
ined. One of the main challenges in ion-molecule collisions is the determination
of the energy transferred from the projectile (ion) to the target (molecule). The
transfer of the energy to the molecular system drives the fragmentation dynamics.
Therefore, its accurate value given as the excitation energy (above the ionisation
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threshold) in the molecular dynamics simulations is very important parameter to
properly mimic the experimental conditions and to get fundamental insight into
ion-induced radiation damage itself. In the case of thymidine, an experimental pro-
cedure to determine the energy transfer in the ion-molecule collision was developed.
Additional experiments performed with photons helped to estimate the transferred
energy distribution. It ts well with the theoretical calculations based on molecular
orbitals energies using the outer valence greens function method. The excitation
energy is a key quantity that relates the collision with the fragmentation, and the
results obtained are used in the MD calculations presented in the next chapters.
We thus approach the experimental conditions as close as possible. Therefore, it
makes theoretical simulations more accurate not only to interpret the experimental
measurements, but also to the real biological damage caused in the framework of
the hadrontherapy. Chaps.7 and 8 are based on two articles, where we focus on the
stability of excited positively charged glycine after the collision with low-energy
multiply charged ions in the gas phase. Firstly, we present on the fragmentation of
the glycine cation, the simplest amino acids in the the lowest positive charge state.
In the next chapter we present the fragmentation of the doubly-charged glycine.
We show how ultrafast H migration appears in competition to well known Coulomb
explosion. It is worth to indicate here that both mechanisms occur at the similar
timescale (≈ tens of fs). In the next chapter we elongated the amino acid chain by
inserting -CH2-, ending up with β-alanine molecule. We studied its fragmentation
after extracting of two electrons with the same methodology, combining the experi-
mental mass spectra with theoretical simulations. Again, the peaks that arise from
the Coulomb explosion (CE) and from the H migration were observed. Additional
peaks that can not be explained without another unexpected reaction - hydroxyl
group (OH) migration were also detected. Quantum chemistry calculations allow
us to predict this mechanism, as energetically the most probably.
Further insertion of -CH2- leads to γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA). In this study
we focus on the production of oxygen and nitrogen reactive species, followed by the
fragmentation of dications and trications of GABA. Experimentally and theoretic-
ally we proved that after the capture two or three electrons the charge localisation
is dierent, and thus the dierent types of doubly charged reactive species are
produced.
In the next chapter we focused on a system with the simplest peptide bond
structure - N -acetylglycine molecule. The single electron capture from this mo-
lecule allows us to observe microsecond timescale stable cations. Their long lifetime
is possible due to the presence of the peptide bond and tautomerisation processes
occurring simultaneously with charge delocalisation. This study sheds light on the
additional stability against the fragmentation and atypical patterns not observed
commonly in the fragmentation of isolated amino acids. It might help to analyse
and understand possible ways of peptide bond formation in cluster of β-alanine
after interaction with highly charged amino acids.
In the last chapter pure theoretical results of the we study of neutral clusters
of β-alanine molecules are presented. Firstly we present a new computational
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strategy. It consists of classical molecular simulations with AMBER-12.05 package
to determine and explore widely PES. Secondly, benchmarking for the set of iso-
mers of dimer was performed using DFT, MP2 and CCSD(T) methods. Later on
geometrical end energetic criteria were chosen to evaluate stable conformers of all
sizes (see Chap.12). Therefore, the extensive analysis focusing on the understand-
ing of the production, stability, structure, dissociation and the qualitative strength















The ionisation and fragmentation of the nucleoside thymidine in the gas phase has
been investigated by combining ion-collision with state-selected photoionisation ex-
periments and quantum chemistry calculations. The comparison between the mass
spectra measured in both types of experiments allows us to accurately determine
the distribution of the energy deposited in the ionised molecule as a result of the
collision. The relation of two experimental techniques and theory shows a strong
correlation between the excited states of the ionised molecule with the computed
dissociation pathways, as well as with charge localisation or delocalisation.
The results presented in this chapter has been published:
S. Maclot, R. Delaunay, D. G. Piekarski, A. Domaracka, B. A. Huber, L. Adoui, F.
Martín, M. Alcamí, L. Avaldi, P. Bolognesi, S. Díaz-Tendero and P. Rousseau, De-
termination of Energy-Transfer Distributions in Ionising Ion-Molecule Collision,
Physical Review Letters 117, 073201 (2016)
This chapter deals with a key aspect in the study of the fragmentation of bio-
molecules induced by collision with ions. It is to know what is the energy deposited
in the collisional process. From the theoretical point of view this quantity is cru-
cial because because it allows us to prepare the initial theoretical conditions for
the molecular dynamics study applicable to the other biomolecules studied after
collision with highly charged ions and presented in the next chapters of this thesis.
Furthermore, it represents a nice example of how the combination of theory with
two complementary experimental methods i.e. collision with highly-charged ion
and photo-electron photo-ion coincidence (PEPICO), provides a complete picture
of the fragmentation of the ionisation and fragmentation of biomolecules. The main
idea is to reproduce the ion-induced fragmentation spectrum with the photon mass
spectra. To correctly interpret the PEPICO experiments it is necessary to have
information about the orbital energies from which the electrons are extracted and
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6. Energy-transfer in ion-molecule collisions
this can only be obtained by looking at the correlated molecular orbitals and its
energies, calculated with quantum chemistry methods. Later, a tting procedure
for the relevant spectra at selected excitation energies is applied, and the energy
deposited on the thymidine in the ion-molecule collision is reconstructed. Most of
the results presented in this chapter corresponds to the experimental work done by
our collaborators but the theoretical part is critical to obtain the global picture of
the process and the most relevant quantity - the deposited energy.
The understanding of the electronic and nuclear dynamics in molecular systems
induced by sudden ionisation/excitation, which drives chemical reactions, oers
new opportunities for controlled ultrafast chemistry.170 For example, it has been
recently observed the charge migration on the fs timescale after hole formation,
which triggers atomic motion and molecular fragmentation171 or the localisation
of multiple charges in specic molecular groups and the subsequent Coulomb ex-
plosion.172;173 Ultrafast nuclear rearrangement have been also observed in pump-
probe experiments,174 such processes compete with the expected charge separation
in multiply charged molecules.175177 Therefore, a detailed knowledge of the re-
sponse of complex molecular systems to ionisation/excitation and its inuence on
chemical reactivity is still today a relevant topic.178;179 In this context, recent com-
bined experiment/theory works have been very valuable in providing pictures of
the ion-induced ionisation/fragmentation of complex molecular systems.6;92;176;177
However, a meaningful comparison between experimental and theoretical results
requires the knowledge of the energy transferred in the collision, which is in fact
represented by a wide energy distribution due to interactions at dierent impact
parameters. Pioneering experimental work reported in180;181 has already been
performed in order to determine the actual energy-deposit distributions in ion-
molecule collisions, as well as to study its relationship with the observed fragment-
ation patterns. However, these methods require the knowledge of the initial and
nal projectile states which is only straightforward in the case of double-electron
capture by singly charged ions (e.g. H+ → H−), which is more the exception than
the rule. In this chapter we report on the ionisation and fragmentation of a DNA
building block, the nucleoside thymidine combining i) ion collisions, ii) VUV pho-
toionisation along with iii) ab initio calculations. Combining such state-of-the-art
techniques, we provide a complete picture of the charge localisation and the ex-
citation energy distribution in complex molecular systems after interaction with
ionising radiation. More importantly, it becomes possible to determine the en-
ergy deposited in the target as a result of an ionising collision with ions, which is
the primary process associated with radiation damage. With the development of
cancer therapies based on ionising particles, as hadrontherapy,182 a better under-
standing of the radiation damage via a multi-scale and -disciplinary approach has
become inevitable.183 At the molecular scale, this relies on the investigation of ion-
isation/fragmentation of molecules of biological interest in the gas phase at dierent
energy ranges.6;184186 The experiments have been performed at ARIBE, the low-
energy ions facility of GANIL (Caen, France) and at the GASPHASE beamline of

















































Figure 6.1: (a) Structural formula of thymidine. Considering the glycosidic bond cleav-
age, the fragments produced are noted B and S for the base and sugar parts, respectively.
(b) Mass spectrum of thymidine after the ionisation by 48 keV O6+ ions. White peaks
around m/z = 180 and 200 amu are due to pollutions. (c) Photoelectron spectrum (PES)
of thymidine obtained at 50 eV (black curve). The blue dashed lines show the energy
values chosen for PEPICO measurements. Red bars correspond to orbital energy values
computed with OVGF method. Panels (d-g) show the electron density of dierent molecu-
lar orbitals. Panels (h-k) show the PEPICO mass spectra recorded for dierent binding
energies of the electron corresponding to closest energies to the orbitals presented.
based on crossed-beam set-ups using coincidence time-of-ight mass spectrometry.
The photoionisation experiments are based on state-selected mass spectrometry
using photoelectron-photoion coincidence measurements (PEPICO). The eusive
beam of neutral thymidine molecule (2'-deoxy-thymidine abbreviated dThy, see
structural formula in Fig.6.1(a)) was produced by heating a powder in a oven at
a temperature low enough to avoid thermal decomposition.187 Both experimental
set-ups have been described in detail elsewhere188;189 and a brief description is
given in the appendix A.
In order to have a picture of the stability of the charged thymidine in the gas
phase, the mass spectrum of the charged products detected after the production
of singly-charged thymidine in the interaction with 48 keV O6+ ions is shown in
Fig.6.1(b). The peak located at m/z = 242 amu corresponds to the intact singly
charged dThy+ and shows that a fraction of the parent population can be stable,
at least in the µs timescale, after single ionisation. The main peaks among the
heaviest fragments are observed at m/z = 117 amu and m/z = 126 amu. The rst
one corresponds to the sugar part S+ whereas the second one is assigned to the
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Figure 6.2: Determined distribution of
the excitation energy in the ion collision (see
text). The R2 coecient of determination
for this t is 0.86.
fragment (B+1)+ corresponding to
an intramolecular rearrangement asso-
ciated with a hydrogen transfer to the
base part B.190 Both fragments are
the result of the glycosidic bond cleav-
age, an important mechanism in the
radiation damage of DNA,190192 and
contribute to 8% of the spectrum. A
very small amount of fragments heav-
ier than the base or sugar parts, i.e.
loss of neutral fragments keeping in-
tact the glycosidic bond, are also ob-
served. This is due to the large dis-
tribution of impact parameters in the
case of ion collisions193 which leads to
energy transfers, spanning from few meV to few tens of eV and involves a distribu-
tion of vibrational energy transfer and electron captures in various electronic states.
Thus, the knowledge of the distribution of the energy transferred to the molecule
plays a key role to unravel its fragmentation dynamics. It is dicult to assess ex-
perimentally this energy distribution even if translational spectroscopy can provide
it in the case of multiple electron capture.180;181 A method that can provide direct
insight on the fragmentation following a selected energy deposition is the PEPICO
technique, where the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons allows to pin point the
energy left in the target.194 The photoelectron spectrum of thymidine measured
at 50 eV is shown in Fig.6.1(c). From this spectrum, thirteen photoelectron bind-
ing energy values Eb, covering the main features, have been chosen to study the
evolution of the fragmentation. A simulation of the photoelectron binding energy
spectra was carried out by computing the ionisation energies for the 31st highest
molecular orbitals using the outer-valence Green's function (OVGF) method160 in
combination with a 6-311G(d,p) basis set of the Gaussian09 package.195 The res-
ults are plotted in the panel (c). This method incorporates the eects of electron
correlation in the computation of molecular ionisation potentials as one-particle
theory for the description of ultrafast electron charge density dynamics after ion-
isation of an outer-valence electron. The uncertainty of the calculated energies by
this method is about ±0.3 eV.196 The Fig.6.1(d-g) shows the computed electron
densities of four orbitals corresponding to the HOMO, HOMO−3, HOMO−6 and
HOMO−11 with binding energies of 8.09, 10.19, 11.36 and 13.18 eV, respectively,
which are the closest in energy to the four selected PEPICO mass spectra shown
in the Fig.6.1(h-k). They illustrate that the charge localisation after ionisation
strongly depends on the orbital and may lead to dierent fragmentation channels.
In the rst mass spectrum recorded at Eb = 7.96 eV (Fig.6.1(h)) we observe the
peak due to the parent ion, i.e. the singly charged thymidine molecule. Due to
the experimental energy resolution in the PEPICO measurements, not only photo-
electrons from the ground ionic state but also from deeper orbitals can be detected
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(see appendix A).
Figure 6.3: Partial ion yields of some
products as a function of the binding en-
ergy obtained from PEPICO. (a) ionised
thymidine (dThy+) and base fragments
((B+1)+ and 55+). (b) ionised thymidine
and sugar fragments (S+ and 31+). Each
point of the curves represents the areas of a
Gaussian t to the mass spectra peaks. Er-
ror bars are estimated to 20% of the value
due to the tting method.
This may lead to molecular disso-
ciation and indeed some fragments are
also observed. The main fragment cor-
responds to (B+1)+ indicating that
the charge is mainly located on the
base part as suggested by the electronic
density of the HOMO (panel (d)). In
the next mass spectrum, measured at
Eb = 10.34 eV, two mains peaks are
observed with similar intensities. They
are assigned to the fragment (B+1)+
and S+ as observed in the case of
the fragmentation induced by multiply
charged ions. The similar intensities
show that the charge has almost the
same probability to be located on each
one of the two moieties of the molecule
as shown by the non preferential charge
localisation in the orbital HOMO−3,
in panel (e), and neighbouring orbit-
als (see appendix A). The panel (j)
presents the mass spectrum recorded at
Eb = 11.24 eV. The same main peaks
are present, but the fragment S+ is
now prominent. This is consistent with
the preferential charge localisation of
the associated orbital HOMO−6 (panel
(f)), although the neighbouring orbit-
als can contribute to S+ and (B+1)+
peaks (see appendix A). At larger excit-
ation energy (Fig.6.1k), the mass spec-
trum is characterised by a strong frag-
mentation showing a redistribution of
the transferred energy leading to the
cleavage of several bonds in the mo-
lecule.
Using the energy selected PEPICO
mass spectra we can evaluate the excitation energy distribution in an ion collision.
This is achieved by tting the results of the PEPICO spectra via a constrained
linear least-square regression to the the ion-induced mass spectrum considering el-
even most relevant features. The t parameters represent the contribution of each
PEPICOmass spectrum, i.e. the contribution of the fragmentation of a bunch of ex-
cited states of the singly charged ion, to the ion spectrum (see method in appendix
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Figure 6.4: (a) First vertical ionisation potential and the most stable conformer of the
singly charged thymidine (dThy+). (b), (c) and (d) Energy levels of some fragmentation
pathways obtained after the exploration of the potential energy surface of the most stable
conformer of the singly charged thymidine. The calculated barriers of all pathways are
not shown in this chapter for sake of clarity. (e) Determined distribution of excitation
energy.
A). The result is displayed in Fig.6.2 as a function of the excitation energy dened
as the dierence between the energy left in the target and the ionisation potential.
The energy distribution increases smoothly up to a maximum around 2− 3 eV and
then it extends up to 8 eV and likely also above this energy, in a region not invest-
igated in the present PEPICO experiments. Collisions at closer impact parameters
can explain the extended tail towards larger deposited energy.193;197;198 Penetrat-
ing trajectories are associated with large deposit energy of several tens of eV.198
However, in the present interaction of 48 keV O6+ with thymidine, peripheral col-
lisions leading to small energy transfer are dominating. This is due to the fact that
the electron capture radius is large (∼ 20 a.u. considering the classical-over-barrier
model199) compared to the molecular size ("diameter" of ∼ 4.5 a.u.). The form
of the distribution shown in Fig.6.2 is qualitatively similar to those obtained by
tting theoretical fragmentation probabilities to experimental measured branching
ratios in small carbon clusters193 and fullerenes,198;200 in which the energy distri-
bution was the tting parameter, thus showing that the present results are also
compatible with previous empirical estimations. Notice that, although the set of
accessible target states can in principle be dierent in photoionisation and collision
processes, due to the dierent conservation rules that can apply in each case, this
is not a problem in the present work because the absence of any symmetry in the
molecular target does not restrict the number of accessible states in either process.
Moreover, the single-electron capture, which is the dominant process at impact
energies considered in this chapter, is not accompanied by excitation of target and
projectile electrons.198;200 Therefore, one can safely assume that the mass spectra
resulting from the collision involves the same target states as the PEPICO spectra.
According to the PEPICO results, the maximum in the distribution of excita-
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tion energy corresponds to the region of the HOMO−3 state. The charge distri-
bution (Fig.6.1e) leads to the cleavage of the glycosidic bond and the production
of both (B+1)+ and S+ fragments as observed in ion-collision. Larger excitation
energy will cause further fragmentation. The partial ion yields of the parent ion
and the leading fragments in the PEPICO mass spectra are plotted as a function
of the binding energy Eb in Fig.6.3. The parent ion has a maximum yield centered
around 8.5 eV and then vanishes above 10 eV, while the partial yields of the main
fragments (B+1)+ and S+ are observed over a wide Eb range starting around
8.5 eV and a display maximum around 10 eV (Fig.6.3). Secondary dissociation of
these fragments is observed for higher Eb which corresponds to the tail towards
larger excitation energies in Fig.6.2. Fragments at m/z = 55 amu have been previ-
ously assigned to C3H3O+ arising from the base part.190 Several pathways leading
to this fragment have been calculated, as shown in Fig.6.4. The quantum chem-
istry calculations for the secondary fragmentation rely on an exploration of the
potential energy surface in the ground state, i.e. assuming fast redistribution of
the excitation energy over the vibrational degrees of freedom. The structure of the
neutral molecule in the gas phase, its ionic form and the fragments produced in
the relevant exit channels, together with the associated dissociation energy, have
been computed with the density functional theory at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level
of theory, using Gaussian09.195 The simulations show that fragment C3H3O+ can
be produced from the base part B+ (panel (b)) and from (B+1)+ (panel (c)), but
also from the sugar part S+ (panel (b)). More surprisingly it is also possible to
form this fragment directly from dThy+ without glycosidic bond breaking (panel
(d)). The second fragment at m/z = 31 is assigned to HOCH+2 . This fragment
arises from the sugar part191 and certainly from the outside part of the furanose
ring.197 Computed formation mechanisms show that it is possible to obtain this
fragment from the sugar part while keeping intact the glycosidic bond (Fig.6.4(b)
and (d), respectively). Thus, combining the partial ion yields measured in the
PEPICO experiments, the calculation of the binding energies of the dierent ionic
states with the OVGF method and the dissociation pathways one can evaluate
the contribution of the dierent fragmentation channels to the distribution of the
energy transfer in the ion collision.
In summary, this chapter presents the proof-of-concept of a method to accur-
ately determine the excitation energy distribution of complex molecular ions pro-
duced in collisions with fast ions without knowledge of the initial and nal states of
the projectile nor the ionisation potential of the target. The method relies on the
combination of photon and ion experiments. The additional support of quantum
chemistry calculations allows us to rationalise the measured energy distributions in
terms of the electronic states of the singly charged ion and fragmentation channels.
Thus the combination of ion and electron velocity resolved spectroscopy with in
situ photoionisation experiments appears as a promising tool to obtain a complete












Stability and fragmentation of
singly-charged glycine
This chapter presents a coupled experimental and theoretical work on the stability of
singly charged glycine molecules (NH2CH2COOH
+, the simplest amino acid) pro-
duced in the collision of neutral glycine with low-energy multiply charged ions in the
gas phase. The main fragments observed experimentally result from Cα−Ccarboxyl
bond cleavage. Additionally, some fragments are produced after an intramolecu-
lar rearrangement of the glycine cation, in particular the loss of a neutral water
molecule following a H-migration. Moreover, this work discusses qualitatively the
energy transferred to the molecule in the collision with a comparative study of the
fragmentation patterns for dierent projectile ion charge states.
The results presented in this chapter has been published:
S. Maclot, D. G. Piekarski, R. Delaunay, A. Domaracka, A. Méry, V. Vizcaino,
J-Y. Chesnel, F. Martín, M. Alcamí, B. A. Huber, L. Adoui, P. Rousseau and S.
Díaz-Tendero, Stability of the glycine cation in the gas phase after interaction
with multiply charged ions, The European Physical Journal D 68, 149 (2014)
7.1 Introduction
With the emergence of the application of ion beams in cancer treatment (proton
and hadrontherapy),182 the study of the interaction of ionising particles with mo-
lecules of biological interest is experiencing a strong development201205 in order to
understand the fundamental processes occurring at the molecular level.206;207 The
damage induced by the irradiation of biological tissues can be reected in particular
by the rupture of chemical bonds in biomolecular complex systems. αamino acids
are the building blocks of peptides and play several roles in the human body as for
instance excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters.208 The αamino acids are
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7. Stability and fragmentation of singly-charged glycine
composed by two functions, a carboxyl group (COOH) and an amino group (NH2)
bonded to a central carbon, the so called carbon α (Cα). The various amino acids
dier by the groups attached to the Cα as a side chain. Glycine is the simplest
one, the side chain is a single hydrogen atom. Thus, its formula is NH2CH2COOH
and its mass is 75 amu. The dissociation of positevely charged α-amino acids is
mainly driven by the cleavage of the Cα − Ccarboxyl bond,45;209211 the charge is
preferentially located on the amino group due to the capture from the lone pair
orbital on the nitrogen atom. This leads to the formation of the NH2CH+2 cation
(m/z = 30 amu).
Experimental and theoretical eorts have been joined in this thesis to study the
dynamics of ionised and excited complex molecular systems in the gas phase in col-
laboration between the CIMAP laboratory at GANIL (Caen, France) and the De-
partamento de Química at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (Spain).92;176;212
This chapter focuses on the fragmentation of the glycine molecule after interac-
tion with multiply charged ions. Experimentally, coincidence measurements of
cationic products analysed by mass spectrometry are used to study the fragment-
ation dynamics of the glycine cation. The computed dissociation pathways help
to rationalise the fragmentation dynamics. Moreover, the energy deposited in the
target system is qualitatively discussed by comparison of the fragmentation pat-




The experimental method is described in detail elsewhere,92 thus only a short de-
scription is given here. Experiments were performed with a crossed-beam device188;213
at the ARIBE facility, the lowenergy ion beam facility of GANIL (Caen, France).214
A pulsed beam of multiply charged ions interacts with an eusive jet of neutral
glycine molecules produced by evaporation of a commercial high purity powder
in an oven kept at 400 K. After the interaction, the cationic products are ortho-
gonally extracted into a linear timeofight mass spectrometer. Timeofight
spectra are recorded in an eventbyevent mode allowing to determine the initial
charge state of the molecular system and to measure the correlation between the
charged fragments produced in a single ionmolecule collision.92 The mass spectra
for dierent initial charge states can be distinguished and plotted to study specic
fragmentation pathways resulting from the ionisation/fragmentation of the glycine
cation. In this study we focus on the fragmentation of singly charged glycine mo-
lecules thus giving rise to a single charged product.
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7.3. Results and discussion
Computational details
All calculations were performed using the
density functional theory (DFT). Partic-
ularly, we used the B3LYP functional,
which combines the Becke's three para-
meter nonlocal hybrid exchange poten-
tial114 with the nonlocal correlation func-
tional of Lee, Yang and Parr,215 with
the 6311++G(d,p) basis set for explor-
ing the potential energy surface (PES).
This level of theory gives accurate res-
ults for similar systems.72;73 Zero point
energy (ZPE) correction was included.
Harmonic vibrational frequencies have been
calculated to characterise minima and
saddle points in the potential energy sur-
face (PES). The connections between min-
ima (transition states) were veried by
intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) cal-
culations.
7.3 Results and discussion
Fig.7.1 shows mass spectra correspond-
ing to the fragmentation of the singly
charged glycine cation obtained after the
interaction of neutral glycine with dier-
ent multiply charged ions (Note that the
experimental conditions, as beam dia-
meter, leads to dierent peak width).
They are constructed with the aid of the
coincidence measurements (see Fig. 1.6
or Ref.92) and correspond to the detec-
tion of one charged particle per event in
single collision mode. The heights of the
peaks are presented relative to the most
intense peak at m/z = 30 amu. The
peak at 75 amu corresponds to the in-
tact singly charged molecule of glycine
(Gly+ in Fig. 7.1). Thus, part of the
parent molecule survives the interaction
although the mass spectra are domin-
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Figure 7.1: Mass spectra of the fragment-
ation of singly charged glycine cations ob-
tained after the interaction of neutral gly-
cine with dierent multiply charged ions
He2+ @ 22.5 keV, O3+ @ 45 keV, O6+ @
48 keV, Ar11+ @ 165 keV, Xe25+ @ 387.5
keV. To guide the eye, the mass spectra are
normalised on the height of the peak at 30
amu. In the case of the experiments with
O3+ and Ar11+ the relative intensities of
the peaks at m/z = 18 and 44 amu are as-
signed to pollution in the residual gas. The
variation of the peak widths observed for
dierent projectiles is due to dierent ex-
perimental conditions.
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Figure 7.2: Isomerisation pathways for singly charged glycine. Relative energies, ∆E,
are given in eV at the DFTB3LYP/6311++G(d,p) level of theory including the zero
point energy correction with respect to the most stable neutral conformer of glycine.
Stability and isomerisation of Gly+
Since part of the glycine radical cation survives the interaction, this section dis-
cusses its stability considering the isomerisation following the ionisation. Inspired
by previous worksGil2008,Csaszar1992 we have chosen eight conformers of the
neutral glycine molecule in its canonical form (NH2CH2COOH) and one geminal
diol form
(NH2CHC[OH]2). Experimentally the electron capture leads to a Franck-Condon
transition to the ionised glycine, and thus, we optimised all these structures fol-
lowing a vertical ionisation and explored the potential energy surface nding the
connexions between the minima obtained (see Fig. 7.2). The most stable singly
charged glycine conformers show a geminal diol form. It has been shown that the
isomerisation by ultrafast hydrogen transfer occurs in the case of doubly charged
cation of glycine and leads to the geminal diol form.176 The extra stability of the
geminal diol was predicted in the pioneer work.49 Indeed we observe two geminal
diol forms with planar geometry and with dierent position of one hydrogen atom
in one of the hydroxyl groups (see Fig. 7.2). The canonical form of glycine radical
cation, as well as the NH3CHCOOH+ form are also predicted at relatively low en-
ergies. However, isomerisation between these structures requires energetic barriers
located at more than 10 eV. This transition state is found about 1 eV higher than
the entrance channel (1st vertical ionisation energy).
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7.3. Results and discussion
Despite the fact that almost all trans-
ition states lie above the entrance chan-
nel, we can consider that isomerisation
should be accessible as in the collision
sucient excitation energy will be trans-
ferred. However, molecular dynamics of
the glycine dication have shown that the
isomerisation branching ratio is about a
few percent.176 In conclusion, the iso-
merisation of the singly charged glycine
cation explains the observation of the





The most stable isomer of the glycine
radical cation is the geminal diol form,
this isomerisation following the ionisa-
tion can induced specic fragmentation
pathways (see Sect. 7 and Ref.176). Fig.7.3
shows the presence of fragments corres-
ponding to m/z = 57, 55 and 54 amu but
with rather low intensity (<1%) which
can be due to the low branching ratio
towards isomerisation. The assignment
of these peaks corresponds to the frag-
ments NH2CHCO+, NHCCO+ and NCCO+,
respectively. Fig.7.4 shows dierent com-
puted fragmentation pathways for the
singly charged glycine molecule obtained
after the exploration of the potential en-
ergy surface. In the left part of this g-
ure, corresponding to the fragmentation
pathways after
H-migration, one can see that the frag-
ment NH2CHCO+ (m/z = 57 amu) can
be easily produced without additional
energy by the loss of a neutral water mo-
lecule (H2O). This fragment can further
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Figure 7.3: Zoom-ins in the region of in-
terest of the mass spectra shown in Fig. 7.1.
The variation of the peak widths observed
for dierent projectiles is due to dierent
experimental conditions.
quite high barrier at 13.43 eV leading to
HNCCO+ (m/z = 55 amu). The last
step in the fragmentation path leads to
NCCO+ at m/z = 54 amu by the loss of
H, lying around 5 eV higher than the en-
trance channel. As this peak is observed
in the mass spectra, it is reasonable to
conclude that the excitation energy of
the glycine molecule after the collision
can be of at least 5 eV.
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Figure 7.4: Fragmentation pathways for singly charged glycine. Relative energies, ∆E,
are given in eV at the DFTB3LYP/6311++G(d,p) level of theory including the zero
point energy correction with respect to the most stable neutral conformer of glycine.
Left part corresponds to bond cleavages after isomerisation by H migration. Right part
corresponds to bond cleavages on the canonical form of the molecule.
CαCcarboxyl bond cleavage
The main peaks in the mass spectra are observed at m/z = 30, 28 and 45 amu (see
Fig. 7.5). They correspond to the fragments NH2CH+2 , HCNH
+ or/and CO+, and
COOH+, respectively. They are produced by the cleavage of the Cα − Ccarboxyl
bond. In each case the dominant fragment is NH2CH+2 at m/z = 30 amu, the
so called immonium ion (left part in Fig. 7.5). It indicates that the charge is
preferentially located on the amino group. The right part of Fig. 7.4 shows the
fragmentation channel producing NH2CH+2 . This channel is easily reached because
it does not require excitation energy since it is found just below the entrance
channel. Moreover, the minimum of energy needed to break this fragment is 3.86
eV (loss of H2). Considering the energy distribution deposited in the molecule by
the interaction with multiply charged ions (typically centred on a few eV)217 this
fragmentation channel can be reached but at a relatively high excitation energy.
This can explain the predominance of NH2CH+2 in the mass spectra. We detect
88
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Figure 7.5: Zoom-ins in the region of interest of the mass spectra shown in Fig. 7.1.
The variation of the peak widths observed for dierent projectiles is due to dierent
experimental conditions.
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7. Stability and fragmentation of singly-charged glycine
also the fragment COOH+ at m/z = 45 amu, so called carboxylic ion, leading
to a dierent distribution of the charge in the fragmentation (right part of Fig.
7.5). This fragment is also stable due to a dissociation barrier at 5.56 eV. For
these reasons these peaks are widely observed experimentally. Moreover, the ratio
between the intensities of both fragments (30/45) is always higher than 4 and can
increase up to 15 depending on the projectile. This is consistent with the energy
required to create the immonium and carboxylic ions, as shown in Fig. 7.4, the
COOH+ fragment is 1.82 eV higher in energy than the NH2CH+2 one.
The fragments at m/z = 28 amu can correspond to two dierent fragments HCNH+
and CO+, resulting from further dissociation of the immonium and carboxylic
ions, respectively. It is reasonable to consider that both species contribute to this
peak. The contribution of the fragment HCNH+ comes from the fragmentation of
NH2CH+2 (Fig. 7.4 and Ref.
92) by the loss of neutral H2 needing 3.86 eV to be
formed. The other contribution associated to the fragment CO+ can come from
two dierent pathways: one by the fragmentation of COOH+ with 7.04 eV and one
from the fragment NH2CHCO+ coming from the isomerisation form (see left part
of Fig. 7.4) with 6.17 eV. The contribution of HCNH+ could be more important
since a large quantity of NH2CH+2 ions is produced in the fragmentation yield.
Considering the fragmentation of NH2CH+2 by the loss of a neutral hydrogen with
4.99 eV, the fragment NH2CH+ can be produced (m/z = 29 amu). Experimentally,
the contribution of this channel is less important (around 4 times) compared to the
m/z = 28 amu channel (in part because it is 1.13 eV higher in energy). But
as before, an other pathway can produce this fragment from the NH2CHCO+
fragment (see left part of Fig. 7.4) with 1.69 eV. Although this pathway is lower in
energy, it contributes less than the fragmentation of the immonium ion due to as
it requires the isomerisation by Hmigration of the molecule, which is statistically
less probable.
Energy deposition
Table 7.1: Radii of single capture on the
highest orbital of dierent projectiles.






The distribution of the energy depos-
ited by collisions of low-energy ions var-
ies with the projectile charge state as
the electron capture occurs at dierent
impact parameters.217;218 In the case
of highly charged ions, the capture can
occur at large distances compared to
projectile in low charge states. Thus,
the capture is more gentle and the ex-
citation energy transferred to the sys-
tem is reduced.
To illustrate this eect, the radius of
single capture Rc can be estimated with an extended classical overbarrier model
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Figure 7.6: Ratios of fragments at m/z =
28, 29 and 30 with respect to the fragment
m/z = 45 amu, respectively, in black, red and
green as a function of the projectile charge.
The error bars are estimated to 20% and are
due to the tting precision.
Figure 7.7: Ratios of fragments at m/z =
54 and 55 amu over 57 amu as a function
of the projectile charge respectively in black
and red.
radii are calculated considering that the capture occurs mainly into the highest
orbital of the projectile allowed quantum mechanically. Dierent projectiles are
studied: He2+, O3+, O6+, Ar11+ and Xe25+. The associated capture radii are
given in Tab.7.1. As expected, the capture radius increases with the charge. How-
ever, in the case of O3+, the capture radius is smaller due to the fact that some
orbitals are energetically inaccessible.
In the following, the ratios of fragment intensities are obtained by a Gaussian t-
ting of the peaks. This allows to discuss qualitatively the stability of the fragments
and the amount of energy deposited. Fig.7.6 shows the fragments at m/z = 28,
29 and 30 amu rationalised that to the fragment at m/z = 45 amu as a function
of the projectile charge. These ratios decrease with the ion charge state. This
means that either the amount of fragment COOH+ (m/z = 45 amu) is increasing
or/and the amount of fragments m/z = 28, 29 or 30 is decreasing. An explanation
might be that with the increase of the charge, the COOH+ species is more stable
because its further fragmentation channels become less accessible as they require
a high energy. Fig.7.7 shows the evolution of the ratios 54/57 and 55/57 with the
charge of the projectile. A decreasing trend is observed for higher charge states.
As discussed above, the distribution of the amount of energy transferred to the
molecule is shifted to smaller energies with the increase of the ion charge. Thus,
the fragment 57 breaks with lower probability and the fragments 54 and 55 are less
produced in accordance with the computed fragmentation pathways.
7.4 Conclusion
This chapter presents the fragmentation of the singly charged glycine molecules
induced by lowenergy multiply charged ions in the gas phase. These experimental
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7. Stability and fragmentation of singly-charged glycine
results are supported by theoretical quantum chemistry calculations. These com-
plementary approaches allow to improve the understanding of the fragmentation of
the singly ionised glycine molecule. Main fragmentation channels (leading to the
peaks at m/z = 28, 29, 30 and 45 amu) consist of the cleavage of the Cα−Ccarboxyl
bond. However, an intramolecular rearrangement of the ionised glycine molecule
can lead to the geminal diol form explaining some of the observed cationic frag-
ments (m/z = 54, 55 and 57 amu). By using dierent projectile charge states, the
energy deposit has been varied. This excitation energy triggers further dissociations
of the main fragments. Experimental observations of the dominant fragments can












Stability and fragmentation of
doubly-charged glycine
In this chapter a combined experimental and theoretical study of the complex dy-
namics of excited doubly ionised glycine molecules in the gas phase is presented.
Multicoincidence mass spectroscopic techniques together with ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations and density functional theory calculations allow us to show
that an ultrafast intra-molecular hydrogen migration (∼ 30 fs) appears in competi-
tion with the expected Coulomb repulsion.
The results presented in this chapter has been published:
S. Maclot, D. G. Piekarski, A. Domaracka, A. Meéry, V. Vizcaino, L. Adoui, F.
Martín, M. Alcamí, B. A. Huber, P. Rousseau and S. Díaz-Tendero, Dynamics
of glycine dications in the gas phase: ultrafast intramolecular hydrogen migration
versus Coulomb repulsion, The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters 5, 3903
(2013)
After extensive study of the fragmentation of singly charged glycine induced
by collision with an ions, we would like to know the behaviour of doubly charged
glycine. The stability of multiply charged molecular ions in the gas phase has at-
tracted large attention as they play an important role in gas-phase chemistry1518
and their stabilities challenge fundamental concepts of chemical bonding.19;21 In
general, a multiply ionised molecule becomes less stable than its neutral parent due
to the extraction of electrons from the bonding regions and the charge-charge repul-
sion forces acting inside the molecule. The breaking of the molecule into charged
fragments, often referred to as Coulomb explosion, usually leads to more stable
structures. Therefore, only a limited number of molecules are thermochemically
stable as dications in the gas phase.
In addition to these fundamental aspects, in the case of biomolecules, under-
standing the behavior of doubly charged species is also important to shed light on
the radiation damage mechanisms, as swift ions can induce multiple ionisations and
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subsequent fragmentations. With the advent of an ion beam based cancer treat-
ment, the hadrontherapy182, it is necessary to better understand the radiation
damage at the molecular level.206;220
The detection of stable doubly charged species has also interesting consequences
for astrochemistry; the enhanced reactivity shown by dications (superelectrophile
eect221;222) has been proposed as a key feature to explain the formation of rel-
evant new species in interstellar space22 and planet atmospheres.23 The search of
prebiotic molecules, as glycine, in interstellar media has been a hot topic in the
last decades centering much experimental10;30;31 and theoretical eorts.3234
It is thus relevant to understand how biomolecules evolve towards the stabil-
isation of the electrostatic repulsion forces when two or more electrons have been
removed.7;19;20 The dynamics of such multiply charged molecular species can be
nely probed using physical techniques, giving insight into ultrafast chemical pro-
cesses at the femtosecond (fs) timescale223. In this respect, the isomerisation dy-
namics of simple molecular cations, such as acetylene174;224 and methanol225, has
been recently reported. It has been shown that, in such simple systems, hydrogen
transfer may occur within a few tens of fs, being responsible for the ultrafast decay
of the excited dications. Hydrogen transfer has also been suggested to play a role
in the dissociation of protonated oligonucleotides226 and in the formation of H+3
from small molecular ions.175;211;227
In this chapter, we present combined experimental and theoretical study to show
that, in doubly charged excited glycine molecules, an ultrafast hydrogen migration
process appears in competition with the expected Coulomb explosion (that leads
to ssion into two singly charged cations). We demonstrate that the ultrafast
intramolecular hydrogen transfer is followed by a subsequent loss of neutral moieties
and that this is the only plausible mechanism that explains the detection of stable
dicationic species.
A similar combined experimental and theoretical strategy to investigate the
fragmentation dynamics of γ−aminobutyric acid, excited and ionised in collisions
with energetic multiply charged ions have been employed in the group.92 In this
thesis we improved it by including, in addition to the standard exploration of
the PES, ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, which are crucial to obtain
a complete picture of the problem. The mass spectrum of the cationic products
measured after collisions of highly charged Xe25+ ions with glycine molecules at
the energy of 387.5 keV is shown in Fig.8.1 (experimental details are given in the
appendix B). The intact molecule survives the interaction with a certain probability,
a corresponding peak is visible atm/z = 75 amu attributed to the NH2CH2COOH+
radical cation. However, the spectrum is dominated by molecular dissociation
with the main peaks at m/z = 30, 28 and 45 amu. These peaks correspond to
the fragments produced by cleavage of the Ccarboxyl − Cα bond leading to the
formation of NH2CH+2 , HNCH
+ and COOH+, respectively. In general, these ions
are the characteristic features obtained in the fragmentation of ionised α−amino
acids.45;209;210;228 Note that the survival yield for the intact molecule is higher after
interaction with multiply charged ions compared to electron-impact ionisation or
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Figure 8.1: Mass spectrum of the cationic products of the interaction of Xe25+ ions
with neutral glycine at the energy of 387.5 keV. Zoom-ins show the presence of doubly
charged cations at m/z = 14.5, m/z = 27.5 and m/z = 28.5.
photoionisation, due to a lower energy transfer.45 Interestingly, we clearly identify
the formation of doubly charged molecular cations at m/z = 28.5, 27.5 and 14.5
amu (see zoom-ins in Fig.8.1). Except from the 28.5 amu peak, recently observed
in electron impact experiments,229 none of these peaks were previously detected.
A deeper analysis of the fragmentation dynamics has been carried out by means
of coincidence measurements of the emitted cationic fragments from a single col-
lision (see Fig.8.3 and details Ref.92). Fig.8.2 shows a so-called "correlation or
coincidence map" obtained in collisions of Xe25+ projectiles with the glycine mo-
lecule. It displays the time-of-ight of the heavier cationic fragment (TOF2) as
a function of the time-of-ight of the lighter cationic fragment (TOF1), thus re-
ecting the fragmentation of the glycine dication into two charged fragments. The
insets in Fig.8.2 give more details in the regions of interest. The most intense is-
lands observed in the coincidence measurements correspond to the cleavage of the
Ccarboxyl − Cα bond (island 30+/45+ in Fig.8.2b) and subsequent neutral moiety
emissions from the two singly charged fragments: H or H2 from NH2CH+2 and O or
OH from COOH+ (islands 30+/29+, 30+/28+ and 29+/28+ in Fig.8.2a). Tab.B.1
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Figure 8.2: Coincidence map for the fragmentation of the glycine dication in two charged
fragments after the interaction of neutral glycine with Xe25+ ions at the energy of 387.5
keV. The time-of-ight (in ns) of the heavier fragment (TOF2) is plotted as a function
of the time-of-ight of the lighter one (TOF1). Insets show: a), b) and c) zoom-ins of
the regions of interest, d) the mass spectrum of the light cationic fragments emitted in
coincidence with NH2CHCO+, e) zoom-ins of the coincidence map for the fragmentation
of the deuterated glycine NH2CD2COOH and f) the mass spectrum of the light fragments
emitted in coincidence with NH2CDCO+ in collision with deuterated glycine.
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Figure 8.3: Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulations of a glycine dication




+, b) 2.45 eV and c) 2.72 eV leading the isomerisation by H-transfer
in diol [NH2CHC(OH)2]2+(2) and [NH3CHCOOH]2+ (3), respectively. Arrows indicate
the hydrogen migration.
in the appendix B gives the identication of the fragments produced with their re-
lative intensities. As can be seen, in the coincidence map and in the corresponding
two stops mass spectrum (see appendix B), the doubly charged species (at 14.5,
27.5 and 28.5 amu) are absent. Thus, the analysis of the coincident mass spectra
shows that these doubly charged fragments are not measured in coincidence with
any other charged fragment, i.e. that they are formed by neutral moiety emission
from the doubly ionised glycine molecule. In addition, our coincidence measure-
ments show also a quite interesting feature. We identify an island corresponding
to 18+/57+ amu (see insets c) and d) in Fig.8.2). The typical Ccarboxyl −Cα bond
cleavage does not explain the observation of this fragmentation channel.
The reason for these unexpected ndings lies in an ultrafast intramolecular
hydrogen migration, as explained by our quantum chemical calculations (see details
in the appendix B). First, starting from the geometry of the most stable conformers
of neutral glycine (within less than 1.5 kcal/mol with respect to the most stable
one), we have carried out ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. We mimic the
experimental conditions by extracting two electrons from the neutral conformers
and introducing a certain amount of excitation energy (Eexc ∼ 0.1−4 eV) randomly
distributed among the internal (vibrational) degrees of freedom of the molecule.
In this way, we reproduce the sudden ionisation and excitation produced in the
collision of neutral gas phase glycine molecules with highly charged ions. In this
respect, it is worth mentioning that, for 2-fold ionisation of Na clusters in collisions
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with Xe25+, the minimum energy transferred is of the order of 1-2 eV.217 This
energy range is a lower bound for the excitation energy in the glycine case, since
the ion might come closer to the molecule (collision at smaller impact parameters)
to capture/remove the electrons. The main fragmentation channel observed in
the rst steps of the dynamics leads to ssion of the dicationic glycine, Gly2+
(1) into NH2CH+2 /COOH
+ (at t ∼ 30 fs, see Fig.8.3a), which corresponds to
the measured 30+/45+ coincidence peak. However, the simulations also show an
ultrafast intramolecular H transfer (in a similar timescale t ∼ 30 fs) leading to
two stable doubly charged isomers (see Fig.8.3b,c) [NH2CHC(OH)2]2+ (2) and
[NH3CHCOOH]
2+ (3); both of them correspond to a minimum in the potential
energy surface (PES) as shown further below. This occurs only starting from certain
conformers and for a given range of internal energy. Coulomb explosion is the
dominant channel in the energy range considered in this chapter. The importance
of this channel slowly decreases with energy, especially above 1.5 eV (see appendix
B for details), while that of isomerisation slightly increases. At 4 eV, the latter
channel represents 5% of the observed dynamics, in reasonable agreement with the
fact that H transfer channels in Fig.8.1 and Fig.8.2 are associated with peaks of
very low intensity (see below). Our statistical study, performed over a total of 1700
trajectories, shows that the Coulomb explosion is indeed the dominant process. H
migration is thus statistically less likely. Since both processes occur at the same
timescale, the reasons for the dominant Coulomb explosion is two fold: (i) energetic
-the exit channel in the Coulomb explosion is more stable than the isomer produced
in the H migration- and (ii) entropic -the two fragments produced in the Coulomb
explosion lead to a larger increase in entropy than the single isomer produced in
the H migration.
A further theoretical analysis of fragmentation has been performed by a thor-
ough exploration of the potential energy surface of the doubly charged glycine
molecule obtained from density functional theory calculations (see Fig.8.4 and ap-
pendix B). From doubly charged glycine (1), the most exothermic channel is disso-
ciation into NH2CH+2 + COOH
+ (island 30+/45+ in Fig.8.2b; see right-hand side
of Fig.B.2 in appendix B). Both ions are produced with enough internal energy
to follow subsequent fragmentation: NH2CH+2 by loosing either H or H2 (islands
45+/29+ and 45+/28+ in Fig.8.2b) and COOH+ by loosing either OH or O (islands
30+/28+ and 30+/29+ in Fig.8.2a; see the four fragmentation pathways starting
from NH2CH+2 + COOH
+ in Fig.B.2 of the appendix B). Our exploration of the
PES reveals that the corresponding transition states and nal products are below
the energy of Gly2+, explaining why these are the most intense islands observed in
the experiment. Note that Gly2+ is produced in a collision with an energetic ion,
so it is reasonable to assume that the produced fragments have enough internal
energy to overcome the barriers needed to reach the 45+/28+, 45+/29+, 30+/28+
and 30+/29+ fragments. Further evolution of these channels into smaller frag-
ments is not likely because the resulting products are signicantly higher in energy
(see Fig.B.2 of the appendix B). Our molecular dynamics simulations show that
Coulomb explosion into NH2CH+2 + COOH
+ represents ∼98% of the trajectories.
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+ requires longer times than those considered in the present
simulations (200 fs).
As mentioned above, the system may also evolve by intra-molecular H migra-
tion keeping the two charges on the molecule. H can be transferred from Cα
to produce either the geminal diol form [NH2 = CH − C(OH)2]2+ (2) or the
[NH3 −CH−COOH]2+ isomer (3) (see Fig.8.4). For singly charged glycine Gly+,
previous studies72 have shown that the relative stability of these isomers is similar
to that found in this chapter for the doubly charged ones. However, the trans-
ition states connecting them lie above the lowest fragmentation channel of Gly+
(NH2CH+2 + COOH); thus the isomerisation processes are not accessible channels
in singly charged glycine.37 Indeed, the mass spectra of Gly+ is quite dierent
from that of the singly-charged dienol isomer, since in the latter case the loss of
neutral water is the dominant channel.230;231 In contrast, the calculated PES for
the doubly charged glycine shows that both isomers can be directly obtained from
Gly2+ without energy barriers. This is conrmed by the observation of these con-
formers in the molecular dynamics simulations. Moreover, not only cleavage of
the Ccarboxyl − Cα bond, but also loss of water is observed in the experiment (see
Fig.8.1). From conformers (2) and (3), at several points of the PES, competition
between ssion producing two singly charged species and atomic rearrangement
leading to dicationic stable molecules is possible. Left-hand side in Fig.8.4 shows
the most important stationary points in the PES that explain the doubly charged
species detected in the mass spectrum and the 18+/57+ amu island measured in the
coincidence map. In more detail, from the two species produced in the H transfer,
[NH2 = CH−C(OH)2]2+ (2) and [NH3−CH−COOH]2+ (3), we observe the form-
ation of an intermediate complex in which H2O is loosely bound to NH2CHCO;
from this intermediate species competition between the loss of a neutral water mo-
lecule and of a singly charged one can be seen:
[NH2CHC(OH)2]
2+/[NH3CHCOOH]




2+ → [NH2CHCO...H2O]2+ → [NH2CHCO]+
+ [H2O]
+
From the aminoketene dication obtained after evaporation of a neutral water mo-
lecule, [NH2 = CH− C = O]2+ (4), loss of CO, CO+ and H2 is possible:
[NH2CHCO]
2+ → [NH2CH]2+ + [CO]
[NH2CHCO]
2+ → [NH2CH]+ + [CO]+
[NH2CHCO]
2+ → [HNCCO]2+ + H2
The dehydration process explains the peak at m/z = 28.5 amu (4), whereas CO
and H2 losses from the aminoketene dication explain the peaks at 14.5 amu (5)
and m/z = 27.5 amu (6), respectively. Previous studies observing the peak at
28.5 amu229 proposed a direct loss of OH and H from Gly2+; this route would
require much more energy than the two-step mechanism proposed here: isomer-
isation + neutral water loss. It is worth noting that (4) presents an energy that
makes it accessible from the entrance channel (1) but its possible dissociation
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Figure 8.4: Fragmentation pathways for doubly positively charged glycine. Only the
most relevant stationary points of the potential energy surface are shown. Relative ener-
gies, ∆E, are given in eV at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory including
the zero point energy correction with respect to the most stable isomer of the neutral mo-
lecule. Key structures are labelled as (1), (2), etc. Coincidence notation is also included,
e.g. 30+/45+.
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pathways appear above this energy. Formation of (6) and (5) become accessible
channels if we assume that part of the population of initial Gly2+ is formed with
an internal energy of ∼2.2 eV. Thus, the computational study shows that, for the
formation of the observed doubly charged species, the excited aminoketene dication
[NH2 = CH− CO]2+ (4) plays a central role.
We turn now to the island at 18+/57+ amu (see insets c) and d) in Fig.8.2).
This is explained by the ssion from the dications (2) and (3) into NH2CHCO+ +
H2O
+ (see Fig.8.4). Additional neighboring islands in the map correspond to sub-
sequent dissociations of these cations. Again, these species can only be produced
if one considers atomic rearrangement before Coulomb explosion. Thus, the de-
tection of the 18+/57+ island is an additional experimental evidence of the in-
tramolecular H transfer. To further conrm this mechanism, we have performed
experiments with the doubly deuterated glycine molecule in the central carbon
atom (NH2CD2COOH). In this case, as expected, we observe the coincidence
NH2CDCO
+/HDO+ island at 19+/58+ amu (see insets e) and f) in Fig.8.2). Al-
though in the fragmentation of singly charged enol glycine it was shown that de-
hydration involves the amine group,49 our study of the potential energy surface
(Fig.8.4) predicts the formation of the complex [NH2CHCOH...H2O]2+ after H
migration from (2) and from (3) prior to the ssion into NH2CHCO+ + H2O+.
Finally, we want to stress that methylenimine (CH2NH)232 and cyanoformalde-
hyde (CNCHO)233 have been detected as neutral species in star-forming regions;
they are isomers of the doubly charged species NH2CH2+ and HNCCO2+ detected
in the present work. Reaction of these dicationic species with neutral CO and H2,
respectively, can lead to the formation of H2NCHCO2+ (4), which in turn can react
with water to form the diol isomer of Gly2+ (2). These reactions are exothermic
and the energy involved in the process would be enough to obtain Gly2+ (1). Al-
though, according to our results, alternative routes may also lead to the formation
of H2NCHCO+ + H2O+ or HNCCO+ + H2O+ + H2, the mechanism proposed here
suggests that this path might lead to the spontaneous synthesis of glycine in the
interstellar media.
In summary, we have studied the fragmentation dynamics and dierent de-
excitation pathways characterising the decay of glycine dications in the gas phase.
Experimentally, excited molecular dications are produced in collisions with Xe25+
ions and the fragments are identied by coincident time-of-ight mass spectro-
metry. We nd that two types of processes occur in competition. On the one
hand, charge separating processes leading to the coincident detection of two singly
charged fragments. On the other hand, the formation of smaller stable dications
produced by evaporation of neutral fragments following ultrafast intramolecular
hydrogen migration (∼ 30 fs). Only a few per cent (typically 5-10%) of the detec-
ted processes correspond to H-migration, in agreement with the ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations in which the internal energy of the molecule is larger than
∼ 2 eV. These processes are expected to occur in other biomolecules and therefore













Stability and fragmentation of
doubly-charged β-alanine
This chapter presents a combined experimental and theoretical study of the frag-
mentation of doubly positively charged β-alanine molecules in the gas phase. The
dissociation of the produced dicationic molecules, induced by low-energy ion colli-
sions, is analysed by coincidence mass spectrometric techniques; the coupling with
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations allows rationalisation of the experimental
observations. The present strategy gives deeper insights into the chemical mechan-
isms of multiply charged amino acids in the gas phase. In the case of the β−alanine
dication, in addition to the expected Coulomb explosion and hydrogen migration pro-
cesses, we have found evidence of hydroxyl-group migration, which leads to unusual
fragmentation products, such as hydroxymethyl cation, and is necessary to explain
some of the observed dominant channels.
The results presented in this chapter has been published:
D. G. Piekarski, R. Delaunay, S. Maclot, L. Adoui, F. Martín, M. Alcamí, B. A.
Huber, P. Rousseau, A. Domaracka and S. Díaz-Tendero, Unusual hydroxyl migra-
tion in the fragmentation of β-alanine dication in the gas phase, Physical Chem-
istry Chemical Physics 17, 16767, (2015).
9.1 Introduction
Dicationic species, extensively studied due to their unusual stability and reactiv-
ity,221;222 are involved in the creation of new biomolecules in planets atmospheres23
and in the interstellar media.22 Numerous amino acids were detected in Carbon-
aceous Ivuna chondrites, a type of meteorite, with the simplest β-amino acid,
β-alanine (NH2CH2CH2COOH) as the most abundant one.10 This nding can be
considered as the manifestation of spontaneous gas phase synthesis of amino acids
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in the interstellar space.
Moreover, previous theoretical and experimental works showed the important
role played by organic radical cations in various chemical reactions,58;7274 where
the rst step is the ionisation of the molecule. For instance an important electro-
philic modication of amino acids which takes place after ionisation or nitrosation
of alanine234236 produces lactic acid.237 Therefore, there is a need to understand
the chemical behaviour of charged amino acids.
In particular, the fragmentation of positively charged β-alanine has been the
object of extensive investigations.169;211;238;239 In single ionisation of β-alanine,
and other small amino acids, it was found that the loss of the carboxylic group
is one of the dominant processes.169;211;238 In the α-alanine case, photoionisation
experiments showed that the principal cationic fragment produced corresponds to
NH2CH3CH
+, formed by the loss of the COOH radical in a simple Ccarboxylic−Cα
bond cleavage.210 Cα−Cβ and Cβ −Cγ bond breaking are the dominant channels
for β-amino acids228 and γ-amino acids92, respectively. For more complex amino
acids side chain bond breaking appears in competition.169;238 For double ionisation,
simple Coulomb explosion is expected to dominate along the same bond cleavage
mentioned above.92;176
In this chapter, we also join theoretical and experimental eorts. Ab initio mo-
lecular dynamics and exploration of the potential energy surface (PES) together
with multiple-coincidence mass spectrometry techniques allow us to identify all pos-
sible exit channels and fragmentation mechanisms following the ionisation processes
for excited doubly charged β-alanine in the gas phase. We have found unusual frag-
mentation mechanism implying hydroxyl group (OH) migration. They appear in
competition with other processes such as hydrogen transfer176 or Coulomb explo-
sion. These ndings are of high relevance for a better understanding of radiation
damage processes, since hydroxyl radicals have been identied as one of the main
factors responsible for such damage.240243 Indeed, it has been shown that in biolo-
gical tissues the damages produced in the biomolecules are not only caused directly
by the particle-matter collision but also by radicals and secondary particles created
along the ionisation path.4;50 Radiation damage of biological tissues at the molecu-
lar level has been widely studied by employing experimental techniques involving
interaction of biomolecules with ionising particles (X-rays, electrons, ions) in the
gas phase206;207;244;245 in combination with theoretical simulations.92;176;182;206;220
Moreover, the migration of the hydroxyl group has been shown to be a cru-
cial step in the mechanistic processes of enzymes, such as the propanediol dehyd-
ratase,246;247 and has been widely evaluated by theoretical simulations.248250 The
proposed processes in these former studies dier from the mechanisms presented in
this chapter, mainly because in doubly-charged β−alanine, the charge drives the
rst steps in the fragmentation and thus, the OH migration can be considered as a
consequence of the bond breaking due to Coulomb explosion. The importance of
OH migration is highlighted here because it leads to ionic products detected with
high intensity in the experiments (NH2CH+2 in coincidence with CH2OH
+), i.e.
they come from a dominant channel.
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Figure 9.1: Mass spectrum of cationic products from collisions between O6+ ions at 48
keV and neutral β-alanine molecules in the gas phase. 3 zoom-ins enlight the presence of
doubly positively charged products in the mass range of 13-16, 20-23 and 33-36 amu.
9.2 Methods
Computational Details
Quantum chemistry calculations were carried out using the density functional the-
ory (DFT). In particular, geometry optimisations were performed using the B3LYP
functional, which combines the Becke's three parameter non-local hybrid exchange
potential114 with the non-local correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr.215
This functional has been used in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.
This method has shown to provide an accurate description of the PES of cationic
amino acids.72;92;164;176;238 Harmonic vibrational frequencies have been also evalu-
ated at the same level to characterise minima and transition states in the PES and
to compute the Zero Point Energy (ZPE) correction. For the obtained transition
states, intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations have been carried out to
verify the minima they connect.165
Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) were performed using the Atom-centered
Density Matrix Propagation method (ADMP),141;142;149;150 employing the B3LYP
functional together with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set. The simulations were carried
out using a time step of ∆t = 0.1 fs, a ctitious mass of µ = 0.1 amu and a
maximum simulation time of tmax = 300 fs. To mimic the experimental conditions
we have performed the AIMD simulations in the gas phase by introducing a certain
amount of excitation energy, Eexc ≈ 0.03−4.08 eV, and extracting the two electrons
from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in a Franck-Condon type
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transition. This energy range covers the estimated excitation energy in collisions
of highly-charged ions with amino acids in the gas phase92;176;251. In the collisions
of other type of biomolecules, such as adenine with singly charged ions, a higher
excitation energy has been measured (∼ 8 eV) due to the dierent conditions.181
The internal energy was randomly distributed over all the vibrational degrees of
freedom in each trajectory. In this way, we reproduce the sudden ionisation and
excitation process produced in gas phase collisions of ions with neutral β-alanine
molecules. The AIMD simulations were carried out considering the 12 most stable
conformers of neutral β-alanine in the gas phase.55 For each isomer and each value
of the excitation energy we run 20 trajectories. Statistics were then performed
over these trajectories. All the calculations were performed using the Gaussian09
program.195
Experimental details
Products of the interaction between O6+ ions and isolated β-alanine molecules
in the gas phase were studied by means of coincidence time-of-ight (TOF) mass
spectrometry. The experiments were performed at the low energy ion beam facility
ARIBE of GANIL in Caen, France. The experimental setup has been described
in detail elsewhere,188 only a brief description is given here. The O6+ ions beam
was extracted from the electron cyclotron resonance ion source, mass selected,
pulsed, collimated and transported in the interaction zone where the beam crossed
a molecular eusive jet of neutral β-alanine molecules produced by the evaporation
of a powder from a heated oven device at 400 K. Cationic products of the interaction
were extracted into Wiley-McLaren linear time-of-ight mass spectrometer.213 At
the end of the free-ight region of the spectrometer (TOF tube of 1 m length) these
products were accelerated and impacted a gold-coated plate producing secondary
electrons which are detected by a micro-channel plate detector after deection by a
weak magnetic eld produced by Helmholtz coils. This Daly-type detector allowed
ecient and uniform detection of the interaction products. The arrival times were
measured in an event-by-event mode over a wide mass-over charge (m/z) ratio
range. Each event was characterised by the number of detected fragments and
their associated time-of-ight. This allowed to construct the correlation between
the charged fragments proceeding from a single ion-molecule interaction (for details
see Ref.92).
9.3 Results and discussion
The total mass spectrum of positively charged products from collisions of O6+ at
48 keV ions with neutral β-alanine molecules in the gas phase is shown in Fig.9.1.
A strong peak associated with the intact molecule (m/z=89 amu) is observed and
represents 3% of the total intensity. However, the mass spectrum is dominated
by fragmentation products. The dominant exit channels for heavier fragments
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Figure 9.2: Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulations of a β-alanine dication showing




+, (2) NH3CHCH+2 /COOH
+, (3) NH2CH2CH+2 /COOH
+; b) Cα −
Cβ bond breaking: (4) NH2CH+2 /CH2COOH
+.
(m/z≥24 amu) come from Ccarboxylic − Cα and Cα − Cβ bond cleavages and sub-
sequent fragmentations. The peak at m/z=30 amu dominates the spectrum and
corresponds to the iminium cation (NH2CH+2 ). Fragment ion assignments to the
most intense peaks have already been made in previous works.210;211 Interestingly,
in the inclusive mass spectrum we can also observe the presence of molecular dica-
tions like in the case of the simplest amino acid glycine.176 The dierent chemical
mechanisms leading to cationic fragments are inferred with the quantum chemistry
simulations. We rst present the theoretical results obtained in the ab initio mo-
lecular dynamics simulations. In the 4080 trajectories performed for the doubly
charged β-alanine, we have characterised seventeen dierent mechanisms that can
be classied into three groups: (i) Coulomb explosion, (ii) isomerisation and (iii)
combined processes. Snapshots of theses processes are shown in Figs.9.2, 9.3 and
9.4, respectively. Trajectories 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 and 10 are observed with larger prob-
ability and represent the main fragmentation mechanisms. Detailed information of
all mechanisms is given in the appendix C.
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Figure 9.3: Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulations of a β-alanine dication show-
ing isomerisation processes: (5) diol2+, (6) 5 − membered ring dication, (7) linear
NH3CH3CHCOOH
2+ and (8) 4−membered ring dication.
The Coulomb explosion dominates (see Fig.9.5a). Four dierent Coulomb ex-
plosion processes can be distinguished (see Fig.9.2): Ccarboxylic − Cα bond cleav-
age leading to (1) NH2CHCH+3 + COOH





+; and Cα − Cβ bond cleavage leading to (4) NH2CH+2 +
CH2COOH
+. Among them, channels (1) and (4) strongly dominate with ≈40%
and 30%, respectively (see Fig.9.5b). In the processes (1) and (2) we observe H
migration to the terminal C and N atoms, stabilising the produced iminium and am-
monium cation, respectively. On the other hand, the mechanism (3) is an example
of geometry reorganisation, leading to a stable cyclic isomer of the NH2CH2CH+2
cation. The carboxyl ion (COOH+) produced in (1), (2) and (3) is very stable.
However, fragmentation of this ion was evaluated for other organic systems leading
to strongly observed signals at 28+ and 29+, associated with CO+ and COH+,
respectively.252 Mechanism (4) leads to the very stable NH2CH+2 cation, which
dominates the mass spectrum.
Fig.9.3 shows the time evolution of dierent isomerisation processes of β-alanine
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30+/31+
42+/45+
Figure 9.4: Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulations of a β-alanine dication showing
combined processes: (9) OH migration, (10) Coulomb explosion and hydrogen molecule
emission; all combined mechanisms available in the appendix C.
leading to the diol2+ (5), 5-membered ring2+ (6), linear NH3CH2CHCOOH2+ (7)
and 4-membered ring2+ (8) structures. Only one of them does not show H transfer
and leads to the stable cyclic form of β-alanine2+ (mechanism (6) in Fig.9.3). This
structure has not been previously reported, but a similar 5-membered ring inter-
mediate (ozalone) was proposed by Harrison,253 after fragmentation of a peptide
followed by further elimination of water. 5-membered ring structures were pre-
viously observed after hydrogen migration and water emission in the homologous
series of carboxylic acids HOOC(CH2)nCOOH.252 In competition with cyclisation
the formation of linear NH3CH2CHCOOH2+ is also observed, which requires H
transfer and appears sporadically in the simulations. H transfer in amino acids is
commonly observed in solution236;254 and has been recently reported in the gas
phase after the interaction with highly charged ions.176
Combined processes are dened as those trajectories that show Coulomb ex-
plosion and molecular rearrangement simultaneously. They are also associated
with the emission of neutral moieties. The most important and dominant complex
molecular rearrangement of those observed (see Fig.9.4) is the migration of the
hydroxyl group, leading to the emission of neutral carbon monoxide: NH2CH+2 +
CH2OH
+ + CO (mechanism (9)). This mechanism appears in competition with
Coulomb explosion showing ≈ 15% of probability. Another observed channel is
NH2CCH
+
2 + H2 + COOH
+ (10). Mechanisms leading to emission of neutral CO2,
NH3 and CH2 also appear (see the appendix C) but they are very rare processes
(with less than 2 % of probability).
It is important to notice that the fragmentation pattern strongly depends on
the geometry of the conformers (see details in the appendices). This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the structure of the dication formed at the initial stage of
the fragmentation (in the ionisation) determines the reaction path and, thus, the
fragmentation products.255 However, since the temperature in the oven is 400K,
only the most stable neutral conformers will be populated before the collision and
thus, not all the conformers included in the calculations will contribute to the frag-
mentation pattern because they are too high in energy to be present in the beam.
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Figure 9.5: Ab initio molecular dynamics statistics for all neutral conformers of β-alanine
and percentage of the most important fragmentation channels. Both quantities are given
as a function of the internal excitation energy (in Hartrees). A detailed analysis for the
statistics of each neutral conformer is included in the appendix C.[a]Competition between
Coulomb explosion vs. isomerisation vs. combined processes for all studied conformers
of β-alanine with relative energy ≈ 2 kcal·mol−1. [b]Percentage of the most important
fragmentation channels as a function of the excitation energy (in Hartree) for all studied
conformers of β-alanine with relative energy ≈ 2 kcal·mol−1.
Statistical details about all mechanisms are presented in the appendices.
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed up to 300 fs. To evaluate the
energetics and the mechanisms of the subsequent processes we have thoroughly
explored the potential energy surface (PES). The exploration of the PES has been
performed starting from the most probable and relevant processes as observed in
the statistics of the molecular dynamics simulations: i.e. mechanisms (1), (2),
(3), (4), (5), (9) and (10). Firstly, we calculated all of the possible pathways
corresponding to the mechanisms obtained in the molecular dynamics simulations.
Later, we associated the lowest energy channels with the peaks observed in the
experimental measurements. Using this approach we obtained a complete picture
of the fragmentation dynamics and further energetic information of each channel
which becomes comparable with the experimental measurements, done at the µs
timescale. We present these results separately considering the following order: (a)
Ccarboxyl−Cα bond cleavage, (b) Cα−Cβ bond cleavage, (c) H migration and (d)
unexpected OH migration.
(a) Ccarboxyl − Cα bond breaking.
Fig.9.6 shows zooms in the most interesting regions of the correlation map, which
displays the time-of-ights (in ns) of the heavier fragments (TOF 2) as a function of
the time-of-ights of the lighter ones (TOF 1). It shows the islands with the highest
intensities with special emphasis on the ion pairs (42+/45+), (30+/42+), (30+/31+)
and (28+/30+). Direct bond cleavage of β-alanine does not explain most of these
islands. The assignments of such species and the understanding of their produc-
tion require some complementary studies. Quantum chemistry calculations allow
us to propose the mechanisms underlying the formation of the dierent molecular
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Figure 9.6: Coincidence map for the fragmentation of the β-alanine dication into two
charged fragments after the interaction of neutral β-alanine with O6+ ions at the energy
of 48 keV. Regions of interest correspond to islands: a) 45+ with other heavy fragments
(43+, 42+, 41+), b) 42+ and 45+ with the NHxCHx fragments (1≤ x ≤2), c) lighter frag-
ments coming from OH migration and associated with the fragment 31+. Experimental
slopes values are associated with solid lines and dashed lines indicate dierent computed
mechanisms.
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cations observed after Ccarboxyl−Cα. Starting from the NH2CHCH+3 +COOH+ exit
channel we can easily explain the peaks observed in the zoom on the coincidence
map (Fig.9.6a). Fig.9.7 presents the part of potential energy surface correspond-
ing to these pathways. The most intense islands related to Ccarboxyl − Cα are
those corresponding to COOH+ (m/z=45 amu) in correlation with other species:
m/z=44, 43, 42 and 41 amu. Processes corresponding to further fragmentation of
the COOH+ appear at much higher energy and thus, the corresponding islands
contribute in much lower percentage in the correlation map: slight signals com-
ing from COOH+ fragmentation due to O or OH emissions are observed, similarly
to those previously reported in the literature.252 The coincidence measurement
at m/z=(44+/45+) amu presents low intensity. This is in agreement with the
simulations assuming that NH2CHCH+3 (m/z=44 amu) possesses enough internal
energy to undergo further fragmentation since this channel is almost 9 eV below
the entrance channel (1st +2nd vertical ionisation potential, VIP). The observation
of the islands at (43+/45+) and (42+/45+) amu corresponds to the emission of
H and H2 from this fragment. The strong intensity of these islands in the cor-
relation map (Fig.9.6a) conrm the proposed mechanisms. The peak at m/z=43
amu is assigned to NH2CCH+3 and NH2CHCH
+
2 (see Fig.9.7); they are cationic
forms of acetaldimine and vinylamine, respectively. After emission of one hydro-
gen atom, dehydrogenated acetaldimine (NHCCH+3 ) and vinylamine (NH2CCH
+
2 )
cations (m/z=42 amu) become more stable than their original forms. The in-
tramolecular hydrogen transfer between them is an exact analogue to the previously
studied imine/enamine tautomerisation processes.256
The analysis of the slopes in the detected islands provide information of the
fragmentation mechanisms257 (see appendices for details): the pair (43+/45+) cor-
responds to the fragments NH2CHCH+2 or NH2CCH
+
3 with COOH
+. A slope of
-1.02 is expected considering this mechanism. Quantum chemistry calculations are
thus in a good agreement with the measured slope. For the pairs (42+/45+) and
(41+/45+), in which two or three hydrogen atoms are emitted from NH2CHCH+3
(m/z=44 amu), we obtained the slopes -1.05 (-2H) and -1.07 (-3H) with the com-
puted mechanisms. They are also in agreement with the experimental ones taking
into account the experimental uncertainties. The conclusion is that computed path-
ways are consistent with the experimental measurements (see Tab.C.1 in appendix
C).
Complementary information on the fragmentation of NH2CHCH+3 is given in
the right part of Fig.9.8. The pathway after CH2 emission leaves NH2CH+2 , a very
stable ion in coincidence with COOH+ (30+/45+). Further emission of hydrogen
produces NH2CH+/COOH+ and NHCH+/COOH+, where the latter channel (dir-
ect H2 emission) is much lower in energy than the H emission (which appears 1.3 eV
above the entrance channel). Accordingly, only the one corresponding to hydrogen
molecule emission is observed in the experiment, pair (28+/45+) (see Fig.9.6b).
Other fragments observed in the correlation with COOH+ are m/z=27 and
m/z=18 amu (see Tab.C.1 in appendix C). The rst one is associated with the
fragmentation channel shown in the left part of Fig.9.8: COOH+ +NH3CHCH+2 →
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COOH+ + NH3 + CHCH
+
2 . This channel appears in competition with the one
related to (18+/45+) i.e. COOH+ + NH3CHCH+2 → COOH+ + NH
+
4 + CHCH.
The latter explains the correlation 18+/45+ (barrier on the PES at 20.74 eV).
Both coincidence measurements (18+/45+ and 27+/45+) show very similar rel-
ative intensities (see Tab.C.1 in appendix C). Accordingly, both channels require
similar fragmentation energies (Fig.9.8). The pairs (28+/45+) and (27+/45+) cor-
respond to the loss of two or three hydrogen atoms from NH2CH+2 . The theor-
etical slopes of the three pairs (27+/45+), (28+/45+) and (30+/45+) are respect-
ively -1.63, -1.57 and -1.47, which is also in agreement with the experimentally
measured slopes (see Tab.C.1 in appendix C). They correspond to Coulomb explo-
sion with Ccarboxylic − Cα bond breaking followed by emission of neutral moieties.
Further fragmentation of NH3CHCH+2 , proposed in Fig.9.8, provides the mechan-
isms to explain the peaks related to m/z=15, 16 and 17 amu in coincidence with
COOH+(m/z=45 amu). In the same gure we can also observe the pathway lead-
ing to the quite stable protonated ethylenimine (EI) cyclic cation (NH2CH2CH+2 ),
which is a three-membered ring derivative of the monomer employed in the poly-
merisation by a cationic stepwise mechanism of the imino group.258 Moreover, it is
well known that ethylenimine and its derivatives cause degradation of DNA259 and
in reaction with 2-deoxy-D-ribose produce H2O2, a strong oxidative compound.258
It is thus reasonable to propose the protonated EI cation as a dangerous and act-
ive compound produced with a relatively strong intensity in the fragmentation of
β-alanine dication.
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9. Stability and fragmentation of doubly-charged β-alanine
(b) Cα − Cβ bond breaking.
Cα−Cβ bond cleavage gives NH2CH+2 +CH2COOH+ (expected coincidence 30+/59+).
However, in the experiment we do not observe the signal at m/z=59 amu (see
Fig.9.1). This cation can easily break by losing CH2 or OH without barriers.
Indeed, the relatively low energies calculated for the fragments produced in the
corresponding pathways, HOCH2CO+ or CH2COOH+, and the absence of a peak
at m/z=59 amu in the experiments, allow us to conclude that the fragment at
m/z=59 amu undergoes further fragmentation, in these kinetically favourable pro-
cesses, leading to signals at (30+/42+) and (30+/45+) (see Fig.9.9 for the cor-
responding mechanisms). The observation of the signal at (30+/42+) also indic-
ates that the molecule has enough internal energy to break leading to NH2CH+2 +
CH2CO
+ + OH. These species can be obtained in two dierent pathways. (i) OH
emission followed by Coulomb repulsion [β-alanine2+ → NH2CH2CH2CO2++OH




+] and then emission of neutral OH [NH2CH+2 +CH2CO
+ +
OH]. The associated computed island slopes are -1 and -0.71, respectively. The
experimentally measured slope suggests rst emission of neutral OH leading to
NH2CH2CH2CO
2+ followed by Coulomb repulsion producing NH2CH+2 +CH2CO
+
(see pathway in Fig.9.9).
The right part of Fig.9.9 shows that the evaporation of CH2 from CH2COOH+
leads to the coincidence (30+/45+). Further fragmentation of NH2CH+2 by emis-
sion of H2 leads to NHCH+ in coincidence with COOH+, island (28+/45+). The
most intense island observed in the experiment is m/z=30 amu (NH2CH+2 ) in cor-
relation with m/z=42 amu (CH2CO+) coming from Cα − Cβ bond breaking. For
the rst fragment we observe similar many body fragmentation processes as the
one described above, i.e. loss of one or two hydrogen atoms from NH2CH+2 leading
to the pairs (29+/42+) and (28+/42+), respectively. In Fig.9.6b, we can see that
the three pairs have an experimental slope very close to -1. This is an indication
that the molecular dication β-alanine2+ rst loses a neutral OH fragment and then
splits into two singly charged cations. Another group of islands involving the most
prominent cation NH2CH+2 is observed in correlation with the COOH
+ fragment.
Interesting molecular structures are observed for the spectra associated with
the peaks at m/z=44, 43, 42 and 41 amu (see Fig.9.10). These cations present
resonant structures with π delocalised electrons or strong N = C, N ≡ C bonds.
The associated exit channels appear a few eV below the entrance channel due to
the high stability of such species (see Fig.9.7). However, this trend is not observed
for the row at m/z=30, 29 and 28 amu (see Fig.9.6b). The lack of the peak
at m/z=29+amu in the experiment is caused by the fact that this molecule is a
radical and its relative stability is much lower than the corresponding closed shell
molecules (m/z=30, 28 amu) (see Fig.9.9).
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Figure 9.9: Stationary points of the potential energy surface corresponding to Cα −Cβ
bond breaking. Correlation notation is included, e.g. (44+/45+). Detailed information
in the caption of Fig.9.7.
(c) H migration.
We now focus on the exit channels produced after the most important isomerisation
mechanism observed in the dynamics simulations: formation of the doubly charged
geminal diol NH2CHCH2C(OH)2+2 . In particular, we analyse two mechanisms:
(i) Coulomb explosion after H transfer (see Fig.9.11) and (ii) emission of neutral
fragments leading to stable dicationic species (see Fig.9.12). Both mechanisms are
in competition with the rest of the processes but occur with lower probability,
similar to our previous observations for glycine.176
Fragmentation of diol2+ due to the Coulomb explosion implies three exit chan-
nels: NH2CHCH2CO+ + H2O+ (71+/18+), NH2CHCHCOH+ + H2O+ (71+/18+)
and NH2CHCHCO+ + H3O+ (70+/19+). A subsequent fragmentation pathway
of NH2CHCH2CO+ has also been calculated leading to NH2CHCH+2 (43
+/18+)
with the emission of a neutral carbon monoxide molecule. Fig.9.11 shows the cor-
responding pathways in the PES. All of them are below the entrance channel but
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Figure 9.10: Schematic structures of molecular cations with m/z = 44, 43, 42, 41, 30,
29 and 28.
they can be produced only if one considers atomic rearrangement (even double H
transfer) before fragmentation. The corresponding correlation islands present low
relative intensity in the experiment and, accordingly, in the AIMD simulations the
probability to occur is very small.
Hydrogen migration can be also followed by emission of neutral fragments.
Indeed, the stable small dicationic molecules detected in the experiment are pro-
duced after emission of neutral species: H2O, H, H2, CH2, CO, CO2 or CH2CO
from doubly charged diol. The study of this part of the PES is presented in Fig.9.12
and it explains the dierent chemical mechanisms leading to molecular dications
experimentally detected at signals: m/z= 35.5, 35, 34.5, 34, 21.5, 21, 20.5, 20 and
14.5 amu (see zooms-in in Fig.9.1). The pathways explaining these peaks come
from the key structure NH2CHCH2CO2+ produced after neutral H2O loss from
the doubly charged diol, through the formation of the intermediate, weakly bon-
ded complex NH2CHCH2CO · · ·H2O2+. NH2CHCH2CO2+ is a very stable acylium
ion showing a resonant structure. The dehydration mechanism does not involve the
amine group49 and energetically is more preferable than splitting the charge into
two fragments. This is the reason why in the experiment we almost do not observe
the pair (71+/18+) in the coincidence map (even if this channel appears at lower
energy than the entrance one). Starting from the key structure NH2CHCH2CO2+
the loss of H, H2, CO and CH2CO explain the peaks at 35, 34.5, 21.5 and 14.5
amu: NH2CHCHCO2+, NHCCH2CO2+, NH2CHCH2+2 and NH2CH
2+ respect-
ively. A subsequent emission of H and H2 from these dications explain the rest
of peaks corresponding to doubly charged molecules: (m/z=34, 21, 20.5 and 20
amu). Moreover, charge separation of the key structure NH2CHCH2CO2+ can
explain the island at 29+/42+ (two body charge separation slope equals -1): (β-
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Figure 9.11: Stationary points of the potential energy surface corresponding to H mi-
gration and further Coulomb explosion, leading to two charged fragments. Correlation
notation is also included, e.g. (71+/18+). Detailed information in the caption of Fig.9.7.
alanine)2+ → diol2+ → NH2CHCH2CO2+ + H2O→ NH2CHCH+ + COH+ + H2O.
The study of the PES also predicts an alternative mechanism for the formation
of NH2CHCH2+2 (m/z=21.5 amu), avoiding dehydration from the weakly bounded
intermediate complex. The dication of diol2+ also undergoes dehydrogenation and





2 +CO2+H2. The exit channel corresponding
to this mechanism is energetically more favourable than most of the previous ones
proposed to produce dications. Further subsequent fragmentation of the produced
doubly charged molecule (NH2CHCH2+2 ) by loosing H, H2, CH2 are alternative
paths to explain the peaks at 21, 20.5, 20 and 14.5 amu, respectively.
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9.3. Results and discussion
Figure 9.13: Stationary points of the potential energy surface corresponding to hy-
droxyl group migration and further fragmentation pathways. Coincidence notation is also
included, e.g. (30+/59+). Detailed information in the caption of Fig.9.7.
(d) OH migration.
In the ion-induced fragmentation of glycine, hydrogen migration was observed in
competition with direct Coulomb explosion and was essential to understand the
fragmentation dynamics.176 For β-alanine our molecular dynamics simulations have
shown a quite probable fragmentation pathway in competition with H migration
and Coulomb explosion: hydroxyl group migration accompanied with emission of
neutral CO and leading to two singly charged fragments (NH2CH+2 and CH2OH
+).
This channel appears at very low energy in the PES (see Fig.9.13) and is assigned
to the correlation (30+/31+) measured with a very strong relative intensity (see
Fig.9.6c and Tab.C.1 in appendix C). Moreover, from the entropic point of view it
is more favourable than other channels. The computed mechanism reveals that the
metastable HOCH2CO+ structure is involved before the loss of a neutral carbon
monoxide and nally producing the detected ions: NH2CH+2 and HOCH
+
2 . The
metastable structure observed in the molecular dynamics (HOCH2CO+) is an iso-
mer of a CO protonated α-lactone.260 These species were previously observed in the
gas phase reactions of amino acids with the nitrosonium ion (NO+).261 Moreover,
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previous studies have demonstrated that the open carbo-cation CH2COOH+ is not
a saddle point on the PES.262;263 AIMD simulations show that CH2COOH+ easily
collapses to a CO protonated α-lactone (a transient species previously described
in mass spectrometry experiments264), and the ring opens to form a more stable
cation (OCCH2OH+). Further fragmentation of this cation leads to hydroxymethyl
(CH2OH+) or to formaldehyde (CH2O+) cations. The latter one was also previ-
ously detected.265 Interestingly, both species have been identied from spectral
lines in the interstellar medium266 and reactions between them can produce glycol
aldehyde, acetic acid and methyl formate.267 On the other hand, the hydroxy-
methyl cation (m/z=31 amu) was previously observed only in the single ionisation
process after direct side chain bond breaking of serine.169
The fragmentation mechanism presented here is the only possibility to explain
the coincidence island at (30+/31+). For the double ionisation process the driv-
ing force for this mechanism is the high stability of the products NH2CH+2 +
HOCH+2 +CO (18.25 eV) with a relative energy 8 eV lower than the entrance chan-
nel and much lower than other channels with dierent charge distributions (e.g.
NH2CH
+
2 + HOCH2 + CO
+ appears at 24.72 eV). The iminium cation (NH2CH+2 )
possesses a strong hydride ion anity.268 Thus, in the rst fs of the fragmentation
the amino methyl cation can attract the hydride group from the other fragment
CH2COOH
+, causing the reorganisation of the geometry and allowing the move-
ment of the OH group. This is indeed, the second most probable channel and leads
to NH2CH+2 +CO+CH2OH
+ (see Fig.9.5b). Further fragmentation in this channel
corresponds to the emission of neutral hydrogen molecule from NH2CH+2 and leads
to the coincidence measurement with 28+/31+ (NHCH+/HOCH+2 ). The presence
of the pairs (30+/31+) and (28+/31+) (see Fig.9.6c.) can not be explained by the
direct bond fragmentation of the molecular dication β-alanine2+ and must involve
a rearrangement after Coulomb explosion. This OH migration is about three times
slower than ultrafast H transfer and appears at around 120 fs of the simulations
(see Fig.9.4). Moreover, this mechanism can be considered as one of the domin-
ant at longer timescales due to the subsequent fragmentation of the products of
mechanism (4). The exit channel after process (9) is energetically more favourable
than the exit channel after process (4). Thus, at longer simulation time, products
from (4) can easily evolve to products from (9) (see Fig.9.13). Indeed the second






We have studied the fragmentation dynamics and dierent de-excitation pathways
characterising the decay of excited doubly-charged β-alanine molecules in the gas
phase. Experimentally, excited molecular dications were produced in collisions
with O6+ ions and the fragments were identied by coincidence time-of-ight mass
spectrometry allowing to determine the fragmentation dynamics and highlighting
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the presence of new ionic species. Theoretically, we have found in ab initio mo-
lecular dynamics simulations that three types of processes occur in competition:
(i) Coulomb explosion leads to the detection in correlation of two singly charged
fragments; (ii) the formation of small stable dications produced by evaporation of
neutral fragments following ultrafast intramolecular hydrogen migration (∼ 40 fs);
(iii) Coulomb explosion followed by hydroxyl group migration. The third process
has not been previously reported and is expected to occur in other biomolecules.
The good agreement between our simulation in the electronic ground state with
the experimental measurements also sheds light on the charge state and excita-
tion energy of the molecule after ionisation with highly charged ions and allows
us to conrm that the excitation energy is quickly distributed over the vibrational












Stability and fragmentation of doubly-
and triply-charged γ-aminobutyric acid
This chapter presents a combined experimental and theoretical study of the frag-
mentation of multiply-charged γ-aminobutyric acid molecules (GABAz+, z = 2, 3)
in the gas phase. The combination of ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
with multiple-coincidence mass spectrometry techniques allows us to observe and
identify doubly-charged fragments in coincidence with another charged moiety. The
present results indicate that double and triple electron capture lead to the forma-
tion of doubly-charged reactive nitrogen and oxygen species (RNS and ROS) with
dierent probability due to the dierent charge localisation and fragmentation be-
haviour of GABA2+ and GABA3+. The MD simulations unravel the fast (femto-
second) formation of large doubly charged species, observed in the experimental
microsecond timescale. The excess of positive charge is stabilised by the presence
of cyclic X−member (X = 3 − 5) ring structures. 5-member cyclic molecules can
sequentially evaporate neutral moieties, such as H2, H2O and CO2 leading to smal-
ler doubly charged fragments as those observed in the experiments.
The results presented in this chapter has been published:
D. G. Piekarski, R. Delaunay, A. Mika, S. Maclot, L. Adoui, F. Martín, M. Alcamí,
B. A. Huber, P. Rousseau, S. Díaz-Tendero and A. Domaracka, Physical Chemistry
Chemical Physics, accepted (2017), DOI:10.1039/C7CP00903H.
10.1 Introduction
Reactive species in biochemistry such as multiply-charged ions and radicals play
an important role in many processes including biomedical applications. For in-
stance Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) and their closely related Reactive Nitrogen
Species (RNS) are key actors in oxidation-reduction reactions in biology and are as-
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sociated with ageing and dierent diseases as cancer or diabetes.269 In cancer, ROS
are known to damage DNA270;271 but are also involved in the chemical mechan-
isms of dierent cancer therapies,272;273 for instances they are generated in ionised
gas plasmas to be used in therapeutic applications.274 Multiply-charged species
are also important in biology and medicine: in radiotherapy multiple ionisation
is less probable than other events (for instance electronic excitations or electron
attachments) but produces more lethal eects to cells.13;14 These multiply-charged
molecular ions can also play an important role as precursors of new reactive spe-
cies. In astrophysical environments multiply-charged ions are directly involved in
the formation mechanism of unusual species,275 and in biological media they can be
formed and stabilised as the result of isomerisation-fragmentation reactions leading
to species with a stable molecular structure and rather long lifetimes.276
The understanding of radiation damage at the molecular level requires a multiscale
and multi-disciplinary approach.277 Indeed the radiation damage starts within the
rst few fs during the passage of the impinging particle, at the so-called physical
stage. In the case of collisions with heavy charged particles, such as ions (e.g.
protons, carbon),278 ionisation and direct damage (knock-out of atoms) can occur
at this stage. At longer timescales, the resulting charged species and molecular
fragments could lead to the release of radical species, which starts the so-called
chemical stage.279 As the body is mainly composed of water, its radiolysis and the
associated formation of radical species (e.g. hydroxyl, hydroperoxyl and peroxide)
are one of the main cause of secondary eects in radiation damage.280 Thus, the
study at the molecular level of the ionisation and fragmentation of the molecular
systems is a fundamental step for the understanding and improvement of cancer
treatment.206
In Chaps. 8-9, combined experimental-theoretical studies we have shown the
formation of dications by molecular dissociation of amino acids after the interaction
with slow multiply-charged ions in the gas phase.176;177 Such collisions were used to
eciently produce multiply charged amino acid ions that could suer promptly, in
few tens of fs, a molecular rearrangement in order to stabilise the molecule against
the coulombic repulsion. The formed doubly-charged isomers can further dissociate
through unexpected fragmentation channels such as the emission of neutral water
from the diol form of glycine176, or CO-loss after OH-migration in β−alanine.177
Thus, the processes involving rearrangement followed by fragmentation can lead to
the formation of dicationic species stable at the ms timescale.
In this chapter, we study the fragmentation dynamics of the γ−aminobutyric
acid (GABA), using this coupled experiment-theory approach. GABA is the simplest
γ amino acid and is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter.281 Moreover, GABA also
appears as a cancer-signalling molecule as it plays a signicant role in cell prolifer-
ation.282 GABA was studied before in our group in collisions with low-energy O6+
ions.92 In that study no intact GABA2+ was observed because it spontaneously dis-
sociated due to Coulomb explosion. All fragmentation channels of doubly-charged
GABA were explained by exploration of the Potential Energy Surface (PES) us-
ing Density Functional Theory (DFT) considering only direct C−C cleavages and
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charge splitting in the produced fragments. In the present study, results of new
collision experiments using Ar9+ ions are presented. The main new aspect is the
formation of a large variety of stable doubly charged species that were not observed
in the previous experiments. These doubly charged species can only be formed by
mechanisms not considered before92 as isomerisation processes in doubly charged
GABA followed by neutral emissions. Although these channels are less important
than the Coulomb explosions already studied,92 they represent important pathways
for the formation of new highly-reactive ROS and RNS. Moreover, in these new
experiments, stable triply-charged species are also formed and explain some of the
observed measurements. Therefore, the present work will focus on the formation of
reactive species by rearrangement-dissociation of GABA dications and trications.
Experimental observations will be rationalised by Quantum Chemistry calcula-
tions based not only on explorations of the PES, but also on Molecular Dynamics
(MD) simulations. MD simulations are necessary to describe the fast evolution of
multiply-charged species and to locate the transient isomers formed from multiply
positively charged GABA molecules.
10.2 Methods
Computational Details
Quantum chemistry calculations were carried out using the density functional the-
ory (DFT). In particular, ab initio molecular dynamics calculations (AIMD) were
performed using the Atom-centered Density Matrix Propagation method
(ADMP),141;142;149;150 employing the B3LYP (Becke's three parameter non-local
hybrid exchange potential114 with the non-local correlation215) functional together
with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set. The simulations were carried out using a time
step of ∆t = 0.1 fs, a ctitious mass of µ = 0.1 amu and a maximum simulation
time of tmax = 450 fs. To mimic the ion-molecule interaction, two or three elec-
trons were extracted from the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and
(HOMO+HOMO-1) in a Franck-Condon type transition, and a certain amount
of excitation energy (Eexc ≈ 0.03 − 4.08 eV) was given at the same time. This
internal energy was randomly distributed over all the vibrational degrees of free-
dom in each trajectory and corresponds to internal vibrational temperatures of
Tvib ≈ 20 − 2300K. In this way, we reproduced the sudden ionisation and ex-
citation process produced in the gas phase collision of ions with neutral GABA
molecules. 20 trajectories of AIMD simulations were carried out for 5 values of the
excitation energy. The 30 most stable conformers of neutral GABA in the gas phase
were considered,283 running nally 3000 trajectories for the dication and trication.
Statistics were then performed over all these trajectories. The potential energy
surface (PES) was explored at DFT-B3LYP level of theory with 6-311++G(d,p)
basis set. This method has been shown to describe accurately the PES of cationic
amino acids.72;92;164;169;176;177;238 All the calculations were performed using the
Gaussian09 program.195
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Figure 10.1: Total mass spectrum of the cationic products of the interaction of 135 keV
Ar9+ ions with GABA molecules.
Experimental details
The interaction of 135 keV Ar9+ ions with GABA molecules in the gas phase was
studied by analysis of the cationic products using coincidence time-of-ight mass
spectrometry. The experiments were performed at ARIBE, the low-energy ion
beam facility of GANIL in Caen, France.214 The crossed beams experimental setup
has been described in detail elsewhere,188 thus only a brief description is given here.
The Ar9+ ion beam was extracted from the electron cyclotron resonance ion source,
mass selected, pulsed, collimated and transported into the interaction zone, where
the beam crossed a molecular eusive jet of neutral GABA (Sigma-Aldrich, purity
≥ 99%) molecules evaporated from a heated oven device (T=375 K). Cationic
products of the interaction were extracted into a Wiley-McLaren linear time-of-
ight mass spectrometer.213 Their arrival times were digitised in an event-by-event
mode producing a list of events. They can be classied with the number (n) of
detected charged fragments (n STOP). Thus, the charge state of the molecule
before fragmentation is deduced and correlations between the emitted fragments
are obtained (for more details see92).
With the ion-ion coincidence measurements we obtain detailed information
about the fragmentation processes at short timescales (microsecond). An altern-
ative experimental approach that provides complementary information at longer
timescales (millisecond) is the tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). In relation
with the molecule of interest in this chapter, electrospray ionisation tandem mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS) was employed to study the fragmentation patters of
the GABA derivative N-diisopropyloxyphosphoryl-γ-amino butyric acid (DIPP-γ-
aba)284 and the reactivity of DIPP-γ-aba with nucleosides.285 The same tech-
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Figure 10.2: Zoom-ins of the 1 STOP (upper panel) and 2 STOP (lower panel) mass
spectrum present the cationic products after the interaction of Ar9+ ions with neutral
GABA at the energy of 135 keV underlining the presence of doubly charged fragments at
m/z = 26.5, 27.5, 28.5, 39.5, 40.5, 41.5 and 42.5 amu.
nique (ESI-MS/MS) was also used to understand other chemical processes such
as carbonyl oxygen migration in the sodium adduct of N-diisopropyloxyphosphoryl
(DIPP) dipeptide methyl ester of GABA (DIPP-γ-amino butyric acid-Phe-OMe)286
or to elucidate the mechanism behind the synthesis of GABA analogues.287
10.3 Results and discussion
The total mass spectrum of positively charged products from collisions of Ar9+
at 135 keV ions with neutral GABA molecules in the gas phase is presented in
Fig.10.1. Similarly to previous investigations with 48 keV O6+ collisions,92 the
mass spectrum is dominated by molecular fragmentation. However, in the present
studies the signal corresponding to the molecular parent cation is thrice stronger.
Atomic collisions are characterised by a wide distribution of projectile impact para-
meters thus leading to an energy deposit distribution.97;180;193;198 In the case of
keV multiply charged ion collisions, the dominant process is electron capture by the
projectile where at least one electron of the molecule is transferred to the incoming
projectile. The capture radius depends on the projectile charge state and higher
charge states are associated with a larger radius. Thus, the interaction is more
gentle and the excitation energy transferred to the system is reduced. Therefore,
in the case of highly charged projectiles, colder cations are produced which can
survive the collision with higher probability.251
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Figure 10.3: Coincidence map reecting the fragmentation of the dication and trication
of GABAmolecules into two charged fragments after the double and triple electron capture
with 135 keV Ar9+ ions, respectively. The coincidence of the interesting doubly charged
fragments are shown: m/z = 26.5, 27.5, 28.5 amu (mass 1) is plotted as a function of the
singly charged one; upper panel: 28, 29 and 30 amu (mass 2); lower panel 44 and 45 amu
(mass 2).
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In order to determine the initial charge state of the fragmented GABA molecule,
we analyse the mass spectra associated with n STOP events (1 ≤ n ≤ 3). The 1
STOP mass spectrum is created from events where only one charged fragment has
been detected after the collision. Thus, in view of the high detection eciency, it
mainly reects the fragmentation of singly charged GABA+ molecules.
Surprisingly, we observe strong signals at m/z = 26.5, 27.5, 28.5, 39.5, 40.5,
41.5 and 42.5 amu in the 1 STOP mass spectrum (see Fig.10.2), which we assigned
to doubly charged fragments mz+ = 532+, 552+, 572+, 792+, 812+, 832+ and
852+, respectively. The presence of these fragments in the 1 STOP mass spectrum
indicates that GABA2+ may decay via the emission of neutral fragments. These
species were not detected in previous experiments using O6+ projectiles92. Former
studies on smaller amino acids as glycine176 or β−alanine177 detected doubly-
charged species (peaks at 14.5, 27.5 and 28.5 amu in the case of glycine and 14.5,
20.5, 21.5, 34.5 and 35.5 amu in the case of β−alanine) and were explained by
isomerisation mechanisms that stabilised them. It is important to note that in
GABA larger doubly-charged fragments are observed. This is relevant because the
larger the doubly-charged fragment the easier its stabilisation and the longer its
lifetime, so that they can play a more important role as a secondary reactive species
in radiation damage.
The 2 STOP mass spectrum is associated with events where two charged frag-
ments were detected after the collision and it contains mainly information about
GABA2+ fragmentation into two singly-charged fragments. These are usually asso-
ciated with Coulomb explosion.176;177;211 However, we observe also doubly-charged
fragments in the 2 STOP mass spectrum (see lower panels in Fig.10.2). These dic-
ations arise from the dissociation of GABAz+ with z ≥ 3. In the case of smaller
amino acids, like glycine176 or β−alanine177, doubly-charged species were not ob-
served in the 2 STOP mass spectrum or in the coincidence maps. From the 2 STOP
mass spectrum we can plot a coincidence map which shows the correlation between
the two detected charged fragments.288 The obtained map is shown in Fig.10.3 and
the quantitative values for the most relevant peaks are summarised in Tab.10.1. It
is dominated by several intense islands corresponding to the correlation between
two singly-charged fragments coming from the fragmentation of GABA2+. The
coincidence map also shows low-intensity islands corresponding to doubly-charged
fragments measured in coincidence with singly-charged ones; mostly one cation
with m/z = 30 or 45 amu and one dication with m/z = 26.5, 27.5 or 28.5 amu.
In order to clarify the dierent possible decay processes of doubly- and triply-
charged GABA molecules, AIMD simulations were performed; for each charge state
3000 trajectories were considered. In section 10.3 we will present the fragmentation
mechanisms after double electron capture and in section 10.3 the corresponding
ones after triple electron capture. Finally in section 10.3, we will discuss the general
mechanisms for the production of the doubly charged RNS and ROS species.
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Table 10.1: Assignment of the correlation islands corresponding to GABA2+ fragment-
ation associated to the computed exit channels. Relative experimental intensities (R. I.)
in % are directly compared with the calculated relative energies (∆E) in eV, given with
respect to the NH2CH+2 + CH2CH2 + COOH
+ channel, which is exothermic by 5.28 eV
with respect to GABA2+. The most intense correlation islands for (i) Coulomb explosion,
(ii) Isomerisaton and (iii) Neutral emission are shown.
m/z R.I. Assignment ∆E (eV)
(i)







NHCH+ + H2 + CH2CH2 + COOH
+ 2.03
28+/30+ 4.2 NH2CH+2 + CH2CH
+
2 + COOH 2.03
45+/56+ 1.2 NHCHCH2CH+2 + H2 + COOH
+ 0.2
(ii)
30+/47+ 0.06 NH2CH+2 + CHCH + HC(OH)
+
2 -0.1
28+/47+ 0.03 NHCH+ + H2 + CHCH + HC(OH)+2 1.93
(iii)
30+/56+ 0.9 NH2CH+2 + CH3CHCO
+ + OH 1.54
31+/42+ 0.4 NHCCH+3 + H2 + CH2OH
+ + CO 0.21
Double electron capture
In the MD simulations of the doubly-charged GABA molecule, 37 dierent frag-
mentation pathways have been characterised. Tab.10.1 and Figs. in the appendix
C provide detailed information of the 37 pathways, statistics (number of the tra-
jectories leading to a particular pathway) and the structure of the species more
frequently obtained. They can be classied into three groups according to the key
step in the trajectory: (i) Direct Coulomb explosions (CE), i.e. trajectories with
a direct bond breaking from GABA2+ leading to the separation into two charged
fragments; (ii) Isomerisations: trajectories with an intramolecular H-transfer and
the formation of GABA2+ isomers; and (iii) Neutral emissions: trajectories that
imply in their rst steps the emission of a neutral fragment from GABA2+ or one
of its isomers. Figure 10.4a presents the global statistics of the results of MD sim-
ulations and shows how the three dierent processes compete as a function of the
excitation energy for GABA2+. As expected, the most probable process (close to
90% trajectories in the MD) corresponds to direct CE and consistently explains
the most intense peaks in the coincidence map (see Fig.10.3 and Tab.10.1). Iso-
merisation plays a signicant role even at low excitation energies and explains the
formation of some observed ROS as doubly-charged geminal diol −C(OH)2 . Fi-
nally, emission of neutral fragments from GABA2+ becomes more relevant at higher
excitation energies and explains the doubly charged species observed in the spectra,
which can present quite unusual structures for ROS and RNS, not considered in
previous works.
Tab.10.1 illustrates the most intense correlation islands observed in the exper-
iment. They are related to CE (A+/B+ = 30+/45+, 28+/45+, 28+/30+, and
45+/56+), isomerisation to diols (A+/B+ = 30+/47+ and 28+/47+) and emission
of neutral moieties (A+/B+ = 30+/56+ and 31+/42+). In general, for the CE
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Figure 10.4: Ab initio molecular dynamics statistic for all 30 dications and trications
of GABA. Competition between Coulomb explosion (i), isomerisation (ii) and combined
processes (iii) is presented as a function of the excitation energy for a) GABA2+ and b)
GABA3+.
processes the relative intensities are in good agreement with calculated relative en-
ergies (the higher the relative intensities the lower the relative energies). However,
for more complex processes, as isomerisation or neutral emission, the PES values
are not enough to explain the observed intensities. MD simulations give the com-
plementary information about kinetically favourable processes. Detailed analysis
of these processes can be found in the appendices and are summarised in the next
subsections.
Direct Coulomb Explosions
CE in biomolecules is well known and has been previously observed for amino
acids.92;176;177;211 In previous experiments of collisions of GABA with O6+, CE
were the only channels found in the fragmentation of GABA2+ 92 and the observed
fragments were inferred on the basis of the topology of the PES and the energy
of the nal products. Three dierent initial steps can be considered related to
dierent cleavages of the carbon chain: Ccarboxylic − Cα, Cα − Cβ and Cβ − Cγ .
Cα − Cβ cleavage represents the less favourable channel leading in the rst
step to NH2CH2CH+3 + CH2COOH
+ (coincidence at 44+/59+). These are quite
unstable species that can further evolve to give NH2CH+ + COOH+ + CH3 +
CH2 (29+/45+) as described before.92 The present MD simulations conrm this
description: less than 10% of the trajectories follow this reaction path (see the
appendices) and indeed the coincidence 44+/59+ is not observed in the map and
the 29+/45+ coincidence is fairly weak.
Breaking the Ccarboxylic−Cα bond leads to NH2CH2CH2CH+2 +COOH+ (58+/45+).
For the former fragment the MD simulations show that at least 6 dierent isomers
can be formed (see appendices). The most stable among them corresponds to
NH2CHCH2CH
+
3 , which is close in energy to a four-membered ring structure pre-
viously proposed.92 These structures may lose H2 giving the 56+/45+ coincidence




or 28+/45+ respectively, as the charge can be located in any of the two fragments).
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The 30+/45+ and 28+/45+ coincidences may also be explained if the Cβ − Cγ
bond breaks rst leading to NH2CH+2 + CH2CH2COOH
+ (30+/73+), and in a
second step the cleavage of the Ccarboxylic − Cα is produced. Most trajectories in
the MD simulations follow this route. The rst step is an exothermic process (5.08
eV). CH2CH2COOH+ is a stable fragment that can adopt many isomeric forms (see
the appendices), and is mainly detected in the 1 STOP measurements. However,
the coincidence 30+/73+ is not observed because the 73+ fragment is produced with
enough energy to further evolve giving e.g. COOH+ (45+ amu) or CH2CH+2 (28
+
amu) fragments. This is consistent with the fact that the 30+/45+ and 30+/28+ co-
incidences are among the most prominent ones in the map. Still these two channels





2 can further lose H or H2 leading to the dierent islands
with combination of masses between 30+ and 26+ observed in the coincidence map
(upper panel of Fig.10.3). The energetics for these fragmentations are given in the
appendices.
Among the fragments produced in the CE processes, we nd quite reactive




we get direct information by detecting the positively charged species and indirect in-
formation of neutral production by comparison with the simulations. Similar kinds
of intermediates have been observed in photolysis,289 by neutralisation-reionisation
mass spectrometry experiments290 and in fragmentation of molecules in excited
electronic states.291
Isomerisations
Around 5% of the MD simulations correspond to isomerisation of GABA2+. Final
structures obtained in the trajectories were optimised and are given in the appen-
dices. Most of the trajectories correspond to the formation of the geminal diol form
−C(OH)2. In Tab.10.1 two coincidence islands (30+/47+ and 28+/47+ amu) are
explained considering that isomerisation takes place before the fragmentation of
the GABA2+ molecule. Once the diol isomer is formed, the Cdiol−Cα bond breaks
leading to the above mentioned fragments. It has to be underlined that, most of
the isomerisation leads to this tautomer of GABA2+. Moreover, the small relative
intensities measured for the islands 30+/47+ (0.06%) and 28+/47+ (0.03%) and
associated with the production of diol2+, are in agreement with the MD statistical
analysis (see appendix D).
Neutral emissions
At low energies, 4% of the trajectories show the emission of a neutral fragment
in the early stages of the dynamics and in many cases the formation of a stable
doubly-charged fragment. At higher excitation energies, this percentage increases
up to 10% and a wider variety of doubly-charged structures are obtained. These
processes, schematically shown in Fig.10.5, play an essential role in GABA2+ frag-
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Figure 10.5: Cationic products of the fragmentation of doubly-charged GABA obtained
in the MD simulations. Structures (6b+6c), (6f-k) and (6m) were optimised at DFT-
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. In parentheses the relative energies between
conformers are given (in eV) with respect to the most stable isomer (6i). Possible structure
of dications at m/z = 26.5, 27.5, 28.5, 39.5, 40.5, 41.5 and 42.5 amu are presented in the
appendices.
mentation as they are necessary to explain the doubly-charged fragments observed
in the 1 STOP spectrum in Fig.10.2.
According to the simulations, the rst step corresponds to the loss of small
neutral fragments such as CO2, H2, CO or H2O. The most probable channels are
the ones labelled as 6b and 6c (see Fig.10.5 and appendices) in which neutral CO2
is emitted. The remaining doubly-charged molecule can be a stable fragment giving
the observed 592+ species (6b or 6c in Fig.10.5) or it can break into NH2CH+2 +
CH2CH
+
3 (channel 6a) giving the 30
+/29+ signal in the coincidence map. The
next most likely mechanism is the emission of H2 giving several possible structures
for the remaining doubly-charged fragment as diols or cyclic ethers forming 4-
and 5-member ring structures (see Fig.10.5). Subsequent dehydrogenation, water
loss or evaporation of CO2 explains the experimentally observed doubly-charged
fragments with masses 57, 55 and 53 amu. Dehydrogenations plus loss of water
from diol isomers lead to the stable doubly-charged species with masses 83, 81
and 79 amu observed in the experiments. It is important to note that in these
mechanisms all obtained structures with mass lower than 60 amu correspond to
RNS species.
Triple electron capture
In the MD simulations of triply charged GABA molecules, we have identied 44
dierent fragmentation pathways which are classied into three groups, similarly
to GABA2+ (see Tab.D.2 in appendix D for the complete list): (i) Direct Coulomb
explosions, (ii) Isomerisations and (iii) Neutral emissions and combined processes.
This last category is slightly dierent from the GABA2+ as it includes not only
emissions of neutral fragments, and simple Coulomb explosions of the triply-charged
species, but also complex Coulomb explosion that only occurs after a major iso-
merisation of GABA. It has to be taken into account that triply-charged species
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2 STOP coincidence spectra















































Figure 10.6: Mass spectrum for any cationic fragment in coincidence with doubly
charged fragments at m/z = 26.5 (upper pannel), 27.5 (central pannel) and 28.5 (lower
pannel) amu.
formed after neutral emissions are in general very unstable and evolve through
bond cleavages and fragmentation into two charged fragments. The large Coulomb
repulsion existing in triply-charged systems allows reaching complex fragmentation
channels that we will identify as "combined processes". Figure 10.4b illustrates the
probability of the dierent fragmentation mechanisms of GABA3+ molecules as a
function of the excitation energy. The exact percentage of each channel and the
more relevant structures obtained in GABA3+ fragmentation are also given in the
appendices.
In the case of the GABA3+ dissociation, besides the expected three body charge
separation, we observe two body charge localisation producing a doubly-charged
fragment in coincidence with a singly-charged moiety. Their correlations are given
in Fig.10.6. Each of the doubly-charged fragments (m/z = 26.5, 27.5 and 28.5
amu) is observed in coincidence with a singly-charged one: 17+, 18+, 26+, 27+,
28+, 29+, 30+, 42+ and 45+.
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Figure 10.7: Scheme of GABA3+ fragmentation based on the MD simulations (1),
(3) and (4); For more details see the appendices. Further, possible emission of neutral
fragments leads to dicationic species at m/z = 26.5, 27.5 and 28.5 amu measured in
coincidence with NH2CH+2 (m/z = 30 amu) and COOH
+ (m/z = 45 amu), left and right
panel, respectively.
The fact that in the 3 STOP spectra coincidences with 30+ and 45+ are observed
is very signicant: these are common peaks observed in amino acid fragmentation,
generally assigned to the iminium cation NH2CH+2 and to the COOH
+ species,
respectively,92;176;177;210;211 which are consistent with the assignments done in this
article for GABA2+ fragmentation (see Tab.10.1). If the iminium cation is formed,
the remaining doubly-charged species should be a ROS, while if the COOH+ is
emitted the doubly-charged species found in coincidence should correspond to a
RNS. The fact that peaks 26.5, 27.5 and 28.5 are observed in coincidence with
both 30+ and 45+ signals points out that these doubly-charged complexes are a
mixture of RNS2+ and ROS2+ with the same masses. In the following subsection
we will explore how these species can be formed.
It is important to realise that for the losses of neutral fragments discussed above
for the fragmentation of GABA2+, several mechanisms were observed in the MD
simulations that lead to the same doubly-charged ions (m/z = 26.5. 27.5 and 28,5
see Fig.10.5) but in these cases the proposed mechanisms involved the formation
of RNS2+ species only. In fact the dominant mechanisms imply loss of neutral
CO2. Therefore in the fragmentation of GABA2+, formation of RNS2+ species is
expected, while in the fragmentation of GABA3+ both RNS2+ and ROS2+ should
be formed. The structure of these doubly charged species can be quite complex as
many isomeric forms are possible. They are summarised in appendix D, for RNS2+
and ROS2+, respectively.
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Direct Coulomb explosion
As shown in Fig.10.4b direct Coulomb explosions represent more than 75% of
the fragmentation channels obtained in the MD simulations. As in the case of
GABA2+ three dierent bond breaking's can be envisaged: Ccarboxylic−Cα, Cα−Cβ
and Cβ − Cγ . The fragmentation yield for each channel is given in Fig.7 of the
appendices and a summary of the MD simulations showing the competition among
the dierent channels is represented in Fig.10.7. Breaking of the Cβ − Cγ bond
(channel 3 in Fig.10.7) represents the main channel, indeed 62.7% of the trajectories
follow it, while Ccarboxylic−Cα breaking (channel 1 in Fig.10.7) represents only 3%
of the trajectories. In both cases further fragmentation may lead to the three-body
Coulomb explosion (NH2CH+2 + CH2CH
+
2 + COOH
+), this is a fast process that is
even observed in the time of the MD simulations for 5.2% of the trajectories.
The energy prole of these channels is given in Fig.10.8. Three charged moi-
eties 30+/28+/45+ measured in coincidence correspond to the most intense cor-
relation observed experimentally in GABA3+ fragmentation. The contribution of
the 3-body ssion to the CE processes increases with the excitation energy (see
the appendices). Also, Fig.10.8 shows that this CE process corresponds to the
lowest-energy channel, 4 and 5 eV lower than the 2-body CE channels (1) and (3),
respectively; the three processes are highly exothermic.
Alternative channels to the 3-body ssions can be also considered (see Fig.10.7).
However, the fragment CH2CH2COOH2+, formed in channel 1, or the fragment
NH2CH2CH2CH
2+
2 , formed in channel 3, are not observed experimentally. These
doubly charged fragments obtained in MD simulations may undergo further frag-
mentation. The islands 572+/45+, 552+/45+ and 532+/45+ observed in Fig.10.6




+) and subsequent H and H2 losses (see Fig.10.7).
In this case only RNS2+ species will be formed. The observation of 572+/30+,
552+/30+ and 532+/30+ coincidences in Fig.10.6 arise from the other 2 body CE
process (channel 3: NH2CH+2 + CH2CH2COOH
2+) followed by emission of light
neutrals (O, H2, or H2O). In this path only ROS2+ species will be obtained. Fig-
ure 10.8 also shows the energy of the exit channel related to the smallest doubly-
charged fragment m/z = 26.5 amu, which can correspond either to NC3H2+3 or
HC3O
2+ if channel 1 or channel 3 are followed. Both exit channels lie 10 eV below
the entrance channel (1st+2nd+3rd vertical ionisation potential), i.e. the exotherm-
icity of the rst CE starting from GABA3+ is enough to produce the fragments
proposed in Fig.10.7.
The experimental relative intensities for the coincidence of doubly-charged frag-
ments with the iminium (NH2CH+2 ) and the carboxyl (COOH
+) cations are the
same. One can thus conclude that formation of RNS2+ or ROS2+ are equally prob-
able from GABA3+. On the basis of this evidence, further analysis of the fragments
corresponding to peaks at m/z = 26.5, 27.5 and 28.5 amu were performed (see ap-
pendix D for the details of their structure). It reveals that there exist many stable
or metastable doubly-charged species, including cyclic structures such as 3-, 4- and
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Figure 10.8: Fragmentation pathways for triply positively charged GABA. Only the
stationary points of the potential energy surface corresponding to m/z = 26.5 amu (532+)
in coincidence with NH2CH+2 and with COOH
+ are presented. Relative energies, ∆E, are
given in eV at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory including the zero point
energy correction with respect to the most stable neutral conformer of GABA. Numbers
in % mean the fragmentation yield taken from MD simulations (see appendices for more
details).
5-member ring structures, although the open chains are the most stable ones.
Isomerisation, neutral emissions and combined processes
MD simulations also show that a relevant number of trajectories in GABA3+
(around 25%, see Fig.10.4), imply isomerisation or emission of neutral fragments.
Most of the isomerisation processes involve a H transfer to the amino group NH2
(∼10% of the total trajectories). From these structures, emission of NH+3 or NH
+
4
can be easily envisaged. In the coincidence spectra with doubly-charged fragments
(see Fig.10.6), the additional contributions associated with peaks at m/z= 17 and
18 amu can be related to these isomerisations (which tipically take place in a few
tens of fs176;177)
GABA3+
H migration−−−−−−−−→ [NH3 − R]3+
and subsequent emissions of NH+3 or NH
+



























The analogue chemical reactions starting with the loss of NH+4 can explain the
coincidence measurements 18+/572+, 18+/552+ and 18+/532+.
Other channels observed in the MD simulations involve neutral H2 emissions as
a rst step and can also contribute to the observed coincidences in Fig.10.6. For
instance one of the most probable channels (∼3% at low energies and ∼7% at high
energies) implies H2 emission, which followed by Coulomb explosion directly yields
the 552+/45+ coincidence:
GABA3+
−H2−−−→ NH2CCH2CH2COOH3+ → COOH+(45) + NC3H2+6 (27.5)
Similar H2 emissions, representing ∼1-2% of the trajectories lead to a dierent
triply-charged intermediate, NH2CHCHCH2COOH3+, which can evolve in the
same way yielding the same coincidence 552+/45+. At high energies ∼3% of the
observed trajectories directly correspond to H2 emission and Coulomb explosion:
GABA3+ → NH2CHCHCH2+2 + COOH+ + H2
Formation of triply-charged diol isomers is also obtained in the MD simulations,
but always coupled with simultaneous emission of H2, and they represent less than
1% of the observed trajectories. For instance the process:
GABA3+ → NH2CCHCH2C(OH)3+2 + H2
is observed and could lead, by loosing water and CO, to a doubly-charged or even
triply-charged RNS, but according to the statistics in the MD simulations these
are very unlikely processes.
Formation of RNS2+ and ROS2+
Multiply charged amino acids formed after interaction with multiply charged ion
projectiles can evolve leading to reactive free radical species.92;176;177;211;251 So
formed oxidative chemical compounds can damage chemically important bio-compounds
in the living cells e.g. they can work as starters of chain reactions resulting in ox-
idation of lipid termed as lipid peroxidation, protein oxidation and oxidation of
nucleic acids like DNA or RNA.292These reactive species at higher concentration
are well known mediators, important for damaging cell structures, including nucleic
acid, proteins, lipids and membranes.293
The formation of highly reactive singly- and doubly-charged intermediates con-
taining oxygen and nitrogen seems to be common in the fragmentation of GABA.
The results of the MD simulations summarised in Figs. 10.5 and 10.7 and those
of the experimental coincidence measurements (see Fig.10.6) underline that dier-
ent species of both ROS and RNS in dierent charge states can be formed in the
fragmentation of multiply-charged GABA.
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Even though biochemists have been more interested in ROS due to their com-
plexity and dierent roles in the living organisms,294 RNS can be also important
reagents for chemical damage. Furthermore, some of the produced fragments apart
from their high reactivity, also do have catalytic properties in their neutral charge
state like e.g. the vinylimine fragment, which is an important nitrogen donor.295
As we have seen, both doubly charged ROS and RNS (fragments with m/z =
26.5, 27.5, 28.5 amu) are produced in the fragmentation of GABAz+ with dierent
probability, depending on the charge state z+ of the GABA molecules and the
charge localisation. Therefore, it is important to understand the dierent produc-
tion ratios between ROS and RNS as a function of the initial charge state of GABA,
i.e if they have been generated in double or triple electron capture processes. It
is also important to remember that direct CE from both GABA2+ and GABA3+




main fragments observed, but ∼10% of the fragmentation of GABA2+ and ∼20%
of GABA3+ can lead to highly reactive ROS and RNS.
MD simulations indicate that the formation of doubly-charged ROS and RNS
follows quite dierent pathways if we consider GABA2+ or GABA3+. In GABA2+
the main mechanisms involve either sequential losses of neutral CO2 and H2 and
in some instances H2O or isomerisation processes in which doubly-charged diol
isomers appear as important intermediates. As a consequence, only RNS2+ species
are formed. It is important to stress that mechanisms leading to ROS would imply
emission of neutral NH3, a process that according to the MD simulations is hardly
observed in GABA2+ fragmentation.
In the case of GABA3+, CE can also lead to the formation of stable doubly-
charged fragments. If the Cβ − Cγ bond is broken, the double charge remains in
the largest fragment and it contains the COOH group, being a precursor of doubly-
charged ROS. However, if the Cα − Ccarboxilic bond is broken, the double charge
remains in the NH2CH2CH2CH2 group, and a precursor of doubly-charged RNS is
obtained. Isomerisation processes in GABA3+ mostly consists in H transfer forming
a −NH3 terminal group. Emission of NH+3 leads to ROS doubly-charged species.
In GABA3+, trajectories leading to the formation of charged diol derivatives are
hardly obtained and therefore emission of water or CO does not occur.
Therefore, we propose dierent mechanisms for the production of the doubly
charged moieties observed in the experiment, pointing out dierent charge local-







isomerisation−−−−−−−−−→ [NH3 − R]2+




CE−−→ NH2CH2CH2CH2+2 + COOH+ → RNS2+
GABA3+
CE−−→ NH2CH+2 + CH2CH2COOH2+ → ROS2+
GABA3+
isomerisation−−−−−−−−−→ [R− C(OH)2]3+
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The combination of coincidence mass spectrometry with molecular dynamics simu-
lations allows us to identify the main fragmentation channels from doubly-charged
and triply-charged GABA generated in low energy collisions with Ar9+ ions. Al-
though Coulomb explosion is the main mechanism for fragmentation of both GABA2+
and GABA3+, alternative channels can lead to the production of highly reactive
RNS and ROS doubly-charged species. These species can be formed in processes
involving Coulomb explosion, isomerisation or neutral fragment emission as a rst
step. In the case of GABA2+, only RNS2+ species were identied, i.e. the charge
remains located in the N-containing fragment, and the mechanism involves isomer-
isation plus neutral fragment emission. However, in the case of GABA3+, the pro-
duced doubly-charged fragments correspond to both RNS and ROS, i.e. the double
charge can be located either in the N-containing or the O-containing fragment. The
main mechanism in this case starts with a CE, but alternative pathways involving
isomerisation and emission of NH+3 /NH
+
4 fragments can also lead to doubly charged
ROS. The observation of a strong correlation between the production of reactive
species and the total charge in GABA molecules oers interesting perspectives for
the study of fragmentation mechanisms of multiply charged biomolecules and opens
the door to the identication of new charged ROS and RNS that can be involved











Stability and fragmentation of
singly-charged N -acetylglycine
This chapter presents a combined experimental and theoretical study of the ion-
isation of N -acetylglycine molecules by 48 keV O6+ ions. We focus on the single
ionisation channel of this interaction. In addition to the prompt fragmentation
of the N -acetylglycine cation, we observe also the formation of metastable parent
ions with lifetimes in the microsecond range. On the basis of density functional
theory calculations, we assign these metastable ions to the diol tautomer of N -
acetylglycine. In comparison to the simple amino acids, the tautomerisation rate
is higher due to the presence of the peptide bond. The study of a simple biologically
relevant molecule containing a peptide bond allows us to demonstrate how increas-
ing the complexity of the structure inuences the behaviour of the ionised molecule.
The results presented in this chapter has been published:
J. Kocisek, D. G. Piekarski, R. Delaunay, B. A. Huber, L. Adoui, F. Martín,
M. Alcamí, P. Rousseau, A. Domaracka, J. Kopyra, and S. Díaz-Tendero, N -
acetylglycine cation tautomerisation enabled by the peptide bond, The Journal of
Physical Chemistry A 119, 9581 (2015)
11.1 Introduction
Several experimental as well as theoretical studies concerning the ionisation of
amino acids in the gas phase have been performed
(see e.g.92;176;209211;238;251;296300). After single ionisation, the charge naturally
localises on the amino group,209 depending on the basicity of the side chain.72
Independent of the ionisation method, isolated amino acids preferentially lose the
carboxyl radical to form the (M - COOH)+ ions followed by further fragmentation
leading to the immonium cation CH2NH+2 .
210;251;298 An important question is - how
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such fundamental knowledge obtained in the gas phase correlates with the processes
occurring in living organisms? This question has been adressed in recent studies
concerning the role of the environment in the ionisation of amino acids.45;301;302
In this chapter, we complement these studies with a molecule containing a peptide
bond in order to explore the behaviour of peptides and proteins. N -acetylglycine
(aceturic acid, C4H7NO3, see Fig. 11.1 a), a derivative of the simplest amino acid
glycine (Fig. 11.1 b), is an ideal candidate for our purposes. It is large enough to
evaluate the inuence of a peptide bond and it is small enough to be thoroughly
















Figure 11.1: Sketch of a) N -acetylglycine
molecule studied in the present work and
b) glycine molecule. Peptide bond is high-
lighted and Cα carbon is labelled.
Recently, N -acetylglycine has been
studied in experiments with low en-
ergy electrons (0−12 eV).303 In this
case, one electron attaches to the mo-
lecule to form a transient negative ion,
which subsequently dissocites to form
a fragment anion and neutral coun-
terpart(s) - dissociative electron at-
tachment (DEA). Electron attachment
mainly results in the production of
the (M-H)− anion, which is formed
from the accommodation of the excess
charge on the -COOH group followed
by the loss of the H atom. A further
prominent reaction proceeds via the
cleavage of the Cα−N bond (c/z frag-
mentation) to form CH2COO−. This
dissociation channel has been also ob-
served in electron capture dissociation
(ECD) experiments.304;305 The strik-
ing observation in DEA was, however,
the formation of the fragment ion due
to the loss of a neutral water molecule. This reaction channel was not observed
previously from DEA to single amino acids and appears to be characteristic for
the molecule containing a peptide bond within the structure.303;306308 It should
be noted here that the mechanism which governs the loss of the H2O molecule is
not resolved so far. The behaviour of the N -acetylglycine is dierent when the
molecule is exposed to electrons with energy above the ionisation threshold. The
electron ionisation (EI) mass spectrum resembles that of the oligopeptides, which
is dominated by the production of b/y and CH2NH+2 fragments.
309
In the present study we use multiply charged ions to softly ionise the N -
acetylglycine molecule in the gas phase and coincidence mass spectrometry tech-
niques to explore the subsequent fragmentation. Quantum chemistry simulations
allow us to infer the mechanisms behind the detection of the produced cationic
fragments and give insight into chemical reactions that occur in positively-charged
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molecules with a peptide bond in their structure. Special attention will be paid to
the specic features of the metastable dehydration decay.
11.2 Methods
Experimental details
Experiments were carried out by means of the COLIMACON experimental setup.92
N -acetylglycine molecules purchased from Sigma Aldrich company (99% purity)
were evaporated in the molybdenum oven resistively heated at the temperature of
360 K. The temperature was monitored with a K-type thermocouple, allowing a
sucient vapour pressure while avoiding thermal decomposition of the molecule303.
The vapour was passing through a long channel of the oven with a diameter of
2.5 mm. The formed eusive beam of molecules crossed the beam of O6+ ions from
the ARIBE beam-line of the GANIL facility located in Caen, France. The kinetic
energy of ions used in the present study was 48 keV. Cationic products of the
interaction have been analysed by a Wiley-Mclaren TOF spectrometer operated
in the coincidence regime (see Refs.92;213 for details). The experiment was pulsed
at a frequency of 4 kHz, the ion pulse length was 500 ns and the extraction pulse
length was 6 µs. The extration eld of 240V/cm is applied immediately after the
ion bunch passage (≈ 10 ns). In this conguration we can separate the isotopic
contributions. The extraction region of the spectrometer was designed to reduce
the initial energy spread of the ions due to the large interaction volume. Therefore,
the length of extraction region is 11 cm. Such modication allows also to analyse
the metastable decay of ions decaying on the µs timescale (see Ref.310 for details).
Computational details
Quantum chemistry calculations were performed using the density functional the-
ory (DFT). In particular geometry optimisation was carried out with the B3LYP
functional, which combines the Becke's three parameter non-local hybrid exchange
potential114 with the non-local correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr.215
This functional has been used in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.
This method has shown to provide an accurate description of the potential energy
surface (PES) of cationic amino acids.72;92;164;176;177;238. Harmonic vibrational fre-
quencies have been also evaluated at the same level to characterise minima and
transition states in the PES and to compute the Zero Point Energy (ZPE) correc-
tion. In the computed electronic open shell structures (doublet spin multiplicity)
we have checked that they do not present spin contamination; the highest value
found for < S2 > is 0.7723 - i.e. it only diers in less than 3% with respect
to the extact value. The calculations have been carried out with the Gaussian09
package.195
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11.3 Results and discussion
Structure and isomerisation of neutral and cationic
N-acetylglycine
We rst present the theoretical results concerning the structure of neutral and
singly-positively-charged N -acetylglycine together with the isomerisation between
the dierent obtained structures. In order to generate the neutral conformers we
have explored the PES by rotation of the dihedral angles and by considering all
possible orientations of the carboxyl group. The geometry of the cationic isomers
were obtained by geometry optimisation starting from the neutral ones. In the
appendices we show the dierent conformers obtained for neutral N -acetylglycine
including their relative stability; the notation "c" and "t" correspond to the cis
and trans conformations with respect to the peptide bond. The obtained 15 iso-
mers present a high degree of degeneracy (within less than 12 kcal mol−1). The
most stable structure t6, presents a trans conformation around the peptide bond
and is stabilised by an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the carboxyl group
and the H attached to the N atom (-N-H...O=C-). The computed isomerisation
barriers between these conformers are shown at relatively low energy as well (see
appendices), in particular the connection between the most stable cis and trans
conformers (structures c4 and t6 respectively) requires only 6.9 kcal mol−1 from
t6.
After ionisation of the neutral conformers followed by optimisation, we have
obtained the cationic structures shown in the appendices. Again a high degree of
degeneracy is observed for these conformers. The charge is mainly localised around
the peptide bond and the intramolecular interactions are dierent with respect to
the neutral structures. The most stable isomers also present a trans conformation
and are connected with low energy transition states (see the low barriers connecting
t6+, t5+ and t10+ in the appendices). These three structures are also connected
with stable cis conformers (c4+, c3+ and c7+) through low energy transition
states.
For the most stable neutral and cationic conformers (t6 and t6+) we have
performed an analysis of the wave function using the Quantum Theory of Atoms
in Molecules.156 We have found that intramolecular hydrogen bond only appears
in the cationic conformer (in the bond critical point the electron density is 0.023
and the Laplacian is +0.101).
As we will show later, tautomerisation of the canonical structures towards a
geminal diol structure is a very important process that explain the delayed frag-
mentation observed for cationic N -acetylglycine. Thus, we have also analysed
dierent diol cationic conformers (see the appendices, where the notation dt or
dc correspond to a diol isomer with trans or cis conformation around the peptide
bond, respectively). All of them are more stable than any t or c cationic isomers.
In addition, isomerisation between the cationic geminal diol isomers presents also
low energy barriers that can be found below the most stable conformers with ca-
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Figure 11.2: Single stop mass spectrum (MS) of product ions after interaction of 48 keV
O6+ ions with N -acetylglycine molecule. Raw TOF spectrum including background con-
tribution - top. Integrated peak intensities - bottom. The inset enlarges the TOF region
around the m/z = 99 with two contributions to the observed m/z = 99 signal due to the
fast and slow dissociation channel. In the integrated MS, the slow dissociation contribu-
tion is represented by red dots. After baseline subtraction, the peaks were integrated by
a trapezoidal method. The integration was done for both, signal and background spec-
tra. The integrated mass spectrum represents the dierence between the signal and the
background intensities individually determined for each m/z value.
nonical structure (see the appendices). The studied diol structures where the H
attached to the carboxyl group does not come from a tautomerisation process but
it was previously bonded to the N (structures d in the appendices) are much less
stable than the canonical t and c, or the diol dt and dc cations.
Some of the considered isomerisation processes imply complex transition states
involving simultaneous H transfer and COOH rotation (e.g. transition between
t10+ and dt11'+ and between c4+ and c7+). They are one-step mechanisms
leading to structures in which two H present dierent relative positions.
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Prompt fragmentation
In our experiments we have studied interactions of O6+ ions with theN -acetylglycine
molecule in the gas phase. The O6+ ions have been chosen for two reasons: (i) oxy-
gen ions are promising projectiles for the cancer ion beam therapy,311 (ii) O6+ ions
easily allow to single ionize the molecule without large energy transfer251. The
mass spectra of the produced cationic species were measured in the coincidence
mode which enables the sorting of the spectra according to the number of detec-
ted ions per collision event. The mass spectrum with only one ion per collision
event is called the single stop mass spectrum and it shows the singly-charged spe-
cies produced in the collision and the stable multiply charged cations. The single
stop mass spectrum and the time-of-ight raw data spectrum of N -acetylglycine
are shown in Fig. 11.2. The highest signal is observed for the fragment ion at
m/z = 43 , that can be assigned either to CH3CO+ or to OCNH+. The formation
mechanism of the CH3CO+ ion (deacetylation) corresponds to the peptide bond
cleavage. However, production of OCNH+ requires rupture of two bonds: Cα−N
and C−C (see Fig. 11.1a). In our previous study of the glycine molecule,251 we
have shown that the average energy deposited in the molecule by interaction with
slow multiply-charged ions is rather low (of the order a few eVs). Hence, from the
energetic point of view it is more likely that we generate CH3CO+ via the peptide
bond cleavage. We also observe with high intensity in the spectrum a peak at
m/z = 72 . It is assigned to the loss of neutral COOH, a quite usual fragmenta-
tion channel in excited singly charged amino acids (see e.g.92;210;211;251;298). Our
simulations (see Fig. 11.3a) show that the excitation energy required to dissociate
into both paths (leading to m/z = 43 and 72) is 1.3 eV above the entrance channel
(rst vertical ionisation potential, 1st VIP). In glycine however, the most intense
peak observed in the experiment (m/z = 30)251 corresponds to a fragmentation
channel that appears below the 1st VIP, NH2CH+2 + COOH (see Fig. 11.3b); i.e.
it does not require additional excitation energy.
Delayed fragmentation
The employed time-of-ight (TOF) spectrometer enables us to study the fragment-
ation of metastable ions at the µs timescale, which appears as a typical tail of the
fragment ion signal towards higher TOF values.310 Such behaviour is observed in
the present work for the signal at m/z = 99 (see inset of Fig. 11.2). The residence
time of the precursor ion in the extraction region of the mass spectrometer can be
calculated on the basis of the ion TOF. In this way, the metastable parent ion can
be identied from the maximum residence time which corresponds to the end of






2 + H2O (11.1)
The lifetime of the metastable parent ion can be calculated form the dependence
of them/z = 99 ion signal on the residence time in extraction region (see Fig. 11.4).
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(a) N-acetylglycine (b) Glycine
Figure 11.3: Energetic scheme of the lowest energy pathways for emission of COOH
and peptide bond cleavage in N -acetylglycine (a) and for emission of COOH in glycine
(b). 1st VIP represents the rst vertical ionisation potential for the most stable neutral
conformer (entrance channel). Stationary points (minima and transition states) of the
potential energy surface (PES)are shown with relative energies given in eV at the DFT-
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory including the zero point energy correction with
respect to the most stable isomer of the corresponding neutral molecule.
In the present case, the lifetime of the metastable ions is in the microsecond range.
Such long lifetime cannot be explained only by the hydrogen migration mechanism
or other atomic rearrangements within the N -acetylglycine singly-charged cation
since these processes should proceed on signicantly shorter timescales176;177;224.
Hence, an energetically stable molecular ion has to be formed.
In order to identify the structure of the stable molecular cation and its pro-
duction, we have also computed the part of the potential energy surface of singly-
positively-chargedN -acetylglycine corresponding to the dissociation reaction Eq. (11.1).
Figs. 11.5 and 11.6 present the lowest energy pathways found for this fragmentation
channel from the most stable cis and trans conformers, respectively. They show
an energetic scheme including the vertical ionisation and the further decomposi-
tion of these conformers. We have considered direct H2O loss from the canonical
forms of the ionised molecule, that proceeds via transition states from structures
c4+ and c3+ in Fig. 11.5, and from structures t6+, and t10+ in Fig. 11.6.
The ionised molecules can be also stabilised by tautomerisation into a diol form,
leading to structures dc4+ in Fig. 11.5 and dt11+ in Fig. 11.6, that can evolve
towards H2O loss as well. The cationic diol is a well known energetically stable
structure of glycine49 which, analogously to our observation, also dissociate via
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neutral water release. However, it has been shown that tautomerisation of cationic
glycine has low probability due to high energy barriers and strong competition
with other dissociative channels.37;230 In agreement, our calculations show that
both diol formation followed by H2O emission and direct H2O loss from the ca-
nonical form of cationic glycine present higher barriers than the one for the loss
of neutral COOH (see Fig. 11.3b and Fig. 11.7). In contrast to that, metastable
N -acetylglycine cations are observed with signicant intensities in the present mass
spectra (see Fig. 11.2). Hence, our experimental results indicate that the ionised
molecule eectively tautomerises to the diol form with further emission of neutral
H2O.
For both molecules (N -acetylglycine and glycine) the lowest energy pathways
of the two water release channels, directly from the canonical structure or via
tautomerisation, look very similar. We observe (i) direct dissociation with an
energy barrier of ∼1.7 eV (TSs at the right side of VIP in Figs. 11.5, 11.6 and 11.7)
and (ii) a slow channel proceeding via the diol metastable ion (TSs at the left side of
VIP in Figs. 11.5, 11.6 and 11.7) with a similar energy barrier for the water release.
However, the rate determining step for the slow channel is the tautomerisation
towards the diol form. This rate in the case of glycine should be much smaller due
to the presence of the energetically more favourable channel NH2CH+2 + COOH
(Fig. 11.3b). In the case of N -acetylglycine all channels (tautomerisation, loss of
H2O, emission of COOH and peptide bond cleavage) appear at the same energy
heights (∼1 eV above the entrance channel, see Figs. 11.3a and 11.5, 11.6).
It has been shown by Depke et al.49 that the diol form of the glycine cation
can be formed by subsequent hydrogen atom transfer from Cα to the amino group
followed by hydrogen atom transfer from the amino to the carboxyl group. In
such a way, the hydrogen atom can be transferred without signicant structural
changes. As we can see in the Fig. 11.6, this mechanism does not hold for the most
stable trans isomer of cationic N -acetylglycine (structure t10+). In this case, the
hydrogen atom on the nitrogen points towards the less favourable position before
the tautomerisation, i.e. the geometrical arrangement prevents this mechanism.
Then, the tautomerisation proceeds via direct hydrogen exchange between the Cα
and carboxyl group, pointing out the importance of the peptide bond orientation.
Such direct exchange could in principle be enabled by the favourable orientation of
hydrogen in the TS due to the interaction between carboxyl and carbonyl groups.
In order to evaluate the importance of this interaction, we performed calculations
for the N -acetylglycine isomer with cis conformation around the peptide bond,
which excludes such interaction. The calculated energetic barriers for water release
have similar heights to that of the trans form (see Figs. 11.5 and 11.6). We can thus
conclude that the dierent eciency of the isomerisation process for the glycine
and N -acetylglycine is caused purely by the eectiveness of the hydrogen transfer
from the Cα to form the diol. Indeed, if we compare the charge distributions within
glycine and N -acetylglycine after vertical ionisation (see Fig. 11.8), we can see that
the main dierence lies in the positive charge distribution on the carboxyl oxygen.
In the case of glycine, the charge mainly localises on the nitrogen and partially on
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Figure 11.4: The top gure shows the TOF data around the m/z = 99 region including
the raw data and the peaks corresponding to fast dissociation contribution (shadow area),
which was subtracted for the tting. The bottom graph shows the subtracted metastable
decay data from the upper picture with the x axis converted into the residence time of
the ion in the extraction region of the TOF spectrometer. The blue curve on the bottom
gure is the exponential t used to estimate the lifetime of the ions. The t parameters
are shown in the inset.
the carboxyl, whereas in the case of N -acetylglycine, the charge delocalises on the
peptide bond while the charge on the carboxyl group remains nearly unchanged
in comparison to the neutral molecule. Consequently, the carboxyl oxygen of N -
acetylglycine cation has larger anity for H than the one in glycine and eectively
forms the diol structure. Furthermore, the electron density dierence distributions
also show that the Cα − Ccarboxyl bond of glycine presents density depletion, i.e.
the bond becomes weaker after ionisation and thus with larger probability to be
broken with respect to the same bond in N -acetylglycine, which is polarised as a
consequence of the adjacent peptide bond. This result strengthens the larger rate
observed for COOH loss from glycine, and the changes observed in the electronic
properties of N -acetylglycine due to the presence of the peptide bond.
The metastable ion yield is given by the reaction rates, as discussed before, and
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the lifetime of the ion. The energy deposited in the system during the interaction
with slow ions is in the range of a few electronvolts,251 which is sucient to over-
pass the energy barriers towards isomerisation as well as the water release. The
lifetime of the metastable ion depends on its ability to redistribute the excitation
energy. Since there are more degrees of freedom in the case of N -acetylglycine one
can expect a longer lifetime of the metastable parent ion. This assumption is well
conrmed by our simulations of isomerisation in the metastable diol cation struc-
tures. In our exploration of the potential energy surface, we have found 20 stable
diol isomers (see the appendices) that appear at energies well below the barrier
towards dehydration. Additionally, these structures are connected by low energy
transition states (see the appendices). Therefore, after H migration to form one of
the diol structures of N -acelylglycine, the molecular ion is trapped in a low energy
valley of the potential energy surface with a large number of possible conformers.
The ability to redistribute the energy and the connement in the diol conformers
provide a long lifetime of the excited cation towards H2O emission, explaining the
observed tail of the peak measured at m/z = 99.
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Figure 11.8: Electron density dierence between neutral and ionised (a) N -acetylglycine
and (b) glycine in a Franck-Condon transition; electron density depletion/accumulation
of the electron density is shown in blue/red. Left panels 3D density dierence at isovalues
+/- 0.008 e−/au3.). Right panels present contour plots in the plane of the peptide bond
(a) and of the molecular symmetry plane (b).
11.4 Conclusions
After ionisation and excitation of N -acetylglycine molecules by slow (48 keV) O6+
ions in the gas phase, we have observed fast fragmentation dominated by the pep-
tide bond dissociation and neutral COOH loss. Surprisingly, we have also detected
parent molecular cations with stability on the microsecond timescale. The long
lifetime of this cation is assigned to tautomerisation processes leading to diol struc-
tures of remarkable stability. The observed tautomerisation rate is much higher in
comparison to the glycine cation due to the eective charge delocalisation on the
peptide bond and the dierent energetic barriers, which inuence the dissociation
dynamics. We have shown that in comparison to amino acids the behaviour of
the produced ion is dierent, since the typical COOH loss competes with other
channels, mainly the peptide bond rupture. Additionally, the reduced charge local-
isation on the carboxyl oxygen increases the mobility of the Cα hydrogen atoms and
enables an eective tautomerisation towards the diol formation. The dierences
observed in the studied system with respect to simple amino acids, shed light on












Structure and stability of neutral
clusters of β-alanine
This chapter presents a theoretical study of neutral clusters of β−alanine molecules
in the gas phase, (β − ala)n n ≤ 5. Classical molecular dynamics simulations
carried out with dierent internal excitation energies provide information on the
clusters' formation and their thermal decomposition limits. We also present an
assessment study performed with dierent families of density functionals using the
dimer, (β − ala)2, as a benchmark system. The M06-2X functional provides the
best agreement in geometries and relative energies in comparison with the reference
values computed with the MP2 and CCSD(T) methods. The structure, stability, dis-
sociation energies and vertical ionisation potentials of the studied clusters have been
investigated with this functional in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.
An exhaustive analysis of the intermolecular interactions is also presented. These
results provide new insights into the stability, interaction nature and formation
mechanisms in clusters of amino acids in the gas phase.
The results presented in this chapter has been published:
D. G. Piekarski and Sergio Díaz-Tendero, Structure and stability of clusters of β-
alanine in the gas phase: importance of the nature of intermolecular interactions
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 19, 5465 (2017).
12.1 Introduction
Clusters of β-alanine molecules are interesting to study from the chemical and
biological point of view. Since they do not present covalent bonds between the
residues, only the non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonds (HBs) and
van der Waals forces stabilise them; The chemical behaviour (reactivity, struc-
ture, stability, etc.) and biological activity (highly specic recognition, transport,
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regulation, etc.) of biomolecules are driven by these interactions.312314 It seems
reasonable to assume that β-alanine molecules linked into a cluster present greater
sensitivity than isolated molecules to key kinetic events, such as binding, inser-
tion and dimerisation similarly to peptides.315 In addition, these clusters could be
considered as a relevant system for supramolecular chemistry, where intricate co-
alescence interactions within the cluster provide the formation of molecular cages.
These complex structures are ideal systems to be analysed in detail in order to char-
acterise the intermolecular interactions and understand the stability of such cages.
Such supramolecular structures are stabilised with non-covalent forces and their
study can shed light on intermolecular hydrogen bonding processes, where two or
more residues interact as a target-receptor centers with donor-acceptor atoms for a
hydrogen atom (D−H−−−A). A reliable study of the nature of these interactions
provides also additional information to understand sizes, shapes and anities in the
formation of clusters of amino acids316 and other biomolecules.317319 The know-
ledge of stereospecic intermolecular hydrogen bonding could provide specic in-
formation about cell permeability and other physicochemical properties.320 Part of
the present work focuses on disentangling the nature of intermolecular interactions
between β-alanine molecules inside the clusters and has a major interest also for
chemical-biology, where they play a crucial role for the proteins recognition and ag-
gregation.321 The ndings may also contribute to a more general understanding of
the role of weak interactions in protein folding. Moreover, β-alanine clusters could
be considered as the simplest system to study amino acids all-side-chain interactions
via intermolecular hydrogen linkers creating unnatural and stable cages, similarly
to binding proteins domain, through intermolecular β-strand interactions.322;323
Thus, analysing the structure and the stability of clusters of β-alanine molecules
reveals the role played by forces involved in similar chemical models like e.g. com-
plex protein structures, where the intramolecular self-assembly and intermolecular
β-sheet interactions are crucial.324 Though solvent eects should be included to
mimic the environment of proteins, in this chapter we focus on the role that these
interactions play in stabilising the clusters in the gas phase.
The structure and stability of biomolecules in the gas phase and the strength
of such inter- and intramolecular weak forces are challenging to predict. Com-
bining spectroscopy with theoretical simulations, folding of isolated neutral tet-
rapeptides325 and three-dimensional structures of peptides326 have been success-
fully unraveled. Unexpected selective formation of dimers between similar bio-
molecules has been also a subject of investigation.327 Long-range interactions to-
wards dimerisation processes in articial β-sheets has been pointed out as an im-
portant eect.328 The conformational analysis has become a fundamental tool to
determine the size and structure of weakly bonded molecular clusters.329331 For
instance, it has been demonstrated that water hexamer cage, stabilised by HBs
is the global minimum.332 The structure and the stability of clusters of amino
acids (in this case clusters of neutral β-alanine) are also key aspects to understand
physicochemical phenomena related to dynamics of such complex systems.
Experimentally, intermolecular interactions are dicult to measure directly,333
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and most experiments rely on indirect analysis.334336 It has been proposed ex-
perimentally337 that oligomers constructed from β-amino acids avoid interaction
through HBs between the nearest neighbors of the amide groups along the back-
bone. Thus, they become an attractive material to build the foldamers since
abstention of attractive interactions with the nearest neighbors appears to be im-
portant for acceptance of compact secondary structures. On the other hand, ion
collision experiments have revealed that amino acids embedded in a molecular
cluster, are much likely to keep their structure without undergoing fragmentation
due to the protective eect of the environment, showing the importance of the
intermolecular interactions.45 In this chapter we also evaluate which are the main
contributions behind this behaviour providing useful information such as disso-
ciation energies and ionisation potentials. Likewise, our study facilitates under-
standing of the origin of the discrepancies between dierent theoretical studies and
experimental results in the stabilisation energies in clusters of amino acids.338 In
light of an exhaustive analysis of crystal structure databases, the intermolecular
HBs are found to be involved in the formation of up to six-membered rings.339 Our
unexpected nding is already observed for dimers where the intermolecular weak
interactions lead to the formation of a twelve-membered ring. For bigger clusters
several many-member rings are observed and more complicated 3D structures, sim-
ilar to cages, were found. We analyse the importance of these rings and we show
cooperative eects within them.
Clusters of β-alanine molecules represent a challenging system to investigate
theoretically. Molecular dynamics at a high level of theory, such as ab initio mo-
lecular dynamics, are unfordable for several reasons. Firstly, the size of the cluster
increases the amount of computer time in each time step. Secondly, to properly
populate the conformational space the simulation time should be much longer than
for single molecules due to the huge number of degrees of freedom of the system.
Thirdly, in systems with weak interactions it is dicult to achieve convergence
in energies and forces. Therefore, molecular clusters are limited to less demand-
ing methods as semi empirical or classical molecular dynamics simulations. Static
simulations on molecular clusters can be carried out with more accurate ab ini-
tio methods up to certain sizes. A correct description of weakly bonded systems
presenting short-range correlation and long-range dispersion forces is not a trivial
task and also involves a further theoretical eort.117;340342 In this chapter we
present a computational strategy that combine molecular dynamics simulations
with density functional theory calculations to study molecular clusters. We imple-
ment this strategy in clusters of β-alanine molecules with sizes up to ve molecules.
We also present a benchmark study that provides useful information on the correct
choice of the functional in order to accurately describe these systems at the dens-
ity functional theory (DFT) level, based on energetic and geometrical criteria. A
systematic evaluation of the intermolecular interactions allows us to shed light on
the importance of their nature in the structure, stability and formation of weakly
bonded clusters of biologically relevant molecules. We also present dissociation and
vertical ionisation energies.
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12.2 Computational Methods
Our study was performed for clusters of the lineal amino acid β-alanine, including
up to ve molecules, and it combined molecular dynamics simulations (MD) with
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. MD simulations provide information
of the formation of the clusters as a function of temperature and is a very useful tool
to populate many stable isomers; it could be also easily extended to bigger systems.
Benchmarking of a few families of functionals was carried out by comparing the
obtained geometries and energies with second order Møller-Plesset perturbation
theory (MP2) results. The HBs were characterised with the quantum theory of
atoms-in-molecules (QT-AIM),156 the natural bond orbital (NBO) theory,155;343
and the Non-Covalent Interactions (NCI) visualisation tools.344;345
Molecular Dynamics
The structure and stability of neutral clusters of β-alanine as a function of the
temperature were determined with molecular dynamics based on the general am-
ber force eld, GAFF,147 with RESP charge,148 using the Assisted Model Building
and Energy Renement program136139 (AMBER12-5.0 package). The performace
of the GAFF force eld was checked on nucleic acid base pairs in gas phase, showing
good agreement with ab initio calculations (MP2/6-31G*) for minimised structures
and intermolecular energies.147 MD using GAFF was then employed to explore a
wide range of the potential energy surface (PES). To this, the system was slowly
heated until it reached the target temperature and then it was propagated during
a given time. The Berendsen thermostat346 was used to ensure a constant temper-
ature for the heating stage with a temperature coupling parameter of 10.0 ps in
the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble. The Langevin thermostat347 was used for the
propagation dynamics with a collision frequency of 5.0 ps−1 in the canonical (NVT)
ensemble (see convergence information in the appendices). The simulations were
carried out using the velocity Verlet algorithm to integrate the Newtonian equa-
tions of motion with a time step of 0.2 fs, and a total simulation time of 3.6x103
ps (heating stage of 8x102 ps and propagation stage of 2.8x103 ps). This propaga-
tion time should be long enough to populate many stable conformers of β-alanine
clusters according to previous studies of small β-peptides (with 4-6 monomers).348
We performed 10 trajectories for dierent temperature values considered: T= 50,
100, 150, 200, 250 , 300, 350, 360, 375, 400 and 423K. The critical temperature that
maintains the cluster stability within the simulation time was found to be 300K.
Above that temperature thermal decomposition of the clusters was observed.
The nal geometry of each trajectory was taken as an initial guess for further
optimisation with the DFT methods (several structures were obtained at each
temperature, see nal geometries in the appendices). For all the MD trajectories
with dimers, after the propagation stage, we have extended the simulations by
performing cool down dynamics, descending the temperature until 10K. We have
checked that in all these cases the relative orientation between the monomers and
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the connectivity remains the same as in the last step of the propagation. It is thus
reasonable to think that geometry optimisation of these structures will lead the
same conformers.
Additionally, the conformational search in the case of the dimer (β − ala)2 was
extended using the MMFF94349 force eld and a Monte Carlo algorithm as imple-
mented in the Spartan14 package.350;351 The MMFF94 force eld was developed
to describe a wide range of organic chemistry compounds and reactions. Thus,
with this search we have checked the performance of two force elds developed for
dierent objectives. The 45 most stable conformations found with MMFF94 were
chosen among the 10000 simulations for further optimisation at the DFT level. As
a result of the two conformational searches (molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo),
a total of 19 dierent conformers of dimer were chosen for the benchmark study
(see optimised geometries in the appendices). The conformers obtained using the
Monte Carlo method appeared at higher energy (less stable structures) than those
found with the AMBER MD method, after optimisation with DFT.
DFT calculations
Quantum chemistry calculations were carried out using the density functional the-
ory (DFT). In particular, geometry optimisations were performed using dierent
families of DFT functionals in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. The
combination of this basis set with some DFT functionals has shown to provide an
accurate description of the PES of cationic amino acids.72;92;164;176;177;238 Harmonic
vibrational frequencies were also evaluated at the same level to characterise min-
ima and to compute the Zero Point Energy (ZPE) correction. All DFT calculations
were performed using the Gaussian09 program.195
We also studied electron density and bonding properties of the most stable
structures using the quantum theory of atoms-in-molecules (QT-AIM) developed
by Bader.156
Visualisation of the Non-Covalent Interactions (NCI) was carried out with the
NCI-plot3.0 code,344;345 through the analysis of the reduced density gradient.
In addition, we examined intermolecular interactions using natural bond or-
bitals computed with the NBO program.352 The estimated strengths of the elec-
tron donor-acceptor interactions have been computed from the NBO analysis. A
second-order perturbative analysis was used to quantify all possible intermolecular
interactions between the donor residue and the acceptor one. The corresponding











, where qi is the occupancy of the donor orbital, Fij is the o-diagonal NBO Fock
matrix element and ε(L)i , ε
(NL)
j are the donor and acceptor orbital energies, re-
spectively. The HB stabilisation energy is dened as the sum of all donor acceptor
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Figure 12.1: Schematic picture showing the relations between Eint, Edef and DE in
the dissociation of neutral β-alanine clusters.
orbital interactions for a particular HB. Therefore, we compute the stabilisation




ij ), where the sum runs over all
interactions in which orbitals of D, H and A atoms are involved (see detailed inform-
ation in appendices). The total stabilisation energy (all the stabilisation energies
within the cluster, ENBO) is dened as a sum of all HBs stabilisation energies:
ENBO =
∑
(εNBO), where the sum runs over all HBs in the cluster.
Dissociation energies
Our methodology includes the zero point energy (ZPE) correction together with
elimination of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) with the counterpoise cor-
rection (CP)126 to provide accurate values of dissociation energies. For each dissoci-
ation channel we distinguish three dierent physical quantities: interaction energy
(Eint), deformation energy (Edef ) and dissociation energy (DE). The schematic
picture showing the relation between these quantities is presented in Fig. C.8.
The interaction energy is dened as the attraction energy between the residues
keeping the molecules linked in the cluster. Thus, the interaction energy between
fragments A and B within the cluster AB is computed as the dierence between
the electronic energy of the optimised cluster obtained with the cluster basis set
(EABAB) and the electronic energy of the residues obtained with the corresponding
residue basis set EAA and E
B









, where the superscripts indicate the basis set, and opt index refers to the optimised











The deformation energy is dened as the energy needed to modify the geometry
of the fragments from their equilibrium geometry when they are isolated (EAAopt




B ). Then, the
deformation energy (Edef ) is computed as:
Edef = (E
A
A − EAAopt) + (E
B
B − EBBopt) (12.4)
Dissociation energy (DE) is dened as the energy required to separate the frag-
ments by bringing them to their optimised and isolated structures. Then the dis-
sociation energy computed with the interaction energy including CP correction
eq. (12.3) and the deformation energy eq. (12.4) becomes:













If we correct the dissociation energy including the Zero Point Energy (ZPE)354 of
the optimised structures, we obtain:
DEZPE =
[









The fully corrected dissociation energy (DECP+ZPE) is obtained including both
CP and ZPE corrections:
DECP+ZPE = −
{
(EABABopt + ZPEAB)− (E
AB









EBB − (EBBopt + ZPEB)
]}
Benchmarking
In order to nd a suitable computational tool for carrying out reliable electronic
structure calculations for clusters of β-alanine at a relatively low computational
cost, a benchmark study was performed for β-alanine dimers. In our study we in-
cluded dierent families of functionals: hybrid (namely B3LYP,114;215;356 M06117
and its variation M06-2X117), hybrid-meta (MPWB1K357) and dispersion correc-
ted (B97D341) functionals in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. The
MP2 method with the same basis set was taken as a reference for the chosen model
system (β − ala)2. 19 conformers of (β − ala)2 were considered (see the structures
in the appendices).
The relative energies (including ZPE corrections), of the 19 dimers after geo-
metry optimisation with the DFT methods and with MP2 are presented in the
appendices. A very good agreement was found between the M06-2X functional
and the MP2 method. The quality of the linear correlation between the relative
energy calculated at MP2 and DFT levels is evaluated as the square of the Pearson
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correlation coecient (R2). Almost complete correlation (R2=0.99) is observed for
the M06-2X functional. In addition, this functional gives the closest description in
the relative stability order of the most stable conformers (see appendix F). Since
the MP2 method was pointed out to be sometimes not reliable for relative energies
of neutral gas phase peptides,358 we have also performed single point energy cal-
culations at the CCSD(T) level over the geometry optimised at the MP2 for the
most stable dimers. The results conrm the quality of the M06-2X functional to
compute the relative energies of the clusters (see appendix F ).
We compare geometrical changes between the MP2 and the DFT results by








where N is the number of atoms whose position is compared, and ri is the position
of i atom. The B97D and M06-2X functionals accurately describe the geometry of
almost all dimers in comparison with MP2. The average RMSD of both of them
with respect to MP2 is the same, 0.14 Å. On the other hand, only the M06-2X
functional reproduces the geometry obtained at MP2 for conformer (2.9).
A comparative study of the QT-AIM results using all above-mentioned function-
als and the MP2 method for the most stable dimer is presented in the appendices.
In particular, the electron density and the Laplacian of the electron density in two
bond critical points were evaluated (BCP1 and BCP2  see bonds labeled 1 and
2 in Fig. 12.2(a)); These points correspond to intermolecular interactions in the
most stable dimer structure. B3LYP and M06-2X functionals give exact values in
comparison with MP2 results.
Overall, the results obtained with the empirically dispersion-corrected fun-
citonal B97-D and the hybrid functional with a signicant Hartree-Fock exchange
term M06-2X are in good agreement with high-level ab initio methods. These
functionals have been previously shown good performance in the computation of
gas-phase peptide chains.358 It is thus remarkable the importance of a proper de-
scription of weak interactions such as dispersion forces and hydrogen bonds.
Thus, the M06-2X method was chosen because it adequately reproduces both
the relative energies and geometries of the considered 19 isomers of (β − ala)2,
together with electron properties in the BCPs for the most stable dimer.
12.3 Results
Using the computational strategy described above we populated a large number
of structures for each cluster size (dimer, trimer, tetramer and pentamer) and
later, the M06-2X functional in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set
was used to optimise the geometry and to evaluate the relative stability of the
numerous isomers considered. We can see that the relative stability is strongly
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linked to the structure via specic hydrogen bonds, HBs, for each cluster size (see
all studied structures in the appendix F). For the sake of clarity and conciseness,
only the most stable conformer for each cluster size is presented and analysed in
the manuscript (see Fig. 12.2). Firstly, the dissociation energies of the clusters are
presented. Then the interpretation of the obtained results is carried out on the
basis of intermolecular stabilisation eects. To this, we present a thorough study
based on wave function analysis techniques: QT-AIM and NBO theory. Finally, the
last subsection presents a general overview of the stability of all found conformers
of each cluster size against ionisation.
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Figure 12.2: Structure of the most stable neutral clusters of (β−ala)n n ≤ 5, calculated
at the DFT-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Left panel: dashed lines shows HBs
with the cut-o distance between donor (D) and acceptor (A) atom ≤ 3.2 Å and D−H−A
angle ≤ 50 degree;355 the colours of the HBs underline the donor of the hydrogen atom D:
oxigen in red, nitrogen in blue and carbon in turquoise. Indexes label the corresponding
HB. Right panel: topology of the electron density using QT-AIM analysis156; dashed
black and solid gray lines connect the bond critical points (BCP, green dots) and ring




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 12.3: Interaction (ECPint ), deforma-
tion (Edef ) and dissociation (DE) energies in
kcal·mol−1 as functions of the cluster size n,
for the most stable neutral cluster (β−ala)n
n ≤ 5. The employed isomers for n, n −m
and m correspond to the most stable con-
former (see Fig. 12.2). DE includes BSSE,
and ZPE corrections.
The strength of the interactions in
the clusters has been rst evaluated
in terms of dissociation energies. To
compute them we have considered the
most stable structures of the dimer,
trimer, tetramer and pentamer. Mo-
lecular clusters with high conforma-
tional freedom like clusters of β-alanine
can dissociate following dierent pat-
terns. The stability of the clusters
and some physico-chemical properties
such as reactivity, can be studied dir-
ectly in terms of dissociation energy.
Therefore, for weakly bonded systems,
the dissociation energies are signicant
quantities, giving important additional
information about the stability. How-
ever, to compute the dissociation ener-
gies for all possible channels in systems
with a large number of degrees of free-
dom, as neutral clusters of amino acids,
is not a trivial task (see computational
details).
Eq. (12.7) was used to calculate
all possible scenarios of the dissoci-
ations. The dierent computed quant-
ities and the importance of the cor-
rections are also presented in the
Tab. 12.1. For instance, the BSSE cor-
rection computed with the CP method
is in the same energy range that
the previously reported for hydrogen-
bonded dimers (HF/HCN, HF/H2O
and HCCH/H2O).359 However, it has
been shown that for weaker interac-
tion energies the eect of BSSE a priori
becomes larger, although the basis set
used in this manuscript is designed to
avoid this eect.360
Fig. 12.3 shows the variation of the
interaction, deformation and dissoci-
ation energies as a function of the parent cluster size, n. The quantities were
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computed removing one or two residues from the cluster:
(β − ala)n → (β − ala)n−1 + β − ala
(β − ala)n → (β − ala)n−2 + (β − ala)2.
Also, it has to be mentioned that we considered all possibilities for each pattern
i.e. 1 for dimer, 3 for trimer, 7 for tetramer and 15 for pentamer. The interac-
tion energies become more negative as a function of n. This is due to the bigger
sizes, where simply the probability of founding intermolecular interactions within
the cluster is higher. We can also observe that the range of interaction energies
becomes wider for bigger clusters, for pentamer it is found from ≈ -25 to -80 kcal
mol−1. Moreover, the ECPint computed values are stronger for the 2+2 and 2+3
channels than for the loss of 1 molecule.
Deformation energies are positive and uctuate with the cluster size (see Fig. 12.3).
The bigger values of Edef are observed for the (2+2) and (2+3) patterns, which
means that more energy has to be given to the system to deform the geometry
of the most stable dimer and trimer to the geometries shown in the tetramer and
pentamer, respectively. In addition, Fig. 12.3 reveals that there is a systematic
variation of deformation energy for the dierent dissociation channels.
Finally, the calculated DECP+ZPE is in all cases above 10 kcal mol−1 and
shows a strong oscillatory behaviour with the cluster size (even-odd alternation).
We can see that for a given cluster size the dissociation energies are larger, when
the fragments do not suer strong structural deformations during the dissociation,
i.e., the dissociation energy increases when deformation energy decreases for a given
channel. This shows that the structure of the fragments within the cluster is also
important and strongly inuences its stability.
Intermolecular hydrogen bonding
The intra and intermolecular non-covalent interactions for the most stable struc-
tures have been visualised using the NCI approach (see Fig.12.4). A closer look at
the intermolecular interactions in the structures presented in Fig. 12.2 and Fig.12.4,
indicates that they are HBs. Dierent atoms are involved in the intermolecular hy-
drogen bonding: O, N and C. We observe dierent types of HBs: amine-carboxyl
(head to tail), carboxyl-carboxyl (tail to tail) and amine-amine (head to head) in-
teractions. They can be classied using the hydrogen donor (D) atom and hydrogen
acceptor (A) atoms denoted as D−H and H−−−A, respectively. The number of
HBs, and its type, increases as the cluster size increases. The most stable clusters
present head to tail and tail to head interactions: two kind of interconnections
are observed according to the hydrogen donor-acceptor atoms (N-H−−−O or O-
H− − −N), in which nitrogen or oxygen is given the hydrogen atom to the HB,
respectively. Indeed, the most stable conformer of the dimer is a good illustration
of cyclic structure with head to tail interactions, where we observe two HBs of the
type O-H− − −N. Fig. 12.2 shows the presence of tail to tail hydrogen bonding
(O-H− − −O) as well. For less stable dimers and also for bigger clusters it is
a common that one carboxyl-carboxyl interaction is combined with other tail to
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n=2 n=3 
n=4 n=5 
Figure 12.4: Reduced Density Gradient with an isovalue of 0.4 a.u. for the most stable
structure of dimer, trimer, tetramer and pentamer. The non-covalent regions appear
as lobes in the image. They have been computed with the Non-Covalent Interactions
(NCI-plot3.0) visualisation tools344;345
tail HB, therefore lowering the relative energy of these structures (see appendices).
Fig.12.2 shows a lower presence of amine-amine (head to head) interactions in the
most stable isomers of each cluster size. Similarly, the presence of intermolecu-
lar amide-amide HBs has not been established in halogenated solvents at room
temperature.361
The study of the intermolecular interactions, in particular the HBs presented
in Fig. 12.2, together with an electron density analysis of these bonds allows us to
understand the chemical stability of these systems. The topological analysis of the
electron density at the bond critical point (BCP) is a very useful tool to characterise
the nature of the HBs. The data gathered in the Fig. 12.2 suggests that the stability
of the structures should increase with the cluster size, since the number of BCP
increases. The number of ring critical points (RCP), also increases forming many-
member ring structures except for the trimer. However, clusters composed of ve
molecules are not big enough to nd more than two cage critical points (CCP).
It is therefore observed that clusters prefer closed congurations bringing to mind
cage type structures. The nature of intermolecular interactions was qualitatively
studied by evaluating of the electron density (ρ) and the Laplacian of the electron
density (∇2ρ) in the BCP; this data is reported in Tab. 12.2.
Fig. 12.5 shows the relation between the intramolecular donor-hydrogen dis-
tance (rD−H), electronic density (ρ) at the BCP, Laplacian of the electronic density
(∇2ρ) at the BCP and bond stabilisation energy (εNBO) as a function of the in-












































































Figure 12.5: Intramolecular hydrogen donor-hydrogen distance (D−H), electron density
(ρ), Laplacian of the electron density (∇2ρ) at the bond critical point and bond stabil-
isation energy (εNBO) as functions of the intermolecular distance between hydrogen atom
and the hydrogen acceptor atom (rH−−−A). Open squares and open circles correspond to
HBs in which nitrogen is the acceptor atom. Solid squares and solid circles represent HBs
in which oxygen is the acceptor atom. Squares correspond to the HBs in which oxygen is
the donor atom. Circles represent the HBs in which nitrogen is the donor atom.
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Table 12.2: Electron density (ρ) and Laplacian of the electron density (∇2ρ) at the
bond critical point (BCP) in a.u./e3 and a.u./e5, respectively; stabilisation energy (εNBO)
(in kcal mol−1) of each HB and total stabilisation energy (ENBO) for the most stable
clusters of β-alanine. HBs indexes correspond to the numbers shown in Fig. 12.2a. The
hydrogen donor atom (D) and the hydrogen acceptor atom (A) dene the type of HB
(D−H− − −A). Distance between hydrogen and hydrogen acceptor atom (rH−−−A) is
given in Å. With QT-AIM we did not nd HB number 8 for pentamer.
Index Type ρ ∇2ρ rH−−−A εNBO ENBO
DIMER (β − ala)2
1 O-H−−−N 0.050 0.100 1.742 37.85
75.69
2 O-H−−−N 0.050 0.100 1.742 37.84
TRIMER (β − ala)3
1 O-H−−−N 0.088 0.062 1.509 88.76
144.98
2 N-H−−−O 0.016 0.064 2.121 4.50
3 O-H−−−N 0.043 0.101 1.804 29.23
4 O-H−−−O 0.038 0.151 1.699 22.49
TETRAMER (β − ala)4
1 O-H−−−N 0.080 0.074 1.549 77.61
259.86
2 O-H−−−O 0.044 0.154 1.666 28.33
3 N-H−−−O 0.018 0.074 2.068 5.96
4 N-H−−−O 0.014 0.050 2.238 2.06
5 N-H−−−O 0.018 0.074 2.084 4.03
6 N-H−−−N 0.025 0.081 2.020 12.47
7 O-H−−−N 0.066 0.090 1.627 58.86
8 O-H−−−N 0.075 0.080 1.579 70.54
PENTAMER (β − ala)5
1 O-H−−−N 0.058 0.096 1.679 48.51
295.16
2 N-H−−−N 0.024 0.076 2.063 11.28
3 N-H−−−O 0.019 0.079 2.031 5.59
4 O-H−−−O 0.041 0.161 1.659 25.63
5 O-H−−−N 0.055 0.098 1.697 45.14
6 N-H−−−O 0.018 0.070 2.094 5.15
7 O-H−−−N 0.095 0.043 1.479 106.48
8 O-H−−−C x x 2.418 2.06
9 O-H−−−N 0.059 0.099 1.670 45.32
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distance varies with the kind and nature of the HB.362365 The proton anity of
the nitrogen and oxygen atoms (mainly O-H−−−N and N-H−−−O) stabilises the
clusters in a widely spread range of intermolecular HBs distances. The distances
of dierent types of HB within all clusters sizes range from 1.48 to 1.80 Å, from
1.68 to 1.70 Å, from 2.02 to 2.06 Å and from 2.03 to 2.24 Å for O-H− − −N,
O-H− − −O, N-H− − −N and N-H− − −O interactions, respectively. One can
notice that for the shortest intermolecular distances, rH−−−A ≤ 1.9 Å, the oxygen
is the donor atom to the HB. For the oxygen donor atom, in contrast to nitrogen,
a direct coupling between the intra and intermolecular distances is also observed
i.e. as bigger the rH−−−A as smaller the rD−H distance and vice versa.
Analysing the electron density in the BCP as a function of the intermolecular
distance of the corresponding HB we observe two main patterns. Higher electron
densities in the BCP are observed for oxygen donor atom and accordingly, shorter
rH−−−A distances were shown. For nitrogen as a donor atom this trend is dierent:
ρ remains almost constant as a function of rH−−−A. In general, the electron density
decreases exponentially with rH−−−A, for both nitrogen and oxygen as hydrogen
acceptors. Therefore, the presence of dierent types of sequence-specic HB, in
a wide range of intermolecular distances, contribute dierently to the stability of
clusters of β-alanine, as it is also shown by the electron density at the BCP.
The value of the Laplacian of the electronic density at the corresponding BCP
increases only for O-H− − −N type of HB. For other types of interactions ∇2ρ
decreases as a function of rH−−−A distance.
In general, these ndings are consistent with a molecular orbital description: the
more electronegative hydrogen donor atom, the longer rD−H distance, and therefore
a smaller rH−−−A and stronger stabilisation eect is observed in ρ and ∇2ρ at the
BCP.
The stabilisation energies for the most stable isomer for each cluster size are
presented in Tab. 12.2. The main contribution to the stabilisation energy comes
from lone pair (LP) orbitals. The type of interactions mainly observed between
residues are: (i) nitrogen-LP with σOH∗ orbitals, (ii) oxygen-LP with σOH∗ orbitals
and (iii) nitrogen-LP with σNH∗ orbitals (see appendices for more details). These
interactions are good textbook examples of hyperconjugation, commonly known
as stabilising eect (non-diagonal elements of the Fock matrix in the NBO basis)
between unoccupied and occupied orbitals of a Lewis-type structure (LP→ σ∗).154
Similarly to the electronic densities, the stabilisation energies decrease exponen-
tially with the hydrogen-acceptor distance (rH−−−A). The HB stabilisation energy
depends on the dierent donor acceptor interaction i.e. it increases in the sequence:
N-H− − −O < N-H− − −N < O-H− − −O << O-H− − −N. The strongest HB
stabilisation energy is found for pentamer (HB labeled 7 in Fig. 12.2). The main
stabilisation eects of this interaction are LPN → σOH∗ (93.72 kcal mol−1) and
σNH → σOH∗ (4.48 kcal mol−1). Such strong stability is reected in a very short
intermolecular distance, rH−−−A = 1.479 Å.
The geometry of the most stable dimer is oriented into a ring structure. The
interactions in this structure stabilise the cluster with a total energy of ENBO=75.7
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Figure 12.6: Scheme of the clockwise or anticlockwise interactions for trimer, tetramer
and pentamer. The directions of the HB from the donor to acceptor is shown with an
arrow.
kcal mol−1 (two O-H− − −N bonds). Interaction energies have been previously
studied for L-alanine dimer, where small hydrogen-bonded rings were also identi-
ed.366
The role of H atoms and HBs in ring structures has been reported previ-
ously.367;368 The rings found in the most stable clusters with HBs directly involved
in a cyclic structure are presented in Fig. 12.6. To simplify this analysis, we ig-
nore those structures separated by more than two covalent bonds, ending up in the
planes connected by 3 HBs. The four considered hydrogen-bonded cyclic structures
follow the same hydrogen bonding arrangements, i.e. the so called "clockwise" or
"anticlockwise" donation D−H−A pattern.369 Quasi-pentagonal hydrogen-bonded
rings are observed for tetramer and pentamer. Three residues of the trimer and
the pentamer create quasi-hexagonal hydrogen-bonded structures,370 with an ana-
logous geometry to a twist-boat conformation of cyclohexane. The extra stability
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Figure 12.7: Stabilisation energy (ENBO) as a function of the cluster size n and as a











































Figure 12.8: Electron density and Laplacian of the electron density at the bond critical
point as functions of the stabilisation energy (ENBO). Open squares and circles correspond
to HB in which nitrogen is the acceptor atom, solid squares and circles - oxygen is the
acceptor atom, squares - oxygen is the donor atom, circles - nitrogen is the donor atom.
structure to inner cavities found inside proteins, which strongly inuence their
folding.371
The direction of the HB in the rings could be an indication of cooperative eects.
Cooperative eects were observed previously in halogenated weakly bonded372;373
and other non-covalently interacting systems374376 but never for pure clusters of
amino acids. Cooperativity of amidic HBs (N-H− − −O=C, in this manuscript
dened as N-H− − −O) has been previously observed experimentally377380 and
theoretically.381;382 It has been shown that the presence of this type of HB contrib-
utes enormously the stability of α-helices.383 Recently, α-helical cooperativity has
been also demonstrated in an intact protein.384 The presence of amidic HBs and
the ring structures (see Fig. 12.6) supports the idea of the cooperative eects in the
clusters of β-amino alanine molecules. To conrm this hypothesis we calculated the
εNBO of HBs involved in the ring structures without the inuence of the other HBs
(i.e. removing surrounding residues), nally ending up with only two residues for
each case, and keeping the optimised geometry of the 12 possibilities considered.
It was observed that the presence of amidic HBs reinforce other HB interactions
as was reported previously for α-helices. The most meaningful example of the HB
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Figure 12.9: Stabilisation energy involved in the dissociation (EintNBO) as a function of
the corresponding interaction energy (ECPint ).
strengthening is found for the 6-member ring in pentamer, where the cooperativity
of amidic and O− − −O-H bonds signicantly increases εNBO of the 7th HB by
12.4% (11.8 kcal mol−1). In general all the HBs energies (εNBO) in the analysed
ring structures present cooperativity with stabilisation up to 22.6% higher than
for non interacting residues (see appendices for more details). Therefore, the role
of the N-H− − −O HB in stabilising the clusters by cooperative eects is crucial.
Similar synergy of dierent types of HBs in polyglycine models of antiparallel β-
sheets has been found to strengthen or weaken a particular intermolecular HB.385
Intramolecular HB in protonated disubstituted ethenes, benzenes and naphthalenes
have also shown similar relationships.386 Moreover, a key aspect for prediction of
the stability and a proper description of weakly bonded systems is not only the
number and the type of the HBs (their independent stabilisation energies, εNBO)
but also their complex relative dependencies enclosed in the HBs rings. All that
become the clear manifestation of cooperative eects.387;388
Fig. 12.7 shows that the total stabilisation energy increases linearly with the
number of HBs and, consequently, with the cluster size. A similar linear dependence
is observed in the Fig. 12.8: the larger the electronic density in the BCP the
stronger stabilisation interactions. In the same gure we see that the Laplacian
of the electronic density increases for stabilisation energies up to 30 kcal mol−1
and decreases almost linearly for higher values of εNBO. Therefore, we observe
direct relations between ρ and∇2ρ (calculated with QT-AIM) and εNBO (calculated
with NBO). This also demonstrates that an enhancement of the local electronic





























Figure 12.10: First and rst+second vertical ionisation potentials (VIPs) for all studied
isomers of (β − ala)n n ≤ 5. Dashed and solid lines correspond to the 1st and 1st+2nd
VIPs, respectively, of the most stable neutral conformer of each cluster size n.
the stabilisation energy of the dierent types of HB and reveal their role during
the cluster formation.
Fig. 12.9 shows the relation between the interaction energy (ECPint ) and the cor-
responding NBO stabilisation energy (EintNBO), computed as the sum over all the
HB stabilisation energies involved in a certain dissociation pattern. In this way,
two dierent quantities from two dierent approaches, EintNBO and E
CP
int , are com-
pared. We observe an almost linear behaviour showing the strong relation between
them. Notice that the local description of bonds obtained with the NBO method
overestimate the stabilisation eects.
Vertical ionisation potentials
Results in Fig. 12.10 address the issue of the cluster stability against ionisation.
For each cluster size we calculated the 1st and 1st+2nd vertical ionisation potentials
(VIP) i.e. the energy required to remove one or two electrons keeping the geometry
of the neutral cluster. Obviously, removal of one electron requires signicantly less
energy than removal of two electrons. We can notice as a general trend that the
VIP decreases with the size of the system. The bigger the system, the easier it is to
accommodate the excess of positive charge. First VIP for pentamer appears around
1 eV lower than for the monomer, which means that ionisation of bigger clusters
demands less energy. A big increase is observed for the 1st+2nd VIP between the
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monomer and the dimer, a double ionisation of the dimer requires ≈ 3 eV less
energy than the for monomer. For bigger clusters 1st+2nd VIP decreases linearly
with the size. Furthermore, the dierent isomers of each cluster size present very
wide range of ionisation energy thresholds. The most stable isomer of the monomer
and dimer shows the lowest 1st VIP among all monomers and dimers, for the rest
of the cases this trend is not observed.
12.4 Conclusions
We have presented a theoretical study of neutral clusters of β−alanine molecules
(β − ala)n in the gas phase with sizes n ≤ 5 . We have rst introduced a com-
putational strategy to deal with the large number of possible isomers that these
systems may adopt. It consists in performing classical molecular dynamics sim-
ulations using the GAFF force eld with dierent temperatures and, after a rst
screening, we optimise the selected structures with density functional theory. We
have also presented a benchmarking study for a proper selection of the density
functional theory method that best reproduce these systems. Based on energetic,
geometric and bond-properties criteria, the M06-2X functional in combination with
the 6-311++G(d,p) basis was chosen as the best level of theory to describe clusters
of amino acids in the gas phase. With this level of theory we have evaluated the
stability of the clusters in terms of the intermolecular interactions between the
residues. Strong HBs are responsible of such stability. In particular cooperative
eects in ring structures strengthen these bonds. An in-deep study of wave func-
tion properties and interaction energies within these bonds reveal that the nature
of the donor and acceptor atoms (D-HA) determines the bond strength. We
have also computed dissociation energies including zero point energy and basis set
superposition corrections: the dissociation energy shows an oscillatory (even-odd)
behaviour with the cluster size. First and second vertical ionisation potentials have
















In this thesis we have studied theoretically the behaviour and evolution of thymidine,
glycine, β-alanine, γ-aminobutyric acid and N -acetylglycine after an ionising colli-
sion with a highly charged atomic ion in the gas phase. This thesis is also the out-
come of the close collaboration with the group that perform such experiments. We
have investigated the stability, fragmentation dynamics and dierent de-excitation
pathways characterising the decay of the positively charged molecules. Our the-
oretical predictions are in good agreement with the experimental measurements.
This thesis also includes a pure theoretical study of neutral clusters of β-alanine
molecules, focusing on their structure and stability in terms of weak interactions.
The following conclusion are derived:
 The energy transferred in the collision, for a single electron capture was de-
termined qualitatively and quantitatively for thymidine and glycine, respect-
ively.
 In the case of singly-charged thymidine, the experimental measurements
have shown an excitation energy distribution with the maximum of ≈2.5
eV and a broad distribution of ≈ 6 eV. Thereafter, such an excitation
energy distribution have been used in the theoretical modelling for the
rest of the systems studied in this thesis. The theoretical calculations
shows that (i) an energy deposit of [1-5] eV explain the observed peaks
in the mass spectra, (ii) the charge localization is correlated with the
molecular orbital involved in the ionisation.
 For singly-charged glycine it has been qualitatively showed that the
charge state of dierent projectiles determine the energy transferred
to the molecule according to the calculated pathways on the potential
energy surface and the observed peaks in the experiments. Dierences
in the energy-transfer is clearly reected in the neutral water emission.
The peak corresponding to the [glycine without H2O]+ is stronger when
the charge state of the projectile increases. It suggests that the cap-
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ture is more gentle and the excitation energy transferred to the target
is smaller for a highly charged ion.
 Dierent de-excitation pathways characterise the decay of the doubly charged
lineal amino acids: glycine, β-alanine and γ-aminobutyric acid after interac-
tion with highly charged ions. In all of the cases the most signicant frag-
mentation channels corresponds to molecular breaking into two singly charged
fragments, the so-called Coulomb explosion. This process leads to:
 Ccarboxyl − Cα bond cleavage for glycine,
 Ccarboxyl − Cα or Cα − Cβ bond breaking for β-alanine,
 two body Cβ−Cγ or three body Ccarboxyl−Cα+Cβ−Cγ fragmentation
for GABA.
 In competition with the Coulomb explosion, ultrafast H migration, OH mi-
gration and cyclisation processes take place, leading to unexpected fragment-
ation channels. The formation of stable dications followed by the evaporation
of neutral moieties has been observed:
 Doubly charged fragments have been found due to the fast (a few ≈10
of fs) hydrogen migration for glycine.
 In addition to H migration, OH migration has been also detected (≈100
fs ) for β-alanine.
 In addition to H migration, slower processes (≈100-200 fs) such as many-
member ring formations have been found for GABA. Due to these reac-
tions stable doubly charged oxygen and nitrogen reactive species have
been formed.
 For singly charged N-acetylglycine it has been shown that the peptide bond
provides additional stability against the fragmentation. The tautomerisation
processes have been identied due to the presence of this bond. They pro-
duce the cationic diol structures, with high stability, which are responsible
for the long-lived metastable species observed in the experiments. Such pro-
cesses may occur in other systems containing a peptide bond and has to be
considered to obtain a complete picture of the fragmentation dynamics in
peptides and proteins.
 For neutral cluster of β-alanine molecules a new computational strategy is
proposed. It has been shown that complete and accurate conformational
searches for weakly bonded clusters can be performed using classical mo-
lecular dynamics simulations with general amber force eld if one perform
careful parameters check. Moreover, it has been concluded that the M06-2X
functional is the most accurate DFT choice to calculate properties of these
systems. Strong cooperative eects have been found due to presence of dif-
ferent types of hydrogen bonds. They present more likely intramolecular
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En esta tesis hemos estudiado mediante métodos teóricos el comportamiento y la
evolución de la timidina, glicina, β-alanina, ácido γ-aminobutírico y N -acetilglicina
después de una colisión ionizante con un ion atómico altamente cargado en fase
gas. Esta tesis es también el resultado de una estrecha colaboración con el grupo
que realiza tales experimentos. Hemos investigado la estabilidad, la dinámica de
fragmentación y diferentes vías de desexcitación que caracterizan la desintegración
de dichas moléculas cargadas positivamente. Nuestras predicciones teóricas están
en buen acuerdo con las medidas experimentales. Esta tesis también incluye un
estudio teórico puro de agregados moleculares neutros de β-alanina, centrándose
en su estructura y estabilidad en términos de interacciones débiles. Se derivan de
este trabajo las siguientes conclusiones:
 La energía transferida en la colisión, para la captura de un solo electrón se
determinó cualitativa y cuantitativamente para timidina y glicina, respectiva-
mente.
 En el caso de timidina simplemente cargada, las medidas experimentales
han mostrado una distribución de energía de excitación con un máximo
de ≈ 2.5 eV y una distribución ancha de ≈ 6 eV. Posteriormente, dicha
distribución de energía de excitación se ha utilizado en las simulaciones
teóricas para el resto de los sistemas estudiados en esta tesis. Los cál-
culos teóricos demuestran que (i) un depósito de energía de [1-5] eV
explica los picos observados en los espectros de masas, (ii) la localiza-
ción de carga se correlaciona con los diferentes orbitales moleculares
implicados en la ionización.
 Para la glicina simplemente cargada, se ha demostrado cualitativamente
que el estado de carga de diferentes proyectiles determina la energía
transferida a la molécula de acuerdo con las vías calculadas sobre la su-
percie de energía potencial y los picos observados en los experimentos.
Las diferencias en la transferencia de energía se reejan claramente en
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la emisión de una molécula de agua neutra. El pico correspondiente a
la [glicina sin H2O]+ es mayor cuando el estado de carga del proyectil
aumenta. Esto sugiere que la captura es más suave y la energía de
excitación transferida a la molécula es menor para un ion altamente
cargado.
 Diferentes vías de desexcitación caracterizan la descomposición de los aminoá-
cidos lineales doblemente cargados: glicina, β-alanina y ácido γ-aminobutírico
después de la interacción con iones altamente cargados. En todos los casos,
los canales de fragmentación más signicativos corresponden a la ruptura
molecular en dos fragmentos cargados individualmente, la llamada explosión
de Coulomb. Este proceso conduce a:
 ruptura del enlace Ccarboxil − Cα para glicina,
 ruptura de los enlaces Ccarboxyl − Cα or Cα − Cβ para β-alanina,
 dos rupturas en dos fragmentos Cβ−Cγ o en tres fragmentos Ccarboxyl−
Cα + Cβ − Cγ para GABA.
 En competencia con la explosión de Coulomb, se producen migraciones ultra-
rápidas de H, migración de OH y procesos de ciclización, lo que lleva a canales
de fragmentación inesperados. Se ha observado la formación de dicationes
estables como consecuencia de la evaporación de fragmentos neutros después
de la reorganización molecular:
 Se han encontrado fragmentos doblemente cargados debido a la migra-
ción rápida de hidrógeno (≈ 10 fs) para la glicina.
 Además de la migración H, también se ha detectado la migración de OH
(≈ 100 fs) para β-alanina.
 Además de la migración de H, se han encontrado procesos más lentos
(≈ 100-200 fs) como formaciones de anillos de distintos tamaños para
GABA. Debido a estas reacciones, se han formado especies reactivas
estables doblemente cargadas de oxígeno y de nitrógeno.
 Para la N-acetilglicina simplemente cargada se ha demostrado que el enlace
peptídico proporciona estabilidad adicional frente a la fragmentación. Se han
identicado procesos de tautomerización debido a la presencia de este enlace.
Se han encontrado estructuras de dioles catiónicos, con alta estabilidad, que
son responsables de las especies metaestables de larga vida observadas en los
experimentos. Estos procesos pueden ocurrir en otros sistemas que contienen
un enlace peptídico y tienen que ser considerados para obtener una imagen
completa de la dinámica de fragmentación en péptidos y proteínas.
 Para agregados neutros de β-alanina, se propone una nueva estrategia com-
putacional. Se ha demostrado que búsquedas conformacionales completas
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y precisas para los agregados débilmente enlazados pueden llevarse a cabo
usando simulaciones dinámica molecular clásica, con el potencial AMBER si
uno realiza una vericación cuidadosa de los parámetros empleados. Por otra
parte, se ha concluido que el funcional M06-2X es la elección de DFT más pre-
cisa para calcular propiedades de estos sistemas. Se han encontrado fuertes
efectos cooperativos debido a la presencia de diferentes tipos de enlaces de
hidrógeno. Estos sistemas presentan una estabilización intramolecular que














In the future, we are planning to extensively study the importance of the electronic
excited states in the fragmentation of ionised biomolecules. Time-dependent DFT
and more accurate techniques, such as CASSCF with surface hopping molecular
dynamics method will be applied, to get deeper insight into charge migrations
during the fragmentation processes. We will also investigate the mechanisms behind
the peptide bond formation in the ionised clusters of β-alanine molecules. Future
studies will also aim to the investigation of unimolecular decomposition of more
complex systems like solvated clusters of β-alanine and/or Br-uracil.
Molecular dynamics in the electronic excited states
Dierent types of experiments based on ionisation with light sources, such as syn-
chrotron radiation ultrashort or laser pulses suggest that particular fragmentation
channels can not be explained without considering of electronic excited states.131;170
Therefore, in addition to the benchmarking study performed for the fragmentation
of the S-α-alanine molecule in the electronic ground state, we performed also a de-
tailed statistical analysis including the rst excited state. To this, we used surface
hopping non-adiabatic linear-response time dependent density functional theory
(SH-LR-TDDFT).42;132;389 The preliminary results of this study are presented be-
low. The comparison of BOMD and SH-LR-TDDFT disentangle the importance
of the excited states for particular exit channels. The general picture of fragment-
ation reproduce the previous experimental study using highly-charged-ion-induced
fragmentation.211 However, long timescale ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations explain the mechanism involving double hydrogen migration process
leading to NH+4 +COOH
+. The importance of the fragmentation channels includ-
ing electronic excited states explains recent experimental measurements performed
in X-ray induced fragmentation experiments (private communication by Prof. Ed-
win Kukk).
Additional multireference theoretical studies based on molecular dynamics sim-
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ulations with surface hopping method133 have been also performed in order to
provide interpretation of recent experimental measurements of ion induced frag-
mentation of betaine (private communication by Dr. Patrick Rousseau et al.).
Our simulations indicate that including the rst 3 excited states is necessary
to reproduce the experimental measurements. These preliminary studies show
strong couplings between the electronic excited states (ground/rst, rst/second
and second/third), which drive dierent charge transfer fragmentation dynamics of
this system. Such intricate correlation is responsible for the transfer of excitation
energy towards emission of CO2. Partially delocalised electronic charge, already
favours energy transfer to this part of the molecule in the rst femtoseconds of the
simulations. On the other hand, ionising in the ground state does not show this
trend. Emerging experimental data indicate that the fragmentation in the ground
state is not fully described by a multicongurational ground state wave function
picture.
Positively-charged molecular clusters
The theoretical study of ionised clusters of amino acids is of particular interest
since it oers an excellent opportunity to unravel structural and electronic proper-
ties of biological material as a function of the cluster size including dierent charge
states. Ionisation may induce the formation of covalent bonds between residues or
the dissociation and fragmentation of the cluster. The key factor to understand
the competition between these chemical processes lay in the heart of the weak in-
teractions between residues. For instance it is well known that on atomic clusters,
at low interaction energies only single atoms can be ejected. If the interaction
energies increase, then dimers or trimers can easily dissociate. However, on mo-
lecular clusters, stabilised with H bonds, the problem is more complex. Does the
size-dependent eects appear in the peptide bond formation for ionised (β-ala)q+n
clusters? One can analyse the experimental coincidences with the peaks associated
with the peptide bond formation and use this information to explore the corres-
ponding regions of the PES. Combining the calculations of adequate pathways on
the PES with experimental evidences may be a general strategy to understand and
explain new covalently bonded chemical species. Molecular dynamics in the rst
steps can provide a complementary picture of the PES exploration.
In recent experiments of (private communication by Dr. Patrick Rousseau et
al.) after ionisation of β-alanine clusters in the gas phase with high energy O3+
ions, emission of neutral moieties of mass 18 amu is observed. Considering that
the mass corresponds to the removal of the neutral water, we expect to observe
the formation of a peptide bond. Creating a peptide bond by removing a water
molecule in a cluster of amino acids could be associated with hydrophobic and
hydrophilic properties of their side chain. Before ionisation, the neutral clusters
of amino acids are weakly bonded forming cage structures as shown in this thesis.
After the ionisation, charged and polar side chains in the cluster become hydrophilic
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and can loss water and also "drain" out the water molecule from the core of the
cluster. Because of that, the geometry of the clusters plays a dominant role in the
formation of the peptide bond. The formation of covalent bonds like C-C can also
take place leading to functionalising derivatives.390 We plan to run MD and PES
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Additional information for thymidine
+
A.1 Experimental details
The experiments have been performed at ARIBE, the low-energy ions facility of
GANIL (Caen, France) and at the GASPHASE beamline of the synchrotron radi-
ation facility ELETTRA (Trieste, Italy). Both experiments are based on crossed-
beam set-ups using coincidence time-of-ight mass spectrometry. The eusive beam
of neutral thymidine molecule (2'-deoxy-thymidine) was produced by heating a
powder (Sigma-Aldrich - 99% purity) in a molybdenum oven at 130◦C. At this
temperature, the thermal decomposition is avoided.
Ion collision experiment
In the ion collision experiment, the ion beam of O6+ at 48 keV is produced by an
ECR source then pulsed in bunches of 500 ns and transported to the interaction
region. The charged products resulting from the interaction of thymidine mo-
lecules with the ion beam are analysed using a Wiley-McLaren linear time-of-ight
mass spectrometer coupled with a Daly-type detector allowing a constant detec-
tion eciency over a large mass range. The set-up allows also to measure fragment
ion-fragment ion coincidences in order to study the fragmentation dynamics as a
function of the initial charge state of the molecule.
Some peaks in the mass spectrum, shown in the Fig.1(b), are due to a contamina-
tion of the residual gas by previous experiments on PAH molecules (namely pyrene
with mass 202 and anthracene with mass 178).
Photoionisation experiment
The end-station used in the photoionisation experiment consists of a Wiley-McLaren
type time-of-ight mass spectrometer coupled to a 150 mm mean radius electron
energy analyser (VG 220i, with six electron multiplier detectors) in order to per-
form photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), photoion mass spectrometry (PIMS) and
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photoelectron-photoion coincidence measurements (PEPICO). In PES experiment
the pass energy of the VG hemispherical analyser was set at 5 eV corresponding
to an energy resolution FWHM of 200 meV, while in the PEPICO it was 20 eV
corresponding to FWHM of 800 meV.
A.2 Fitting Method
The overall mass spectra obtained by dierent methods look similar, the same peaks
are observed diering only by their relative intensity. The range of binding energies
Eb covered by the PEPICO experiments allowed to sample molecular orbitals up
to Eb = 15.74 eV, therefore not all of the fragments observed in the ion spectrum
(Fig.6.1b) are also observed in the photoionisation measurements (Fig.1h-k). In
particular, more energetic processes induced by inner valence ionisation and res-
ulting in multiple H-losses, formation of smaller fragments (m/z < 50 amu) and
fragments with a broad kinetic energy distribution have a reduced contribution or
are completely absent in the PEPICO spectra. This corresponds to the tail towards
larger excitation energy in Fig.6.2. Thus further studies should include PEPICO
spectra extending to higher excitation energies to fully represent the ion-induced
mass spectrum.
In the present we have selected the 11 most intense peaks, present in both sets of
data, to be implemented in the tting procedure (Tab.A.1).
The areas of the peaks of these eleven fragments in the ion (Ik) and in the thir-
teen PEPICO (Pjk) spectra have been evaluated by tting Gaussian functions to





Aj · Pik (A.1)
where k = 1 − 11 is the index of the eleven charged species from m/z = 31 to
242 amu (see Tab.A.1 for the list) and j = 1 − 13 is the index of the thirteen
measured PEPICO spectra, corresponding to increasing binding energies from 7.96
to 15.74 eV (see the inset label of Fig.A.2 for the full list), we searched for the best
values of the Aj factors that reproduce the intensity Ik of the ion fragments in the
ion impact spectrum.
In the tting procedure, we i) constrained Aj ≥ 0 and ii) initialised the t with a
vector of thirteen random numbers. In order to sample a broad range of the mul-
tidimensional surface of the parameters, an arbitrary number of 10, 000 repetitions
of the tting procedure, each one with a dierent set of initial parameters, has been
performed. The result is reported in Fig.A.1, together with the weight averaged
χ2 of all these solutions.
The frequency distribution of each one of the parameters Aj is displayed in Fig.A.2
versus its value, demonstrating the good convergence of the tting procedure. The
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half width of each distribution provides the uncertainty of the parameters, as re-
ported in Fig.6.2 and Fig.A.1
The comparison between the measured (Ik) and "reconstructed" (Ik(fit)) dis-
tribution of intensity of the selected charged species in the ion spectrum is reported
in Fig.A.3. Ik(fit) is calculated according to Eq.A.1 and using the values of the Aj
parameters corresponding to the black crosses in Fig.A.1.
A.3 Molecular Orbitals
We show in Fig.A.4 the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of thymidine
computed with the Hartree-Fock method and with a basis set 6-311G(d,p). The
energies in the gure corresponds to the ionisation values computed with the outer-
valance Green's function (OVGF) method.
A.4 Potential energy surfaces
The extensive potential energy surface exploration is presented in Figs.A.5-A.14.
The energies in these gures are given in eV in respect to neutral thymidine, cal-
culated at DFT-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. The most relevant pathways
corresponds to the main peaks observed experimentally and used as well for the
tting procedure.
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Figure A.1: The grey lines show the best values of the Aj parameters in the 10, 000
repetitions of the tting procedure reported versus binding energy. The black crosses are
the weight averaged χ2 of these solutions, reported with uncertainties in both binding
energy (due to energy resolution in the PEPICO experiments) and averaged value (see
text).
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Figure A.2: The frequency distribution of the 13 Aj parameters reported versus
their value. The correspondence between each parameter and the binding energy of the
PEPICO spectra is given in the panel. The area of each one of these peaks is equal to
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Figure A.3: Comparison between the measured intensity of the selected charged species
in the ion spectrum (Ik, grey bars) and the one reconstructed by eq.A.1 (Ik(fit), blue bars),
using the the best values of the Aj parameters reported in Fig.6.2 and Fig.A.1
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Figure A.4: Computed electron densities of the 12 highest occupied molecular orbitals
(HOMOs). Ionisation energies from each HOMO are given in eV. In red the orbitals
discussed in the Chap.6.
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Figure A.5: Fragmentation pathways of singly charge thymidine. Relative energies, δE,
are given in eV at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory including the zero point
energy correction with respect to the neutral thymidine.
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Figure A.6: See the caption of Fig.A.5
Figure A.7: See the caption of Fig.A.5
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Figure A.8: See the caption of Fig.A.5
Figure A.9: See the caption of Fig.A.5
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A.4. Potential energy surfaces
Figure A.11: See the caption of Fig.A.5
Figure A.12: See the caption of Fig.A.5
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Figure A.13: The main products among the heaviest fragments of neutral, singly and
doubly charged sugar part (s), base part (b) and these two with and without hydrogen
atom optimised at DFT-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
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Figure A.14: Energy levels of the fragmentation pathways for singly and doubly charged
thymidine leading to the main products among the heaviest singly and doubly charged
fragments calculated at DFT-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies in eV












Additional information for glycine
2+
B.1 Experimental details
The experimental details are described in detail elsewhere,92 thus only a short
description is given here. Experiments were performed with a crossed beams
device,188 where a pulsed beam of highly charged Xe25+ ions interacts with a
beam of neutral glycine molecules produced by evaporation of commercial high
purity powder of glycine and glycine-2-2-d2 in an oven kept at 400K. After the
interaction, the cationic products are orthogonally extracted into a linear time-of-
ight mass spectrometer. Time-of-ight spectra are recorded in an event-by-event
mode allowing to measure the correlation between the charged fragments proceed-
ing from a single ion-molecule collision.92 Tab.B.1 shows the relative intensities
with the corresponding assignation of the correlation islands in the regions of in-
terest in the coincidence map shown in Fig.8.2. Fig.B.1 shows the mass spectrum
of the cationic products obtained by fragmentation of the glycine dication in two
charged fragments after the interaction of neutral glycine with Xe25+ ions at the
energy of 387.5 keV.
B.2 Theoretical methods
Quantum chemistry calculations were carried out using the density functional the-
ory (DFT). In particular, geometry optimisations were performed using the B3LYP
functional, which combines the Becke's three parameter nonlocal hybrid exchange
potential114 with the nonlocal correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr.215
This functional has been used in combination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.
This level of theory has been shown to give accurate results for similar systems.72
Harmonic vibrational frequencies have been also evaluated at the same level to
characterise minima and transition states in the potential energy surface (PES)
and to compute the Zero Point Energy (ZPE) correction. For the obtained trans-
ition states, intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations have been also carried
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out to verify the minima they connect. Fig.D.2 in the Chap.8 shows the most im-
portant points in the PES that explain the fragmentation paths of doubly-ionised
glycine. Figs.B.2, B.3 and B.4 show complementary information obtained on the
exploration of the potential energy surface.
Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) calculations were performed using the
Atom-centered Density Matrix Propagation method (ADMP),141;142;149 at the B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) level of theory. To ensure the adiabaticity during the propagation we
chose a time step of ∆t = 0.1 fs and ctitious electron mass of 0.1 amu. We take the
geometry of the ve most stable conformers of neutral glycine and from them we
run simulations increasing the internal vibrational energy (0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02,
0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.1, 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.14 and 0.15 Hartrees).
The initial velocity of the atoms were randomly selected for each trajectory, isomer
and value of the internal energy. A total of 1700 trajectories were performed (20
trajectories for each of the 5 isomers considering 17 values of internal excitation
energy). We extract statistics from them by analysing the fragments produced
in the simulations at a propagation time of tmax =200 fs. In particular we have
observed eight possible exit channels in our simulations:
(a) Gly2+ → NH2CH+2 + COOH+
(b) Gly2+ → NH3CH+ + COOH+
(c) Gly2+ → [NH2 − CH− C(OH)2]2+
(d) Gly2+ → [NH3 − CH− COOH]2+
(e) Gly2+ → NH2CHCOOH+ + H+
(f) Gly2+ → NH3CHOH2+ + CO
(g) Gly2+ → NH2CHCO+ + H2O+ / NH2CHCO2+ + H2O
(h) Gly2+ → NH2C+ + H2 + COOH+
Processes (a) and (b) are Coulomb explosion, (c) and (d) are isomerisation, (e) is
H+ loss, (f) is CO loss, (g) is H2O or H2O+ loss and (h) is a Coulomb explosion
combined with a H2 loss, exit channels. The results of the statistics are shown in
Tab.B.2. As a general conclusion, Coulomb explosion (a-b) is observed in 97.94%,
isomerisation (c-d) in 1,65% and the rest of the processes (e-h) in 0.41% of the
total number of simulations performed.




M1 M2 Relative Intensity Assignation
18 55 0.05% H2O+/NH2CHCO+
18 57 0.14% H2O+/HNCCO+
27 28 1.04% HNC+/CO+
27 29 0.93% HNC+/COH+
27 30 0.36% HNC+/COH+2

















29 45 2.37% NH2CH+/COOH+
30 45 3.82% NH2CH+2 /COOH
+
Table B.1: Assignation of the correlation islands corresponding to the regions of interest
in the coincidence map (see Fig.8.2). Relative intensities are given in percentage of the
total intensity of the map.
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Figure B.1: Mass spectrum of the cationic products obtained by fragmentation of the
glycine dication in two charged fragments after the interaction of neutral glycine with





















































































































































































































































































































































































B. Additional information for glycine2+
Figure B.3: Isomerisation pathways for doubly positively charged glycine. Relative
energies, ∆E, are given in eV at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory including
the zero point energy correction with respect to the most stable isomer of the neutral
molecule. Key structures as cited in the article are labelled as (1), (2), etc. Notice that
the atomic arrangement of the initial glycine molecule, NH2CH2COOH does not exist as
stable isomer in dicationic glycine: geminal diol −C(OH)2 (obtained from (1) in the right
part of the gure) in and/or −NH3 terminations (obtained from (1) in the left part of the
gure) stabilise the charge−charge repulsion.
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Figure B.4: Fragmentation pathways for doubly positively charged glycine. Channels
leading to coincident measurements after Coulomb explosion from the geminal diol isomer
are shown. Relative energies, ∆E, are given in eV at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
level of theory including the zero point energy correction with respect to the most stable
isomer of the neutral molecule. Key structures as cited in the article are labelled as (1), (2),
etc. Coincidence notation is also included, e.g. 30+/45+. In this gure, the fragmentation
pathways after ultrafast H migration leading to to coincident measurements are given.
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% Percentage of each process
Energy (eV)
Coulomb Explosion Isomerisation Others
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
0.027 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
0.136 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
0.272 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
0.544 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
0.816 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1.089 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1.361 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1.633 99% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1.905 98% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2.177 98% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2.449 98% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2.722 98% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2.994 94% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0%
3.266 92% 4% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0%
3.538 91% 5% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0%
3.810 91% 3% 0% 5% 0% 0% 1% 0%
4.082 86% 5% 1% 4% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Total  average
96.76% 1.18% 0.24% 1.41% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.06%
97.94% 1.65% 0.42%
Table B.2: Statistics for each value of the excitation energy, summed over all the con-
sidered isomers, percentage of the observed exit channels in the molecular dynamics sim-
ulations: (a) NH2CH+2 +COOH
+ , (b) NH3CH+ +COOH+ , (c) [NH2−CH−C(OH)2]2+
, (d) [NH3 − CH− COOH]2+ , (e) NH2CHCOOH + +H+ , (f) NH3CHOH2+ + CO , (g)
NH2CHCO
+ + H2O
+ / NH2CHCO2+ + H2O, (h) NH2C+ + H2 + COOH+.
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Figure B.5: Percentage of processes as a function of the internal excitation energy:













Additional information for β-alanine2+
C.1 Detailed statistics
Detailed statistics of our ab initio molecular dynamics simulations are shown in Fig.
C.1, C.2 and C.3. Total contribution of direct bond breaking in a Coulomb repul-
sion process is presented in Fig. C.1. We can see that Ccarboxyl−Cα dominates over
Cα−Cβ bond breaking in the whole range of the excitation energies. Fig. C.2 shows
the statistical results of the isomerisation of β-alanine leading to diol2+ (5), (4-
membered ring)2+ (8), (5-membered ring)2+ (6) and linear NH3CH2CHCOOH2+
(7) as a function of the excitation energy. These channels are much less popu-
lated, about 5% (200 trajectories) of the total simulations. Isomerisation to diol2+,
which is the most probable isomerisation mechanism, is mainly observed for lower













































































C(alpha)−C(carboxyl): (1), (2) and (3)
C(alpha)−C(beta): (4)
Figure C.1: Statistics of the AIMD simulations showing Coulomb explosion: competi-
tion between Ccarboxyl −Cα: processes (1), (2), (3) and Cα −Cβ bond breaking: process
(4).
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Figure C.3: AIMD simulations showing combined processes competition.
with the other processes. Fig. C.3 shows combined processes. The probability of
occurrence of the combined processes increases with the excitation energy. It is
not surprising, as the additional excitation energy given to the vibrational degrees
of freedom can induce further molecular rearrangements. Therefore, additional
rearrangements appear together with the expected Coulomb repulsion, thereby de-
creasing the presence of repulsion processes where the excitation energy increases.
C.2 Conformer studies
Conformers nomenclature follows the work by Sanz et al.55 The fragmentation
pattern depends on geometry of each isomer (see Fig. C.5, Fig. C.6 and Fig. C.7)




+ (1): isomers a1,a2, a6, a11
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Figure C.4: Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulations of a β-alanine dication giving
though a combined processes: a) Coulomb explosion, isomerisation and fragmentation:
(9); b) Coulomb explosion and fragmentation: (10), (17); c) fragmentation and isomerisa-
tion: (11); d) isomerisation, Coulomb explosion and fragmentation: (12); e) isomerisation
and dehydration: (13), (14), (15); f) isomerisation and Coulomb explosion: (16).
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+ (1) in competition with NH2CH+2 + CH2OH
+ + CO








+ + CO (9) in competition with NH2NH2NH+2 + COOH
+
(3): isomer a5
The isomer a4 can fragment in many dierent ways and it is not classied in any
of the group above. Its geometry is very dierent from any other isomer and
slightly similar to the geometry of a5. Indeed, conformer a5 also present a dierent









Figure C.5: Geometries of the most stable 12 neutral conformers of beta-alanine. The











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C.6: Ab initio molecular dynamics statistics for the six most stable conformers
(a1-a6) of beta-alanine with relative energy between them 1.7 kcal mol −1. Numbers in
brackets correspond to the mechanisms dened in the article and Fig. 4.
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Figure C.7: Ab initio molecular dynamics statistics for six conformers (a7-a12) of beta-
alanine with relative energy between them 5.8 kcal mol −1. Numbers in brackets corres-
pond to the mechanisms dened in the article and Fig. 4.
C.3 Slope determination
The correlation between two charged fragments detected in coincidence gives in-
formation about the fragmentation dynamics of the doubly charged molecules. The
coincidence map displays the time-of-ight of the slower cationic fragment (TOF2)
as a function of the time-of-ight of the faster cationic fragment (TOF1). The
correlation for a given pair of charged fragments corresponds to an island on the
coincidence map. The width in TOF is proportional to the momentum. The slope
of islands in coincidence map can be related to the momentum of the respective
cationic fragments. In a deeper analysis, the width in the TOF spectrum and the
slope of one island in the coincidence map can be related to the momentum (pi) of
262
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, where ∆TOF1 and ∆TOF2 are the width in the TOF of the lighter and heavier
fragments, respectively.
If the two cations stem from a two-body break-up or if there is a loss of a neutral
product with no kinetic energy released before fragmentation of the dication into
two charged species, conservation of momentum implies a slope of -1 in the respect-
ive island. In the case of a secondary decay mechanism, the island has a steeper
or gentle slope. Thus, comparing the experimental slope, Sexp, from the shape of
the island and the theoretical slope, Stheor, calculated from the proposed mechan-
isms, we can infer where the charged fragments originally come from. Experimental
slopes were plotted for the most intense islands on the coincidence map. There-
fore, theoretically calculated channels and experimentally measured slopes shed
light on the chemical reactions and explain the behaviour in the fragmentation
dynamics. Comparison between the calculated slopes obtained from the computed
mechanisms with the experimental measurements with the associated channels are
presented in C.1.
C.4 Channels
Fig.C.8 summarises the dierent studied channels, from the main pathways ob-
served in the molecular dynamics simulations: Ccarboxyl − Cα bond breaking,
Cα − Cβ bond breaking, H migration and OH migration; and the subsequent ex-
ploration of the potential energy surface.
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Table C.1: Assignation of the correlation islands corresponding to the regions of in-
terest in the coincidence map for β-alanine dication. Iexp is the relative intensity as
measured in the experiment. E is the highest energy barrier needed to achieve this
exit channel. The number in brackets indicate the mechanism as given in the molecu-
lar dynamics simulations: (1) NH2CHCH+3 + COOH





+, (5) NH2CHCH2CO2+ + H2O, (9) NH2CH+2 + CH2OH
+ + CO
in the assignation column comes from Ccarboxyl−Cα (1 and 2), Cα−Cβ (4), H migration
(5) and OH migration processes (9), respectively.





+ → NH2CH+2 + CH2CO
+ + OH 21.15 -0.71
-1.0
NH2CH2CH2CO
2+ + OH → NH2CH+2 + CH2CO
+ + OH 25.70 -1.00
30 31 80 (9) NH2CH
+
2 + CH2COOH
+ → NH2CH+2 + CH2OH





















+ → NHCCH+3 + H2 + CO
+ + OH 25.95 -1.53
(5) NH2CHCH2CO
2+ + H2O → NH2CCH+2 + H + CO






















+ → NHCH+ +CH2 +H2 +COOH+ 26.46 -1.57
28 29 35 (4) NH2CH
+
2 + CH2COOH
+ → NHCH++H2+CH+COH++OH 30.59 -0.53 -
28 30 31 (4) NH2CH
+
2 + CH2COOH
+ → NH2CH+2 + CH2OH + CO


























+ → NHCCH+3 + H2 + COH




+ → NH2CCH+2 + H2 + COH
+ + O 28.67 -1.48
(5) NH2CHCHCOH
2+ + H2O → NH2CH+ + CHCOH+ + H2O 27.05 -1.00
(5) NH2CHCH2CO
2+ + H2O → NH2CH+ + CH2CO+ + H2O 25.45 -1.00
(5) NH2CHCH2CO
2+ + H2O → NH2CHCH+ + COH+ + H2O 21.09 -1.00
(5) NH2CHCHCOH
2+ + H2O → NH2CHCH+ + COH+ + H2O 21.09 -1.00
29 30 28 (4) NH2CH
+
2 + CH2COOH
+ → NH2CH+2 + CH + COH














+ → NCCH3 + H2 + H + COOH+ 25.84 -1.07
14 28 21 (4) NH2CH
+
2 + CH2COOH
+ → NHCH+ + H2 + CH+2 + COOH 26.32 -3.93 -
18 45 19 (2) NH3CHCH
+
2 + COOH
+ → NH+4 + CHCH + COOH
+ 20.74 -2.44 -
27 45 19 (2) NH3CHCH
+
2 + COOH
+ → NH3 + CHCH+2 + COOH
+ 21.50 -1.63 -1.5
15 45 17 (1) NH2CHCH
+
3 + COOH
+ → NH2CH + CH+3 + COOH










+ → NH3CH+2 + CH + CO







































































































































Additional information for GABA
2+,3+
D.1 Double electron capture.
Detailed statistics of ab initio molecular simulations (AIMD) related with Coulomb
explosion (CE) of GABA2+ molecules are shown in Fig. D.1a). The fragmentation
yield of CE processes: (1), (2), (3), and (4) is presented as a function of excita-
tion energy. In Fig. D.1b) we also present the optimised fragments taken from
MD simulations with their relative energy (in parenthesis); mechanisms are asso-
ciated according to the classication of the bond cleavage. We can also see that
the probability of the CE processes (3) and (4) is much higher than for other CE






















































































Figure D.1: Ab initio molecular dynamics statistics for all 30 dications of GABA.
Competition between dierent Coulomb bond cleavages. The number in parentheses
represents dierent bonds breaking: (1) Ccarboxyl − Cα, (2) Cα − Cβ , (3) Cβ − Cγ and
(4) Ccarboxyl −Cα + Cβ −Cγ bond cleavages; a) fragmentation yield as a function of the
excitation energy (in eV); b) optimised MD exit channels with DFT-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
level of theory, where the numbers in brackets indicate the relative energy in respect with
the most stable fragmentation channel in eV.
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Figure D.2: Fragmentation pathways for doubly positively charged GABA. Only the
stationary points of the potential energy surface corresponding to Cβ−Cγ bond breaking
and further hydrogen emission leading to charged fragments: m/z=28 amu with other
heavy fragments (m/z=26 and 27 amu). Relative energies, ∆E, are given in eV at the
DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory including the zero point energy correction
with respect to the exit channel: NH2CH+2 + CH2CH2 + COOH
+, which is exothermic
with respect to GABA2+ by 5.28 eV (see Tab. 1 in main article).
ergy but even for 4 eV of excitation energy it is still signicantly less probable than
other CE mechanisms. Interestingly, in Fig. D.1b) we observe 3 and 4-member
ring structures after Ccarboxyl − Cα and Cβ − Cγ bond cleavages (channels (1)
and (3), respectively). Considering three body fragmentation of GABA2+ (pro-
cess (4) in Fig. D.1) charge could be hypothetically distributed in six dierent
ways: a) NH2CH+2 + CH2CH2 + COOH
+, b) NH2CH+2 + CH2CH
+




+, d) NH2CH2+2 + CH2CH2 + COOH, e) NH2CH2 +
CH2CH
2+
2 + COOH or f) NH2CH2 + CH2CH2 + COOH
2+. The MD simulations
reveal that among them, only a) and b) are noticed with 92.7% and 7.3% probabil-
ities, respectively. Total contribution of the channels 4a and 4b to the MD statistics
for double electron capture is 32.4% and 2.5%, respectively. Moreover, the former
exit channel (4a) is 2 eV lower in energy. We also see that Cβ −Cγ (3) dominates
over another 2 body fragmentation in the whole range of excitation energies. One
would expect that in the longer simulation timescale the (3) process will contribute
to the (4) due to the further Ccarboxylic − Cα bond breaking of the CH2COOH+
ending up either on CH2CH2 + COOH+ (2.20 eV) or CH2CH+2 + COOH (4.23 eV).
Two intense coincidence islands 26+/28+ and 27+/28+ related with CE pro-
cesses are analysed in details on the potential energy surface (PES) (see Fig. D.2)
in order to gain a better understanding of the experimental measurements. We
268





































Figure D.3: Statistics of the AIMD simulations showing isomerisation competition for
GABA2+. The number in parentheses represents dierent geometry reorganisation of dic-
ation of GABA taken from the MD simulation and than optimised at the DFT-B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) level of theory.
observe, not only similar relative energies (6.77 and 7.08 eV) but also similar en-
ergy barriers. It explain similar experimental relative intensities measured in the
experiment (3.2% and 2.5%). Even if the relative theoretical and experimental
comparison between both channels are in an agreement we see that both channels
are much higher in the energy than the ones presented in the Tab. 1 in main article
and involve high energy barriers on PES. However, both pathways can be derived
from MD simulations (3) and (4) after neutral H and H2 emissions as a kinet-
ically favourable processes. This emphasises the role of the molecular dynamics
simulations to properly describe fragmentation.





2 +COOH explains the similar experimental (relative intensity)
and theoretical (relative energy) values (see Tab. 1 in main article).
In the Fig. D.3 we see results of MD simulation for GABA2+, without bond
breaking; H-migration leads to stable isomers (denoted as (5a-f)). The highest
yield is observed for diol 2+ isomers.
Fig. D.4 shows combined processes for GABA2+ which are related with the
emission of neutrals before or after CE and isomerisation. The probability of
occurrence of the combined processes increases with the excitation energy (see
Fig. D.4). It is not surprising, as the additional excitation energy given to the
vibrational degrees of freedom can induce many secondary reactions.
Possible structures corresponding to doubly charged fragments (m/z = 26.5,
27.5, 28.5 amu) of reactive nitrogen species (RNS) observed in experiment and
extensively discussed in main article are presented Fig. D.5. The structure of
cyclic bigger doubly charged moieties are shown in Fig. D.6. Reactive oxygen
species (ROS) with the same masses as RNS described above, proposed to be
formed in the fragmentation of GABA3+ are presented in Fig. D.10. Some of those
structures are obtained after the optimisation of neutral molecules taken from the
NIST database,391 the rest is obtained after optimisation of the fragments observed
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Figure D.4: AIMD simulations showing combined processes competition for GABA2+.
Figure D.5: Possible structures of doubly charged cations at m/z = 26.5, 27.5 and 28.5
amu optimised at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies in
parentheses between the conformers are in eV. Fragments with star (*) were optimised
of the corresponding neutral structure taken from National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST).
in the MD. According to previous study of the absorption and uorescence spectra
of microporous polymers,392 even if the ring structures are not in their lowest
energy conformation we can expect them to play an important role.
D.2 Triple electron capture
Total contribution of direct bond breaking for GABA3+ related with CE is presen-
ted in Fig. D.7. The CE processes are very similar in the full excitation energy
range to GABA2+ fragmentation discussed previously, (see Fig.D.7) considering
that the Cβ − Cγ become the dominant pathway for three electron capture phe-
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Figure D.6: Possible structures of doubly charged cations at m/z = 39.5, 40.5 and 41.5
amu optimised at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies in
parentheses between the conformers are in eV. Fragments with star (*) were optimised of
the corresponding neutral structure taken from NIST.
nomena and in the slightly longer simulation timescale will break in three fragments
similar to GABA2+.
MD simulation for GABA3+ without bond breaking are presented in Fig. D.8.
H-migration leads to isomers denoted as (5a-e). The highest yield is observed for
[NH3 − R]3+ forms, where R is the rest of the molecule without one hydrogen.
Fig. D.9 shows combined processes for GABA3+. The fragmentation yield of
the combined processes increases with the excitation energy similarly to GABA2+.
The most important processes classied as combined for GABA3+ fragmentation
correspond to emission of H2 molecules (6e and 6f) with subsequent Ccarboxylic−Cα




The possible optimised reactive oxygen species (ROS) are presented in Fig.
D.10. These doubly charged moieties are produced only in the fragmentation of
GABA3+ due to dierent double charge localisation in comparison with GABA2+.
Fig. D.11 presents the analysis of the charges on the emitted hydrogen molecules
related with combined processes. The Mulliken charges for H2, as it is shown in the
panel a) oscillates as a number of counts (bin of 0.01). Panel b) present the counts
for H2 charges considering the threshold smaller than the value of the charge (0 to
1 with 0.01 bin). The plots shows that the charge state of hydrogen molecules vary
depending on the criteria. There is no clear neutral (q=0) or charged (q=1) H2
molecule emission. We consider emission of charged hydrogen molecules if q>0.9,
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Figure D.7: Ab initio molecular dynamics statistics for all 30 trications of GABA.
Competition between dierent Coulomb bond cleavages; fragmentation yield as a function
of the excitation energy (in eV). The number in parentheses represents dierent bonds








































Figure D.8: Statistics of the AIMD simulations showing isomerisation competition for
GABA3+.
otherwise neutral evaporation is taking place (see Tab. D.2). This criteria allow us
to assign double charge to the nitrogen reactive species in coincidence with COOH+
(see 6a-d in Tab. D.2).
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Figure D.9: AIMD simulations showing combined processes competition for GABA3+.
Figure D.10: Possible structures of doubly charged cations at m/z = 26.5, 27.5 and
28.5 amu optimised at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory related to ROS
- containing oxygen. Relative energies in parentheses between the conformers are in eV.
Fragments with star (*) were optimised of the corresponding neutral structure taken from
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
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Figure D.11: The counts of the 323 fragmentation mechanisms related with H2 emission
observed in combined processes. Panel a) shows the counts for dierent charges of the hy-
drogen molecules (q H2); panel b) shows the normalised (to 100%) counts for q<threshold













A detailed study of the potential energy surface (PES) of neutral and singly posit-
ively charged N -acetylglycine is presented here. In the following gures we present
the critical points (minima and transition states) corresponding to:
 Structure of neutral conformers of N -acetylglycine (Fig. E.1);
 Isomerisation pathways for neutral N -acetylglycine conformers (Fig. E.2);
 Structure of singly charged conformers of N -acetylglycine (Fig. E.3);
 Isomerisation pathways for singly chargedN -acetylglycine conformers (Fig. E.4);
 Structure of singly charged diols of N -acetylglycine (Fig. E.5);
 Isomerisation pathways for singly charged N -acetylglycine diols (Fig. E.6).
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Additional information for neutral
clusters of β-alanine
F.1 Thermostats
The input les to run molecular dynamic (MD) simulations with AMBER136139
were prepared using antechamber tools.393 General Amber force eld147 were used
with RESP charges148 parametrised at the HF/6-31G* level of theory with the
Gaussian09 program.195 Energy minimisation was carried out to remove the pos-
sible non-physical, accidental contacts after parameterising. Then, dierent ther-
mostats were tested in order to obtain physically meaningful results. For each
thermostat the dierent parameters were converged at each stage of the MD sim-
ulation. First, the system was heated from T=0K to the target temperature and
then propagated at this temperature. Three dierent thermostats were checked:
Berendsen,346 Andersen394 and Langevin.347 The best results were obtained using
the Berendsen thermostat for the heating stage and Langevin thermostat for the
production dynamics. However, for both thermostats the results were unsatisfy-
ing since we observed high oscillations in energy and temperature and a further
extensive benchmark study for thermal equilibration was performed.
Berendsen thermostat convergence
Firstly, the conditions for the Berendsen thermostat were optimised. We performed
an extensive study to choose the best set of parameters: time step,∆t (fs), and
temperature coupling parameter, taut (ps), by using the Berendsen thermostat for
all clusters sizes consider in the manuscript. To this, during the heating stage
from T=0K to T=(50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300)K we checked all combination for
taut=(0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 picoseconds)
and ∆t=(0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0004, 0.0005, 0.0006, 0.0007, 0.0008, 0.0009 and
0.001 fs); over 5000 simulations. After analysing the simulations we concluded
that taut=10 ps and ∆t=0.2 fs are the most appropriate parameters, since the
285
F. Additional information for neutral clusters of β-alanine
temperature is well equilibrated for each cluster size and for each excitation energy
during the propagation stage. The plots for each cluster size and temperature with






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Secondly, we optimised the conditions for the Langevin thermostat. We performed
an extensive study to choose the best set of parameters: time step, ∆t (fs), and the
collision frequency, γ (ps−1). For the Langevin thermostat we considered the same
cluster sizes and temperature values as for the Berendsen thermostat. Simulations
were performed with γ=(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 ps−1) and
∆t=(0.1, 0.2, ... 1.5, 2.0 fs). After these simulations we concluded that γ=5 ps−1
(weak coupling to approximate the micro-canonical ensemble, NVE) and ∆t=0.2
fs are the most appropriate parameters, where the energy and the temperature
are well equilibrated for each cluster size and for each temperature during the
propagation stage. The plots for each cluster size and temperature with the chosen
parameters are presented in Tables F.5-F.8.
291














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F. Additional information for neutral clusters of β-alanine
Summary of the thermostats convergence
A large set of various parameters to run classical molecular dynamics simulations
for both processes heating and propagation were considered. After the evaluation
of these parameters we obtained the most stable ones for each temperature at the
heating and production stages, using the Berendsen and Langevin thermostats,
respectively. We checked that the total energy and temperature do not uctuate
as a function of time to be sure that system is well equilibrated. Some slight
deviations in the temperature are observed due to the hydrogen bonds creation
and annihilation, and due to van der Waals interactions.
F.2 Benchmarking
The benchmarking study has been carried out evaluating geometries, relative en-
ergies and bonding properties. Table F.9 presents dierences in the geometries ob-
tained with the MP2 method and with each of the considered functionals: B3LYP,
dispersion corrected B97D, M06 and its variation M06-2X and MPWB1K in com-
bination with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. Benchmarking of some electron proper-
ties in the bond critical points (BCPs) of H bonds for the most stable dimer (2.1) are
presented in Tab.F.10. Fig.F.1 presents a general comparison of the relative ener-
gies of 19 conformers of dimers after geometry optimisation with the MP2 method
and all considered DFT functionals. Single point energies at the CCSD(T)/6-
311++G(d,p) level of theory were obtained from geometries optimised at MP2
level of theory for the most stable 11 conformers. Fig.F.2 shows benchmarking of
the relative energies computed with the DFT functionals and their correlation with
the MP2 and CCSD(T) methods. Almost complete energetic similarity measured




Table F.9: Root mean square deviations, RMSD in Å, for the structures in (β − ala)2
calculated for each considered functional with respect to the MP2 results. The biggest
and the smallest values of RMSD are highlighted in bold.
Conformer B3LYP B97D M06 M06-2X MPWB1K
2.1 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05
2.2 0.13 0.11 0.17 0.13 0.13
2.3 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.13
2.4 0.14 0.11 0.25 0.29 0.25
2.5 0.28 0.26 0.31 0.32 0.31
2.6 0.12 0.12 0.35 0.25 0.30
2.7 0.19 0.18 0.34 0.14 0.25
2.8 0.08 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.08
2.9 0.87 0.73 0.82 0.16 0.85
2.10 0.16 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.07
2.11 0.45 0.05 0.17 0.09 0.08
2.12 0.54 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.13
2.13 0.56 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.14
2.14 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04
2.15 0.22 0.16 0.11 0.17 0.25
2.16 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.17 0.09
2.17 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04
2.18 0.70 0.11 0.19 0.10 0.10
2.19 0.44 0.21 0.06 0.22 0.46
Average 0.28 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.20
Table F.10: Electron density and its Laplacian computed for the most stable conformer
of (β − ala)2 at the bond critical points BCP1 and BCP2 (see bonds labels in the main
text).
MP2 B3LYP B97D M06 M06-2X MPWB1K
ρ (BCP1) 0.050 0.050 0.052 0.049 0.050 0.049
ρ (BCP2) 0.050 0.050 0.052 0.049 0.050 0.049
∇2ρ (BCP1) 0.100 0.100 0.093 0.108 0.100 0.104
∇2ρ (BCP2) 0.100 0.100 0.093 0.108 0.100 0.104
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Figure F.1: Benchmarking of 19 conformers of (β − ala)2: relative stability between all
conformers at the dierent levels of theory that we considered; Relative energies are given
in kcal mol −1 with respect to the most stable conformer.
F.3 Isomers
Using the computational strategy described in the main manuscript and employing
the M06-2X functional with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set we evaluated the relat-
ive stability of numerous isomers (m) of dierent cluster sizes (n). We use the
nomenclature (n,m), e.g. conformer 3.9 is the ninth conformer of a cluster with
three beta-alanine residues. A complete study of the isomers of neutral β-alanine
molecules is presented in Figures F.3-F.10. We present the optimised geomet-
ries, stabilised mainly through hydrogen bonds, and their relative energies. The




Figure F.2: Benchmarking of 19 and 11 conformers of (β − ala)2: correlations of the
dierent functionals with the MP2 and CCSD(T) results, respectively. R is the Pearson
correlation coecient. Relative energies are given in kcal mol −1 with respect to the most
stable conformer (see all structures in the Fig.F.4).
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Figure F.3: optimised geometries of neutral monomers (1.1-1.14) of β-alanine at the
DFT-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies with respect to the most






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure F.7: optimised geometries of neutral tetramers (4.13-4.20) of β-alanine at the
DFT-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies with respect to the most
stable neutral tetramer (4.1) in kcal mol−1. Dashed lines shows hydrogen (H) bonds with
donor (D)-acceptor (A) atoms with the cut-o distance ≤ 3.2 and D-H-A angle ≤ 50
degree.355 The colours of hydrogen bond: red, blue and turquoise underline the donor



























Figure F.8: Optimised geometries of neutral pentamers (5.1-5.12) of β-alanine at the
DFT-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies with respect to the most
stable neutral tetramer (5.1) in kcal mol−1. Dashed lines shows hydrogen (H) bonds with
donor (D)-acceptor (A) atoms with the cut-o distance ≤ 3.2 and D-H-A angle ≤ 50
degree.355 The colours of hydrogen bond: red, blue and turquoise underline the donor
atom: oxygen, nitrogen and carbon, respectively.
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Figure F.9: Optimised geometries of neutral pentamers (5.13-5.21) of β-alanine at the
DFT-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies with respect to the most
stable neutral tetramer (5.1) in kcal mol−1. Dashed lines shows hydrogen (H) bonds with
donor (D)-acceptor (A) atoms with the cut-o distance ≤ 3.2 and D-H-A angle ≤ 50
degree.355 The colours of hydrogen bond: red, blue and turquoise underline the donor

















Figure F.10: Optimised geometries of neutral pentamers (5.22-5.28) of β-alanine at the
DFT-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Relative energies with respect to the most
stable neutral tetramer (5.1) in kcal mol−1. Dashed lines shows hydrogen (H) bonds with
donor (D)-acceptor (A) atoms with the cut-o distance ≤ 3.2 and D-H-A angle ≤ 50
degree.355 The colours of hydrogen bond: red, blue and turquoise underline the donor
atom: oxygen, nitrogen and carbon, respectively.
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F. Additional information for neutral clusters of β-alanine
Finally, we present a thorough study based on wave function analysis techniques
for the most stable conformer of each cluster size. We focused on the estimated
stabilisation energies for all evaluated hydrogen bonds including a detailed analysis
of the type of the donor hydrogen atom, acceptor hydrogen atom, acceptor and
donor orbital energy dierences and Fock-diagonal NBO Fock matrix elements.
Table F.11: Estimated stabilisation energy (∆E(2)ij ) (in kcal mol
−1) of all the interaction
between atoms involved in the hydrogen bonds (HBs) for the most stable dimer. Acceptor
and donor orbital energy dierences (ε(NL)j − ε
(L)
i ) in a.u. and o-diagonal NBO Fock
matrix elements (Fij) in a.u. are also presented.
DIMER (β-ala)2








BD C 2 N 3 BD* O 18 H 22 0.28 1.25 0.017
BD N 3 H 7 BD* O 18 H 22 0.28 1.15 0.016
BD N 3 H 8 BD* O 18 H 22 1.62 1.15 0.039
CR N 3 - - BD* O 18 H 22 0.38 15.02 0.069
LP N 3 - - BD* O 18 H 22 34.94 0.86 0.155
BD O 18 H 22 RY* N 3 - - 0.07 1.56 0.01
BD O 18 H 22 BD* C 2 N 3 0.07 1.22 0.008
BD O 18 H 22 BD* N 3 H 7 0.15 1.32 0.013
BD O 18 H 22 BD* N 3 H 8 0.06 1.33 0.008
2
BD O 5 H 9 RY* N 16 - - 0.07 1.56 0.01
BD O 5 H 9 BD* C 15 N 16 0.07 1.22 0.008
BD O 5 H 9 BD* N 16 H 20 0.15 1.32 0.013
BD O 5 H 9 BD* N 16 H 21 0.06 1.33 0.008
BD C 15 N 16 BD* O 5 H 9 0.27 1.25 0.017
BD N 16 H 20 BD* O 5 H 9 0.28 1.15 0.016
BD N 16 H 21 BD* O 5 H 9 1.62 1.15 0.039
CR N 16 - - BD* O 5 H 9 0.38 15.02 0.069
LP N 16 - - BD* O 5 H 9 34.94 0.86 0.155
308
F.3. Isomers
Table F.12: See caption of F.11.
TRIMER (β-ala)3








BD O 3 H 4 RY* N 37 - - 0.08 1.61 0.010
BD O 3 H 4 RY* N 37 - - 0.07 1.86 0.011
BD O 3 H 4 RY* N 37 - - 0.06 2.35 0.011
BD O 3 H 4 BD* C 34 N 37 0.08 1.18 0.009
BD O 3 H 4 BD* N 37 H 39 0.07 1.30 0.009
BD* O 3 H 4 RY* N 37 - - 1.07 0.02 0.014
BD* O 3 H 4 RY* N 37 - - 0.17 0.35 0.025
BD C 34 N 37 BD* O 3 H 4 1.66 1.19 0.041
BD N 37 H 38 BD* O 3 H 4 1.97 1.10 0.043
BD N 37 H 39 BD* O 3 H 4 1.88 1.10 0.042
CR N 37 - - BD* O 3 H 4 1.55 14.97 0.141
LP N 37 - - BD* O 3 H 4 80.1 0.79 0.226
2
BD C 15 O 18 BD* N 37 H 39 0.31 0.96 0.015
LP O 18 - - BD* N 37 H 39 2.53 1.31 0.051
LP O 18 - - BD* N 37 H 39 1.48 0.85 0.033
BD* C 15 O 18 BD* N 37 H 39 0.11 0.45 0.018
BD N 37 H 39 BD* C 15 O 18 0.07 0.77 0.007
3
BD C 21 N 24 BD* O 29 H 30 0.15 1.26 0.012
BD N 24 H 25 BD* O 29 H 30 0.14 1.16 0.012
BD N 24 H 26 BD* O 29 H 30 1.45 1.15 0.037
CR N 24 - - BD* O 29 H 30 0.23 15.02 0.054
LP N 24 - - BD* O 29 H 30 26.84 0.86 0.136
BD O 29 H 30 RY* N 24 - - 0.07 1.78 0.010
BD O 29 H 30 BD* C 21 N 24 0.07 1.23 0.008
BD O 29 H 30 BD* N 24 H 25 0.18 1.33 0.014
BD O 29 H 30 BD* N 24 H 26 0.1 1.33 0.010
4
BD C 2 O 5 BD* O 16 H 17 0.27 1.65 0.019
BD C 2 O 5 BD* O 16 H 17 1.50 0.95 0.034
CR O 5 - - BD* O 16 H 17 0.19 19.85 0.056
LP O 5 - - BD* O 16 H 17 15.13 1.28 0.124
LP O 5 - - BD* O 16 H 17 3.67 0.85 0.051
BD* C 2 O 5 BD* O 16 H 17 0.66 0.43 0.038
BD O 16 H 17 RY* O 5 - - 0.12 1.63 0.013
BD O 16 H 17 RY* O 5 - - 0.36 2.54 0.027
BD O 16 H 17 BD* C 2 O 5 0.34 1.51 0.020
BD O 16 H 17 BD* C 2 O 5 0.25 0.9 0.014
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Table F.13: See caption of F.11.
TETRAMER (β-ala)4








BD O 3 H 4 RY* N 37 - - 0.10 2.56 0.014
BD O 3 H 4 BD* C 34 N 37 0.09 1.19 0.009
BD O 3 H 4 BD* N 37 H 38 0.08 1.27 0.009
BD* O 3 H 4 RY* N 37 - - 0.09 0.40 0.020
BD C 34 N 37 BD* O 3 H 4 1.22 1.20 0.035
BD N 37 H 38 BD* O 3 H 4 1.53 1.10 0.038
BD N 37 H 39 BD* O 3 H 4 2.06 1.10 0.044
CR N 37 - - BD* O 3 H 4 1.33 14.97 0.131
LP N 37 - - BD* O 3 H 4 71.11 0.80 0.214
2
BD C 2 O 5 BD* O 16 H 17 0.44 1.64 0.024
BD C 2 O 5 BD* O 16 H 17 2.28 0.95 0.042
CR O 5 - - BD* O 16 H 17 0.26 19.84 0.065
LP O 5 - - BD* O 16 H 17 13.83 1.26 0.118
LP O 5 - - BD* O 16 H 17 9.78 0.85 0.083
BD* C 2 O 5 BD* O 16 H 17 1.06 0.42 0.047
BD O 16 H 17 RY* O 5 - - 0.05 2.58 0.011
BD O 16 H 17 BD* C 2 O 5 0.19 1.50 0.015
BD O 16 H 17 BD* C 2 O 5 0.44 0.91 0.019
3
BD N 11 H 13 RY* O 18 - - 0.10 1.98 0.013
BD N 11 H 13 BD* C 15 O 18 0.13 0.79 0.010
BD C 15 O 18 BD* N 11 H 13 0.47 1.00 0.019
LP O 18 - - BD* N 11 H 13 2.46 1.31 0.051
LP O 18 - - BD* N 11 H 13 2.60 0.86 0.043
BD* C 15 O 18 BD* N 11 H 13 0.20 0.44 0.024
4
BD N 24 H 26 RY* O 44 - - 0.10 1.35 0.010
BD N 24 H 26 RY* O 44 - - 0.08 1.64 0.010
BD N 24 H 26 BD* C 41 O 44 0.10 0.74 0.008
BD C 41 O 44 BD* N 24 H 26 0.96 0.96 0.027
LP O 44 - - BD* N 24 H 26 0.39 1.31 0.020
LP O 44 - - BD* N 24 H 26 0.32 0.85 0.015
BD* C 41 O 44 BD* N 24 H 26 0.11 0.45 0.018
5
BD N 24 H 25 RY* O 31 - - 0.06 1.74 0.010
BD N 24 H 25 RY* O 31 - - 0.15 2.10 0.016
BD N 24 H 25 BD* C 28 O 31 0.05 1.37 0.007
BD N 24 H 25 BD* C 28 O 31 0.19 0.75 0.011
BD C 28 O 31 BD* N 24 H 25 0.38 0.98 0.017
LP O 31 - - BD* N 24 H 25 2.15 1.32 0.048
LP O 31 - - BD* N 24 H 25 0.89 0.87 0.025
BD* C 28 O 31 BD* N 24 H 25 0.16 0.46 0.021
6
BD N 24 H 25 BD* N 50 H 52 0.43 1.19 0.020
BD N 24 H 26 BD* N 50 H 52 0.35 1.19 0.018
LP N 24 - - BD* N 50 H 52 11.15 0.89 0.090
BD N 50 H - RY* N 24 - - 0.07 1.53 0.009
BD N 50 H 52 RY* N 24 - - 0.18 1.95 0.017
BD N 50 H 52 BD* C 21 N 24 0.29 1.15 0.016
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Table F.13: See caption of F.11.
TETRAMER (β-ala)4








BD O 29 H 30 RY* N 50 - - 0.06 1.71 0.009
BD O 29 H 30 RY* N 50 - - 0.08 2.63 0.013
BD O 29 H 30 BD* C 47 N 50 0.06 1.21 0.008
BD O 29 H 30 BD* N 50 H 51 0.08 1.29 0.009
BD* O 29 H 30 RY* N 50 - - 0.07 0.46 0.022
BD* O 29 H 30 RY* N 50 - - 0.07 0.33 0.018
BD* O 29 H 30 RY* N 50 - - 0.09 0.26 0.018
BD* O 29 H 30 BD* N 50 H 51 0.09 0.05 0.008
BD C 47 N 50 BD* O 29 H 30 0.75 1.23 0.028
BD N 50 H 51 BD* O 29 H 30 0.85 1.12 0.028
BD N 50 H 52 BD* O 29 H 30 1.92 1.13 0.043
CR N 50 - - BD* O 29 H 30 0.83 14.99 0.102
LP N 50 - - BD* O 29 H 30 53.91 0.82 0.189
8
BD C 8 N 11 BD* O 42 H 43 0.90 1.21 0.030
BD N 11 H 12 BD* O 42 H 43 1.26 1.11 0.034
BD N 11 H 13 BD* O 42 H 43 1.96 1.11 0.043
CR N 11 - - BD* O 42 H 43 1.07 14.98 0.117
LP N 11 - - BD* O 42 H 43 64.44 0.81 0.205
BD O 42 H 43 RY* N 11 - - 0.11 1.77 0.013
BD O 42 H 43 RY* N 11 - - 0.09 2.57 0.013
BD O 42 H 43 BD* C 8 N 11 0.12 1.21 0.011
BD* O 42 H 43 RY* N 11 - - 0.06 0.17 0.011
BD* O 42 H 43 RY* N 11 - - 0.47 0.13 0.027
BD* O 42 H 43 BD* N 11 H 12 0.06 0.07 0.007
Table F.14: See caption of F.11.
PENTAMER (β-ala)5








BD O 16 H 17 RY* N 50 - - 0.05 1.72 0.008
BD O 16 H 17 RY* N 50 - - 0.08 2.31 0.012
BD O 16 H 17 BD* N 50 H 51 0.09 1.30 0.010
BD* O 16 H 17 RY* N 50 - - 0.14 0.38 0.029
BD* O 16 H 17 RY* N 50 - - 0.07 0.24 0.016
BD* O 16 H 17 BD* N 50 H 51 0.08 0.05 0.008
BD C 47 N 50 BD* O 16 H 17 0.54 1.24 0.024
BD N 50 H 51 BD* O 16 H 17 0.59 1.13 0.024
BD N 50 H 52 BD* O 16 H 17 1.38 1.14 0.036
CR N 50 - - BD* O 16 H 17 0.59 15.00 0.086
LP N 50 - - BD* O 16 H 17 44.90 0.84 0.174
2
BD N 50 H 52 RY* N 63 - - 0.11 1.72 0.012
BD N 50 H 52 RY* N 63 - - 0.10 2.44 0.014
BD N 50 H 52 BD* C 60 N 63 0.11 1.13 0.010
BD N 63 H 64 BD* N 50 H 52 0.61 1.18 0.024
LP N 63 - - BD* N 50 H 52 10.35 0.89 0.086
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F. Additional information for neutral clusters of β-alanine
Table F.14: See caption of F.11.
PENTAMER (β-ala)5








BD C 15 O 18 BD* N 63 H 64 1.55 0.99 0.035
LP O 18 - - BD* N 63 H 64 2.65 1.32 0.053
LP O 18 - - BD* N 63 H 64 0.64 0.87 0.022
BD* C 15 O 18 BD* N 63 H 64 0.45 0.46 0.037
BD N 63 H 64 BD* C 15 O 18 0.30 0.76 0.014
4
BD O 3 H 4 RY* O 44 - - 0.14 1.95 0.015
BD O 3 H 4 RY* O 44 - - 0.28 2.52 0.024
BD O 3 H 4 BD* C 41 O 44 0.45 1.51 0.023
BD O 3 H 4 BD* C 41 O 44 0.26 0.92 0.015
BD C 41 O 44 BD* O 3 H 4 0.42 1.64 0.024
BD C 41 O 44 BD* O 3 H 4 0.60 0.96 0.022
CR O 44 - - BD* O 3 H 4 0.27 19.85 0.066
LP O 44 - - BD* O 3 H 4 20.42 1.27 0.144
LP O 44 - - BD* O 3 H 4 2.09 0.84 0.038
BD* C 41 O 44 BD* O 3 H 4 0.70 0.42 0.039
5
BD C 8 N 11 BD* O 55 H 56 0.41 1.25 0.021
BD N 11 H 12 BD* O 55 H 56 0.41 1.16 0.020
BD N 11 H 13 BD* O 55 H 56 1.84 1.15 0.042
CR N 11 - - BD* O 55 H 56 0.53 15.02 0.081
LP N 11 - - BD* O 55 H 56 41.64 0.86 0.169
BD O 55 H 56 RY* N 11 - - 0.05 1.66 0.008
BD O 55 H 56 RY* N 11 - - 0.06 1.50 0.009
BD O 55 H 56 BD* C 8 N 11 0.07 1.22 0.008
BD O 55 H 56 BD* N 11 H 12 0.13 1.32 0.012
6
BD C 2 O 5 BD* N 37 H 38 0.91 0.98 0.027
LP O 5 - - BD* N 37 H 38 1.63 1.30 0.041
LP O 5 - - BD* N 37 H 38 2.29 0.85 0.041
BD* C 2 O 5 BD* N 37 H 38 0.21 0.43 0.024
BD N 37 H 38 BD* C 2 O 5 0.11 0.77 0.009
7
BD C 34 N 37 BD* O 42 H 43 1.84 1.15 0.043
BD N 37 H 38 BD* O 42 H 43 4.48 1.06 0.064
BD N 37 H 39 BD* O 42 H 43 2.02 1.06 0.043
CR N 37 - - BD* O 42 H 43 2.16 14.93 0.168
LP N 37 - - BD* O 42 H 43 93.72 0.76 0.239
BD O 42 H 43 BD* C 34 N 37 0.16 1.19 0.012
BD O 42 H 43 BD* N 37 H 39 0.10 1.28 0.010
BD* O 42 H 43 RY* N 37 - - 0.06 1.66 0.031
BD* O 42 H 43 BD* C 34 N 37 1.73 0.04 0.024
BD* O 42 H 43 BD* N 37 H 39 0.21 0.13 0.015
8
BD C 21 H 22 BD* O 29 H 30 0.08 1.02 0.008
BD C 21 N 24 BD* O 29 H 30 0.99 1.25 0.032
BD C 21 N 24 BD* O 29 H 30 0.99 1.25 0.032
9
BD N 24 H 25 BD* O 29 H 30 1.28 1.16 0.035
BD N 24 H 26 BD* O 29 H 30 0.27 1.16 0.016
CR N 24 - - BD* O 29 H 30 0.58 15.03 0.085
LP N 24 - - BD* O 29 H 30 42.86 0.86 0.172
BD O 29 H 30 RY* N 24 - - 0.11 1.83 0.013
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